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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Two years have passed since Maine released its first long-term
Transportation Improvements Plan.
In that time, major events
have taken place which will significantly influence
transportation planning over the next decade. This second
edition of the Plan reflects a consideration of these events
while continuing to address the investment needs of all modes of
transportation. The planning horizon for this document is to the
year 2002.
The legislation that created the Commission emphasizes that longrange capital planning for transportation shall be a continuous
effort. Plans are to be produced on a biennial basis.
In this
context, each plan should be viewed more as a snapshot in time
reflecting current knowledge and understanding rather than as a
final statement. With each plan, new insights are gained that
raise new issues requiring further exploration. With each plan
comes debate over policy that creates new opportunities to refine
and expand the scope of the capital improvements program.
Accompanying the legislation which created the Transportation
Capital Improvement Planning Commission, are specific directives
designed to focus the Commission's work.
In preparing the Plan,
the Commission is asked to place emphasis on addressing
transportation needs of statewide significance and to provide a
balanced statewide response to the needs identified.
It is asked
not to become involved in the preparation or any aspect of the
implementation of the Department of Transportation's biennial
Transportation Improvement Program. The Plan is to address the
following modes: multiple occupancy highway vehicles, ferries,
cargo ports, rail, aviation and highways. One aspect of the
Commission's charge needs to be underscored. The Plan is to
address capital needs only. Issues that are primarily
operational in nature are therefore not considered.
In the Commission's view, the most important section of this Plan
is Chapter 2, entitled "Transitions." Here, the broad issues
that confront the development of Maine's transportation network
are highlighted.
In discussing these issues the Commission sets
forth its philosophy and establishes the tone for the rest of the
document.
The six chapters which follow are organized by mode, providing
extensive description of the state's transportation needs and the
facilities available to respond to those needs. Each of these
chapters begins with a subheading entitled "The Setting" under
which transportation demand is characterized. The next
subheading, entitled "The System," details existing
transportation facility capacity. The final subheading, "The
Issues and Strategies," recommends specific initiatives and
policies. The document concludes with Chapter 9, "A
1-1

Transportation Capital Improvements Budget," which presents, bytransportation mode, the expenditure levels required to meet the
documented needs and the strategies outlined in the Plan, the
revenues which can reasonably be anticipated to support the
expenditures, and the funding gaps which exist between the two.
In contrast to the first plan, this edition is considerably more
detailed in several respects. First, the Aviation Systems Plan
for the State is now complete and the results of this work have
been incorporated.
Second, a major capital needs assessment for
marine facilities on the coast has been finalized and that work
is reflected in the plan. Third, new data is available on
opportunities for passenger rail service. Similarly a new
database on local bridge conditions is now complete.
In addition
to these specific efforts, the statistics appearing in the 1990
Plan have been updated in those instances where more current
information has become available.
The 1992 Plan contrasts with the 1990 version in another respect.
The new Plan, for the first time, considers the revenue options
available to the state for financing capital investment needs.
The presentation on revenues and expenditures is heavily
influenced by the actions of Congress which recently passed
transportation legislation of historic significance. Maine's new
transportation policy approved by the voters this past November
has equally influenced this presentation.
A final difference between the two plans is that this document
includes in the appendix a scorecard indicating major
accomplishments realized over the past two years.
In this
presentation, performance can be measured against the strategies
indicated in the prior plan.
As indicated on the cover, this Plan is presented in draft form.
It will not be finalized until all parties with an interest have
had an opportunity for review and comment.
In this regard, a
45-day public review and comment period is provided. The
Commission is further encouraging public participation by
sponsoring a one-day working conference designed to elicit
comments on the draft and by producing an executive summary and
slide show for use in presentations to the general public.
This is a critical period in transportation planning. To meet
the challenges of the time, everyone with an interest is asked to
participate and afford the Commission the opportunity to improve
upon its efforts.
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CHAPTER 2. TRANSITIONS

A period of great change is now upon the State of Maine: change
that is altering our economy, shifting public opinion and
tempering demographic trends. The boom eighties have become the
slow growth nineties. The accustomed predictability of public
policy is now interrupted. And, an emerging new look for Maine's
population is signaling new realities. This is a period of
transition for the State, its citizenry, and transportation
policy.
Over the past two years, the public's quest for mobility has been
challenged by economic constraints, and the practical limits of
each traveler to travel more. Meanwhile, Maine voters and the
Federal government have brought into focus the need for a
transportation policy that enhances the environment, conserves
energy and simultaneously spurs productivity.
Mobility and productivity are linked but mobility can be realized
by various means. The task ahead is to forge a policy that moves
people and goods with equal or greater efficiency while
minimizing environmental impacts and reducing fuel consumption.

Mobility Expectations
Over the last two decades Maine witnessed an explosion in travel
demand. During that period, more vehicles and more drivers
traveled greater distances more frequently. Labor force
participation rates grew and added more commuters.
Settlement
patterns dispersed into the suburbs away from work and services.
The household size declined, creating more households in a
growing population with still more origin and destination points.
A strong economy in the eighties, the ascendancy of the tourism
industry and the reallocation of market share from rail to truck
also contributed to rising travel demand. This was not a period
of growth for mass transit; it was a period of growth for the
single occupancy vehicle.
The past, however, is not likely to reflect the future. Some
trends in travel demand are expected to continue, but other
significant trends are emerging which herald a very different
future.
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Demographic Limits
Over the last decade Maine's population grew by 9.2 percent, the
numbers of licensed drivers increased 21.5 percent, registered
vehicles rose 35.0 percent and total vehicle miles of travel
expanded by 59 percent. Chart 2-1 illustrates these trends.

CHART 2-1
MAINE MOBILITY TRENDS
1980 TO 1990

Sources:

U.S. C«nsua Bureau; Padarai Highway Administration

This extraordinary rate of growth is likely to abate for several
reasons. First, while the increase in population approximated
9.2 percent in the eighties, there was nearly a 10 percent
decline in the age cohort of 5 to 24. This signals a decline for
the nineties in new licensed drivers. Furthermore, the age 65
and over cohort increased during the eighties by 16 percent.
This group is typically beset by disabilities which limit
independence and in particular the ability to drive a car. As
the overall population of the State continues to age, this trend
will become more significant.
Increases in persons of retirement
age will also signal reductions in commuter travel and increases
in leisure travel. Chart 2-2 reveals the population trends
established in the eighties.
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CHART 2-2
MAINE POPULATION CHANGE BY AGE GROUP
1980 - 1990

Under 6

6-24

26-44

46-64

66 and over

A g e G ro u p s

Source:

U.S. Census Bureau

The second major factor influencing the future rate of growth in
travel demand is that 93 percent of all Maine residents sixteen
or older now have a driver's license and the ratio of licensed
drivers to passenger vehicles has gone from .71 in 1980 to .84 in
1990. Between 1980 and 1990, the percent of the driving age
population with a license grew by seven percentage points. But,
with 10 percent of the 16-64 age group experiencing disabling
conditions and the expectation that the percentage with
disabilities over age 64 will grow, further increases in the
proportion of licensed drivers is unlikely. There is a basis for
arguing that a decline is possible. Another factor of interest
to the rate of growth in travel demand include a decline in the
population growth rate from 9 percent for the eighties to 7
percent for the nineties.
Economic Constraints
Short and longer term consequences are anticipated from the
recession now gripping Maine. State employment levels peaked in
1989 at 540,000 jobs. Since then the net loss of jobs to the
economy has reached 32,500. This 6 percent drop compares with a
1.3 percent decline in the 1974-75 recession and a .9 percent
decline in the early eighties. Job creation is not offsetting
job loss in the manner previously experienced.
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Economist Michael Donihue of Colby College notes that fundamental
change is occurring among traditionally stable, large employers.
He concludes that these firms are downsizing in order to compete
internationally and that the effects in employment will be long
term.
"I don't think we'll see the levels of employment
we had in the 80 'sfor a long, long time."
Michael Donihue, Economist
Colby College
He argues that the economy is experiencing structural change and
that many of the jobs now being lost will not be recaptured as
the economy improves.
Over the next decade job growth is expected to slow to just over
1 percent per year on average, down from the 2.6 percent per year
rate of growth experienced since 1979. Chart 2-3 reveals the
extraordinary increase in labor force participation rates during
the last decade. Between 1980 and 1990 the percent of the
population engaged in the labor force grew from 45 percent to 52
percent.
CHART 2-3
POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE GROWTH
! S 1960-1970
150

thousands

■ 1970-1980

□ 1980-1990

□ 1992-2002

3

100

50

0
Population
Labor Force
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Maine Department of Human Services,
Maine Department of Labor.
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A slowing of the growth in labor force participation rates
implies reduced growth in commuter traffic, an important factor
influencing overall travel demand.
Other factors influencing travel demand will also be controlled
to a significant extent by economic conditions. Therefore, the
extent and duration of the current recession must be understood
if future travel patterns are to be anticipated. Maine
economists seem to agree that the economy is not likely to become
worse but the turnaround is also expected to be very slow.
"We will be trolling along the bottom
for the next three years."
Laurie Lachance, Economist
Central Maine Power
The fallout for transportation, given the current economy, can be
witnessed in motor vehicle registrations, reduced trips,
declining vehicle purchases and even changes in the average
household size. The number of registered vehicles in Maine
declined by 15,000 in 1991. With 10,000 fewer passenger cars and
5,000 fewer commercial vehicles, this was the first decline since
these records began to be compiled in 1985. Given the results of
previous economic downturns, this result is most likely explained
by the current recession.
Fuel use has recently experienced a decline. While the rate of
growth in fuel use for the eighties was 22 percent, a contraction
in fuel use of 2.3 percent in 1990 was experienced.
The number of households also influences travel patterns as a
generator of origins and destinations. Recent news reports have
indicated that the recession is resulting in excess supply of
rental units which in turn indicates that the trend for household
growth to exceed population growth may be abating at least for
the present.
Transportation represents roughly one-fifth of all household
expenditures, surpassing food purchases and second only to
housing expenses. For the majority of Maine residents, real
income is on the decline and is expected to continue in that
direction through the decade. These factors will combine along
with the recession and the demographic considerations previously
cited to curb vehicle purchases and limit registrations to
current levels over the next several years.
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A New Equation
In the space of a few weeks' time the voters of Maine and the
Congress of the United States each enacted sweeping changes to a
transportation policy that has been a constant for two decades.
These new enactments respond to past patterns of travel demand
and seek to shape future demand.
Simultaneous to the passage of major changes in transportation
policy, a breakthrough was realized in transportation financing.
In Maine, numerous bond issues were defeated in the November
balloting, with only the transportation bond issue securing
passage. Meanwhile, at the federal level, Maine moved from a
pay-in state to a net beneficiary. Where approximately 86 cents
had been returned on every transportation dollar sent to
Washington, now Maine would realize a return of about $1.29 for
every dollar contributed.
Transportation Policy Act
Amidst the controversy over widening the Maine Turnpike, the
citizenry was also asked to act on the question of adopting the
"Sensible Transportation Policy Act". By vote, the widening plan
was defeated and the Policy Act was passed. The new Act
acknowledges the importance of transportation to the economy, the
potential for detrimental environment impacts brought on by
transportation decisions, the deteriorated condition of roads and
bridges and the need to reduce dependence on foreign oil.
Moreover, the new Act enhances the role of municipalities and
their citizenry in shaping transportation initiatives.
The new Policy requires that transportation planning decisions,
capital investment decisions and project decisions must:
1.

Minimize harmful environmental impacts.

2.

Evaluate transportation alternatives for all significant
highway construction and reconstruction projects.

3.

Give preference to transportation system management (TSM),
transportation demand management (TDM), and improvements to
the existing system and other modes before increasing highway
capacity through road building activities.

4.

Repair and improve roads and bridges to provide a safe,
efficient and adequate transportation network.

5.

Reduce reliance on foreign oil.
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6.

Increase reliance on energy-efficient forms of
transportation.

7.

Meet the mobility needs of rural and urban residents and the
unique needs of the elderly and disabled.

8.

Be consistent with the purposes, goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act.

9.

Incorporate a participation process for local governmental
bodies and the public.

The key elements of this Act that will shape future travel
patterns include the emphasis placed on system and demand
management, reducing reliance on foreign oil and increasing the
use of energy-efficient forms of transportation.
In resolving
congestion difficulties, preference must be given to TDM and TSM
strategies as well as capacity building projects within other
modes, before relieving congestion through major highway capacity
building projects.
Surface Transportation Act
In December of 1991, the President signed the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. This law establishes a
National Highway System consisting primarily of existing
Interstate routes and a portion of the primary road network. The
purpose is to focus Federal resources on highways of significance
to Interstate travel, intermodal connections, national defense
and international commerce. Additionally, the new law grants
states more flexibility in determining transportation solutions
whether transit or highways, makes highway funds available to
enhance the environment, promotes new technologies and lifts
restrictions on the use of Federal funds for toll roads.
There are several features of this new legislation which have
potential to complement Maine's Sensible Transportation Policy
Act.
1.

Overall highway, bridge and transit funding levels are
increased to respond to deteriorating conditions.

2.

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes can be constructed under
the Interstate Maintenance Program.

3.

Funds traditionally set aside for highways and bridges are
now also available to support transit capital projects under
the new Surface Transportation Program.
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4.

'The Surface Transportation Program includes a 10 percent set
aside for safety construction activities and 10 percent for
transportation enhancements which encompass a broad range of
environmental-related activities.

5.

The new Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program directs funds toward projects that improve air
quality in non-attainment areas.

6.

Start-up costs for traffic management and control activities
are provided.

7.

Funding is available for transportation planning, research
and development.

8.

A statewide planning process, transportation plan and
transportation program is required.

The added flexibility and increased resources promised in this
federal legislation will support the State’s efforts to meet the
objectives enumerated in Maine's Sensible Transportation Policy
Act.

THE RESPONSE
Mobility demand is in transition due to demographic shifts,
economic restructuring and new political mandates. The response
to this emerging form of demand must of necessity be different
from the traditional course of transportation policy in Maine.
The voters have clearly confirmed this point. Fortunately,
recent Federal initiatives have enhanced the State's opportunity
to successfully fashion the needed response.
Transportation planning decisions must now reflect adherence to
the Sensible Transportation Policy Act.
It may be argued that
the intent of the Act is to address planning, investment and
implementation decisions only at the level of individual
projects.
In judging the applicability of the Act to the
Transportation Capital Improvements Plan, this limited
interpretation is rejected based on the plain language of the Act
and the potential of this Plan to further the objectives of the
Act.
The goals and strategies stated in the 1990 Plan are compatible
to a large extent with the language of the new Act. Both seek to
minimize environmental impacts, urge TDM and TSM strategies,
endorse intermodalism, encourage energy efficiency and emphasize
State-local partnerships with the growth management law as the
focus for dialogue. The Plan emphasizes fiscal capacity issues
2-8

while the Act is less direct on this issue. The Act focuses on
citizen participation where the Plan largely emphasizes the
participatory process for finalizing the Plan itself.
The single significant distinction between the Act and the 1990
Plan involves the freedom of choice for shippers and the
traveling public to select the mode of transportation which best
suits them. The 1990 Plan was predisposed to maximizing choice.
The Act calls on the State to direct selection by giving
preference to TDM, TSM and "other transportation modes before
increasing highway capacity through road building activities."
Furthermore, the State must reduce reliance on foreign oil and
promote reliance on energy efficient forms of transportation.
Given these understandings, the following mission statement and
goals are adopted for the 1992 Transportation Capital Improvement
Plan.
Mission Statement
The State of Maine shall seek to enhance mobility,
productivity, environmental guality, and energy
conservation through the prudent management and
improvement of transportation capital facilities.
Goals
1.

To evaluate the full range of reasonable transportation
alternatives for-all significant highway construction or
reconstruction projects and give preference to
transportation system management options, demand
management strategies, improvements to the existing
system, and other transportation modes before increasing
highway capacity through road building activities.

2.

To ensure the repair and improvement of transportation
facilities through the State to provide a safe,
efficient and adequate transportation network.

3.

To meet the diverse transportation needs of the people
of the State including shippers, rural and urban
populations and the elderly and disabled.

4.

To be consistent with the purposes, goals and policies
of the Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation
Act.
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5.

To formalize opportunities for municipalities and their
citizenry to petition MDOT on matters pertaining to
transportation capital planning, investment and project
implementation.

6.

To minimize the harmful effects of transportation on
public health and on air and water quality, land use and
other natural resources.

7.

To maximize, to the extent practical, financing by user
fees set at levels which accurately reflect the costs of
utilization.

8.

To foster economic expansion and increase economic
opportunity for all Maine citizens.

Summary
This Plan seeks to achieve a balance between mobility demands,
productivity interests, environmental and energy concerns and
fiscal limitations. The conservation and preservation of
existing and future transportation facilities are central to the
achievement of this mission. Transportation facility capacity
must be protected in a manner that is similar to the approach now
taken with regard to electrical generating capacity.
Improvements in land use management must be realized through a
strengthened State-local partnership operating within the
framework of comprehensive planning. Conservation and
preservation strategies must also reflect a farsighted
consideration of the applications technological innovations can
have in Maine.
This Plan strongly endorses Federal, State and local user fees as
the principal source of revenues for financing capital
improvements. Fee rates that are set at levels which accurately
reflect costs offer the best means to gauge mobility demands and
preferences. User financing encourages efficient facility
utilization, thereby saving capacity and reducing capital
outlays.
It allows the traveling public a direct say in the
amount of charges they are willing to pay.
Finally, the Plan seeks to formalize municipal participation in
transportation decisions.
It proposes that when municipalities
request MDOT planning or project consideration that they do so in
much the manner now accomplished through the Community
Development Block Grant Program. The Plan suggests that requests
be accompanied by proof of public participation and be consistent
with a comprehensive plan adopted in compliance with the
Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act.
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CHAPTER 3. MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY HIGHWAY VEHICLES

For the purposes of this chapter, multiple occupancy highway
vehicles include local transit and intercity bus services with
fixed routes and schedules, demand response services offering
door-to-door transportation on an on-call basis, and programs
such as park and ride, carpools and vanpools. Multiple occupancy
transportation that is marine related is addressed in Chapter 4,
Public Ferry Transportation.
Historically, the mandate for multiple occupancy highway vehicles
in Maine has been to serve the needs of those who are
transportation dependent (low income, disabled, elderly).
Multiple occupancy vehicles will continue to serve this
population but it is likely that a new category of riders will
emerge. This new ridership will be influenced by such
consequences as traffic congestion, limited parking facilities, a
scarcity of highway improvement funds, environmental constraints,
declining incomes for some segments of the population, and the
effects of Maine's "Sensible Transportation Policy Act."

The Setting

Demand for multiple occupancy highway vehicle transportation is
revealed in demographic and socio-economic statistics, consumer
preferences and political considerations. On the statistical
front, such factors as population growth, age distributions,
incidence of disability, income levels, auto availability and
possession of a driver's license all significantly influence
demand. Consumer preferences involve considerations of mobility,
cost and comfort as measured against the alternatives,
principally the private automobile. Political factors range from
international matters affecting fuel price and availability, to
national concerns regarding air pollution, to State and local
concerns regarding transportation investment decisions.
Demographic and Socio-Economic Considerations
Population Growth. Between 1980 and 1990 all parts of the State,
except northern Maine, experienced significant population growth.
The growth rate for the State for the period from 1992 to the
year 2002 is expected to drop from the 1980-90 rate of 9.2% to
3-1

7.0%. Three aspects of the population growth rate are of concern
to multiple occupancy highway vehicles and deserve mention.
o

Populations in the urban areas with the largest transit
systems, Portland, Lewiston-Auburn and Bangor, are
expected to remain relatively stable. Growth rates
between 1980 and 1990 were 4.5%, 0.7% and 4.9%
respectively for these urban areas compared with a
statewide rate of 9.2% for the same period.

o

The dispersal of the population into the more difficult
to serve suburban areas will continue and growth will be
most pronounced there. Between 1980 and 1990 growth
rates in the suburbs of Portland, Lewiston-Auburn and
Bangor were 9.4%, 17.3% and 6.9% respectively.

o

Sparse settlement patterns in rural Maine will remain a
major service impediment throughout much of the central,
northern and eastern parts of the State.

Age Distribution. Transportation dependency is greatest on
either end of the age spectrum. Maine's younger population
(under 18 years) declined from 321,653 in 1980 to 309,002 in
1990, a drop of 4%. Between 1992 and the year 2002, this age
group is expected to decrease by 1.5%. By contrast, the elderly
population (65 and over) expanded significantly during the 1980's
and will continue to grow.
In 1980, there were 140,583 elderly
people comprising 12.5% of the State's population. By 1990,
there were 163,373 elderly people, and they comprised 13.3% of
the population. Between 1992 and the year 2002, the elderly
population is expected to rise to 194,756 people and comprise
14.5% of the State's population. A 1986 MDOT survey of Maine
adults revealed that the elderly over 75 were more than twice as
likely to be using local transit or demand response services than
any other age group.
Incidence of Disability. Based on the 1980 Census, nearly 10% of
the State's population age 16-64 is prevented from working due to
a disability. The disabled are twice as likely, based on a 1986
MDOT public transportation survey, to use local transit or demand
response services as the rest of the population. However,
slightly more than one-third of the disabled population has a
condition which makes it difficult or impossible to use these
services. Federal DOT research supports estimates that the
disabled population will increase into the 1990's with most of
the increase occurring among persons 65 and over. A 10% rate of
increase is estimated at the national level between 1980 and
1990.
Income Levels. Based on a 1986 MDOT study of transit and demand
response services, 76% of persons without a driver's license had
household incomes of $15,000 or less. Twenty percent of
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households with incomes of less than $15,000 used transit
services as compared to 10% for incomes of $15,000 to $30,000 and
4% for incomes over $30,000. Within Maine, the percent of
persons living in poverty is lowest in York and Cumberland and
highest in Aroostook, Somerset, Waldo, Lincoln and Washington
Counties. On a national basis, as in Maine, female headed
households represent a disproportionate share of the poor. Maine
is expected to continue to have its highest concentrations of
poor in both the rural regions of the State and in the largest
urban centers.
Auto Availability. Among the state's adult population, 5% have
no access to a vehicle and another 6% rely on access to another
person's vehicle. MDOT's 1986 study indicates that persons
without vehicles are six times more likely to use transit and
demand response services in Maine than car owners. The lack of
vehicle availability is greatest in Knox, Cumberland and
Androscoggin Counties and in the Lewiston-Auburn, Portland and
Bangor urban areas.
Based on highway statistics provided by the Federal Highway
Administration for 1990 and displayed in Chart 3-1, 7% of the
State’s adult population does not possess a driver's license.
Possession of a driver's license is nearly universal between the
ages of 16 and 64 but drops to 81% for the 65 and older age
group. Based on a review of similar statistics for 1980, the
percentage of the elderly with a driver's license increased from
60% in 1980 to 81% in 1990. This would suggest that in the
1980 's, increases in the percentage of elderly possessing a
driver's license muted the effect that increases in the elderly
population had on transportation dependency. However, even those
elderly holding a license may restrict their driving seasonally
or by time of day, leaving them less than fully independent.
CHART 3-1
P 0 8 8 E 8 8 I0 N OF DRIVER’8 LICEN8E BY AGE

16-44

45-6 4

66 and older

Afl« group*
Source:

highway Statistics. 1990, Federal Highway Administration
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Consumer Preference
Utilization Rates. Based on
State's population have used
a demand response service at
10.2% of the population were
demand response.

MDOT's 1986 study, 20.2% of the
a transit service and 2.4% have used
some point in time. During 1986,
using transit and 1.5% were using

The Transit Option. The 1986 study showed that roughly 45% of
the population in Maine chose not to use transit because they had
a car available to them. Another 39% did not use the service
because it was not offered in their community. Only 10%
mentioned scheduling, routes, location of bus stops or cost as a
deterrent to use. Factors considered by Maine adults to be most
significant in creating a need for transit include losing a car
(30%), losing a license (18%), losing someone that is depended
upon (7%), becoming disabled (11%) and becoming elderly (11%).
The Demand Response Option. In 1986, half of those persons
familiar with this service did not use it because they had a car.
Slightly less than 6% indicated any type of inconvenience as a
deterrent to use. Thirty-eight percent of Maine adults indicated
that if they became disabled, they would feel a need for demand
response services. Other major reasons included becoming
elderly, indicated by 17%; loss of car, by 14%; and loss of
someone who is depended upon, by 7%.
The Intercity Option. Trends around the country show that
traditional intercity services are in decline nearly everywhere.
The areas of rapid growth in the bus industry are in charters and
in airport-oriented transportation.
The Rideshare/Vanpoolinq Option. Because densities reguired to
support fixed-route transit services do not exist in much of the
State, carpooling and vanpooling provide strong potential for
reducing traffic congestion and gasoline consumption. Carpooling
reguires minimal capital investment and can be facilitated
through the workplace. Vanpooling requires a capital outlay for
vans, but the costs can be amortized through user fees. In
general, carpooling and vanpooling tend to work best for larger
employers and where parking is limited. Coordination of rides
can be accomplished more easily and riders tend to have more in
common. Nationally, carpooling and vanpooling programs have also
worked well in downtowns but have not worked as well in suburban
activity centers, where employers tend to be smaller and more
dispersed.
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The System
Transit
Local area fixed route/fixed schedule transit service is not
offered Statewide. There are nine operators that provide transit
services as their principal service. Some demand response
services provide limited fixed route transit services. The nine
principal operators are as follows:
TRANSIT PROVIDER

SERVICE AREA

Bath Shuttle Bus
Downeast Transportation
Hudson Bus Lines
Kennebec Valley Transit
The Metro
Shuttle Bus
South Portland Bus Service
The Bus
West’s Transportation

Bath
Hancock County
Lewiston/Auburn
Waterville/Fairfield/Augusta/Hallowell/Gardiner
Portland/Westbrook
Biddeford/Saco/Old Orchard Beach
South Portland/Portland
Bangor/Brewer/Hampden/Old Town/Orono/Veazie
Machias/Ellsworth

The Metro is the largest transit system with a 1990 ridership of
1.374.000, followed by The Bus at 495,000, South Portland Bus
Service at 201,000 and Hudson Bus Lines at 196,000. The Shuttle
Bus had a 1990 ridership of 119,000, Kennebec Valley Transit had
50.000,
Downeast Transportation had 33,000, West's Transportation
had 4,500, and Bath Shuttle Bus had 32,000.
Since 1987, four of the six largest systems lost a combined total
of 267,000 riders. The Metro lost 127,000 passengers (-8%),
South Portland decreased by 43,000 (-18%), Hudson declined by
38,000 (-16%), and Kennebec Valley Transit dropped by 59,000
(-54%). The largest gain was experienced by The Bus (+40,000 or
9%). The Shuttle Bus gained 1,000 riders (1%). Both West's
Transportation and Downeast Transportation, the two smallest
systems, have experienced increases in annual ridership, and Bath
Shuttle Bus ridership has stayed about the same.
Despite ridership declines, the overall condition of the fleet of
80 buses is reasonably good and is slightly better than it was 2
years ago. Only 9% of the vehicles were rated as being in below
average condition in 1991. Half the buses (50%) were rated as
being in average condition and 41% were rated as being above
average.
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Among the seven buses that were classified as being below
average, two belonged to Downeast Transportation, two belonged to
the Bath Shuttle Bus, two belonged to the Shuttle Bus, and one
belonged to South Portland Bus Service. The Metro,
the largest provider, classified all of its buses as above
average. This is an improvement over the conditions noted in the
last Capital Improvements Plan.
Hudson Bus Lines and the Shuttle Bus have the oldest fleets,
averaging 10 years, followed by The Bus at 5 years. Handicapped
accessibility is provided on 85% of the buses; 84% of the buses
are in active use. Table 3-1 provides a summary of the 1991
vehicle inventory for the 9 transit providers.
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TABLE 3-1
TRANSIT PROVIDERS
1991 VEHICLE INVENTORY

Agency
Bath Shuttle Bus
The Bus
Downeast Transportation

Average

Average

Average

Handi cap

Si ze

Age

Mi leage

Capacity

Accessible

Hudson Bus Lines
The Metro
Shuttle Bus
South Portland
West's Transportation

Condition
AA
A BA

5

2

36,667

20

3

2

11

5
4

229,534

26

11

0

86,585

16

100,426
128,912

19
43

4
4

10

4
10

10

1
1
0

21
12
7

2
10
9

63,000
250,000
350,000

33
31
30

21
7
7

21
5

2

4

37,000

16

1

68

8
4

Kennebec Valley Transit

NOTE:

Fleet

Active
Vehicles

1
11

2
0

5
11

5

2
0
0

6
3
10

0

1

0
5
5

2
1

16
10
4

2

0

0

2

33

40

7

67

3
10

*AA means above average, A means average, and B means below average.

SUMMARY
Source:

80

5.5

142,458

26

Maine Department of Transportation and individual transportation providers, 1991

Demand Response
There is a demand response provider in each of the State 1 S 'eight
public transportation regions.
In <
general, these providers offer
door to door service on an on-demand basis. Service regions
generally follow county lines. Passengers are often transported
out of their service regions for medical care. The providers for
each service region are listed below.
REGION

DEMAND

RESPONSE

SERVICE

PROVIDER

l
2

Aroostook Regional

Transportation

(ARTS)

3

E a s t e r n T r a n s p o r t a t i o n S e r v i c e s (ET)
Kennebec Valley Community
Action Program

Washington/Hancock
Penobscot/Piscataquis
Kennebec/Somerset

(K V C A P )
5

Waldo County Committee
(W C C S A )

5

Coastal

6

Regional

7

Western Maine

for

Social

Action
Waldo

Transportation
Transportation

Knox/LincoIn/Sagadahoc
Program

Transportation

(RTP)

Service

(W M T S )
8

Aroostook

Washington-Hancock Community Agency
(W H C A )

4

AREA

Cumberland
Androscoggin/Franklin/
Oxford

York County Community Action Corporation
(Y C C A C )

York
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The average demand response provider had about one third of the
passengers (88,729) in 1990 as the average transit provider, but
over double the mileage (319,819). Based on a 1990 survey,
Western Maine Transportation had the most passengers in 1990
(182,248), while Regional Transportation Program had 105,000, and
Coastal Transportation had 99,600 passengers (passenger figures
were unavailable for Kennebec Valley Community Action Program and
Washington-Hancock Community Agency). Western Maine
Transportation logged the highest number of vehicle miles
(580,500), followed by Coastal Transportation (400,000) and York
County Community Action Corporation (378,000).
Eastern Transportation is administering an innovative pilot
program in the Greater Bangor urbanized area under an Urban Mass
Transportation Administration (now Federal Transit
Administration) Section 6 demonstration grant program. This
program provides subsidies directly to the user rather than to
the provider.
It allows elderly, handicapped and low income
people (the transportation handicapped) to purchase tickets at
half of their face value and utilize them for transportation on
The Bus, Eastern Transportation and taxis. This provides the
consumer with not only a choice of mode, but also has resulted in
greater mobility. An added benefit is that it has made the
providers more market-oriented. The program has increased
patronage on all three modes and has thus been successful in its
goal of providing greater mobility for the transportation
handicapped in this region.
The condition of the 166 vehicles in the demand response fleet as
of 1991 was less positive than that of transit. Approximately
22% of the vehicles were in below average condition, 35% were in
average condition, and 43% were in above average condition.
Overall, the condition of the demand response fleet has improved
since the preparation of the 1990 Capital Improvements Plan. The
average age of the fleet is 4 years, one year younger than that
for local transit. This would be expected since the life cycle
for demand response vehicles is typically shorter than that for
transit. York County Community Action had the oldest fleet with
the average being six years old. Handicapped accessible vehicles
comprise 88% of the overall fleet; 88% of the vehicles are on
active status, and the remainder have been consigned to "spare"
vehicle status. Table 3-2 includes a summary of the 1991 demand
response vehicle inventory.
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TABLE 3-2
DEMAND RESPONSE
1991 VEHICLE INVENTORY
F leet Average

Average

Average

Handicap

Condition

Size

Age

Mi leage

Capacity

Accessible

AA

A

BA

Aroostook Regional Transportation System

19

3

73,671

15

19

5

8

6

Coastal Transportation
Eastern Transportation

19

3
3

50,000

14

19

3

21,421

11

0
2

3

58,030

8

22
9

16
12
7

5
4

17,003
110,000
58,000

18

16

5

9

15
11

4
14

104,678

19
17

29

0
6
15

6
5
6

14

14

5

9

3

Agency

Kennebec Valley Community Action Program

22
13

Regional Transportation Program

18

Waldo County Committee for Social Action
Washington/Hancock Community Action
Western Maine Transportation Services

8
15
35

York County Community Action

17

NOTE:

3
3
6

121,000

AA means above average, A means average and BA means below average.

8
3

Active

3
4
1
4

Vehicles
15
16
20
9
18
8
12
35
13

Eight WMTS vehicles were

not rated for condition.
166

SUMMARY
Source:

4

68,211

14

146

71

58

37

146

Maine Department of Transportation and individual transportation providers

Intercity Bus System
Intercity bus service in Maine was severely impacted by the
deregulation of bus service in the late 1970's. Greyhound, the
State’s major intercity and interstate bus carrier, pulled out of
the State. Currently, Vermont Transit (a wholly owned subsidiary
of Greyhound) provides service between Bangor, Portland and
Boston via two routes. Both routes extend down 1-95 from Bangor
to Augusta via Waterville. One then proceeds down Route 202 to
Lewiston and either picks up the Turnpike or continues down 202
to Portland, depending on passenger drop-offs. The other
proceeds down 1-95 to Brunswick, then follows 1-295 to Portland.
Concord Trailways bus service provides service between Portland,
South Station and Logan Airport in Boston via the Maine Turnpike.
COAST, serving southern York County and the seacoast area of New
Hampshire, is the only other interstate carrier operating in
Maine.
Other Maine-based, intercity carriers include Cyr Bus Line,
Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard Beach Transit, St. Croix Bus Service,
VIP Coach from Portland, and Mountain Express from Farmington.
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MDOT has been providing some operating subsidy to four carriers:
COAST, St. Croix, Cyr, and Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard Beach
Transit. The two major interstate carriers, Vermont Transit and
Concord Trailways, have not requested a subsidy. St. Croix Bus
Service is the only carrier receiving a capital subsidy.
Vanpoolinq
In many ways, Maine is well-suited to vanpooling. Commuting
trips in many areas are long and there are many large employers.
The population, which was already highly dispersed, is becoming
more so, often making traditional transit too costly. Vanpooling
programs can be facilitated by the MDOT but require a minimal
capital investment. MDOT has had some significant successes in
its vanpool program. A vanpool program serving State employees
in Augusta has been in place since 1979. Currently 10 vanpools
are in operation, serving employees from Lewiston where there are
three vans in operation, Brunswick with one van, Jefferson with
one van, Readfield with one van, and Portland with four vans.
The State has developed this program with loans obtained from the
Federal Highway Administration, and is currently using a
Continuing Statewide Vanpool Revolving Loan Fund. The 1983 loan
of $134,000 has been paid off and the current loan fund contains
about $209,000. The payments made by employees cover a
depreciation charge and have provided adequate funds for
replacement of vehicles.
In the State employees program, fares
average 40 cents per mile divided among all the passengers, but
the driver does not pay.
MDOT has also been providing a limited number of vans to the
private sector for similar programs. The vans are purchased by
the State and leased to either the employer or a third-party
operator. Jackson Laboratory, in Bar Harbor, initiated a vanpool
program through Downeast Transportation in Ellsworth and has one
vanpool operating.
Ridesharinq
Ridesharing is another method of reducing transportation costs.
While ridesharing involves arrangements between individuals to
ride together by private automobile, government can facilitate
the use of such arrangements.
In order to facilitate ridesharing, both MDOT and the Turnpike
Authority have been active in the development of park and ride
lots, such as those located at Turnpike interchanges.
State
owned land is most commonly used for the lots while municipal
land is occasionally used. MDOT has established park and ride
lots throughout the State which provide about 1200 parking
spaces.
In addition to these 1200 spaces, MDOT is currently
working on providing 150 additional spaces.
In the mall areas,
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MDOT provides the signs delineating the parking areas and
provides liability insurance at no cost to the malls.
MDOT supplies funds annually to the Greater Portland Council of
Governments to provide rideshare matching services in Cumberland
County. The rideshare program has been designed to interest
employers in the rideshare concept in hopes that they will
provide services on their own. Company sponsored programs have
been developed at Digital's Augusta facility, at Unum in South
Portland, and for some of the facilities of Central Maine Power.
Other major employers such as Bath Iron Works provide
preferential parking for the many private ridesharing
arrangements which have been developed by employees on their own.
Bath Iron Works provides a bus service for its employees who live
in Augusta, Gardiner, and Lewiston. This helps reduce the amount
of traffic congestion in downtown Bath. Many BIW employees also
commute to BIW from park and ride lots such as the one located
east of Bath on Route 1. BIW estimates that 3,000 of their
employees either rideshare, using private cars, or use vanpools
and the BIW bus service.
MDOT also publishes the "Augusta-Area Rideshare Match List."
This list is comprised of commuters who expressed an interest in
ride sharing in a Department survey. The list is sorted
alphabetically by the municipality from which commuters travel to
Augusta.
Americans with Disabilities Act
In July 1990, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was
passed with the intent, in part, of making transportation
systems, including buses, trains, and ferries, accessible to
people with physical disabilities. The Maine Department of
Transportation purchased handicapped accessible transit and
demand response vehicles years before the Act was passed. MDOT
has also been instrumental in ensuring that all transit providers
and instructors receive passenger-assistance training.
Federal and State Bus Subsidies
State subsidies are provided for local transit and demand
response systems as mandated by law using a formula based on
population and road miles. The amount of subsidy has been about
($400,000) since 1984.
Federal subsidies for multiple occupancy highway vehicles have
decreased in recent years, but the new Federal Transportation Act
provides additional funding for transit and demand response
services. There are five subsidy programs for bus transport
ation. Section 3 is a capital acquisition discretionary program
which is not necessarily offered every year; Section 8 provides
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funds for technical planning services; Section 9 provides
capital^ planning and operating subsidies for urbanized
transportation systems; Section 16b(2) provides capital subsidies
for bus systems that serve the elderly and handicapped; and
Section 18 provides operating and administrative subsidies for
rural transportation systems. There have been no Federal
subsidies for intercity bus transportation, but under the
requirements of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act of 1991, each state must spend no less than 5% of its FY 1992
Section 18 apportionment for intercity bus transportation
($55,000 for Maine). This will increase to 10% in FY 1993, and
15% in FY 1994 and beyond.
For a number of years, MDOT has been successful in obtaining
discretionary grants under Section 3 from UMTA (now Federal
Transit Administration). Between 1980 and 1991 there was an
annual average of $2,487,561.48 in federal money administered by
MDOT under Section 3; for 1991 there was a total of $877,962.88.
For Section 9, there was an average of $1,347,795.31 provided
each year between 1979 and 1991, with $1,256,633 provided in
1991. Under Section 16b(2) there was an average of $236,575.50
given out each year between 1977 and 1991 and in 1991 the figure
was $275,502. For Section 18, there was an average of
$687,707.38 provided each year between 1979 and 1991, with
$673,219 provided in 1991.
Monies from the State General Fund are used to match federal
subsidies.
In 1990, the State provided $162,172 to rural bus
systems, $187,828 to urban bus systems, and $50,000 to intercity
bus systems. Some bus systems also receive money for their
clientele from the Maine Department of Human Services and the
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation.

The Issues and Strategies
A traditional and continuing issue for mutliple occupancy highway
vehicle transportation is the degree to which the State wishes to
assure that services are accessible to the general public
statewide and are particularly suited to meet the needs of the
transportation dependent population. An emerging issue is the
degree to which transit and rideshare services can be expanded in
areas of the State where traffic congestion and parking
limitations are most pronounced and where having alternatives to
the automobile is desirable. Other issues relate to funding,
marketing and vehicle management.
The strategies outlined below respond to these issues. There is
a general commitment to maintain existing demand response and
transit fleets at current condition levels and to seek increases
in ridership to overcome problems of underutilization. The
maintenance of existing fleets is deemed essential for meeting
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the demands of the transportation dependent population.
Opportunities for coordination must also be pursued.
Funding
As indicated in the 1986 MDOT survey on bus transportation, the
public favors a mix of funding for passenger transportation
services that includes fares, local and State government
contributions, as well as support from employers and merchants
where appropriate. A related concern is the need to have an
equitable distribution of State funds and an expectation that
each provider meet some minimum fare generation requirements and
minimum local financial support. Finally, passage of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 imposes a financial
burden on all providers to assure that vehicles are accessible
and available to persons with disabilities.
The profile of the existing demand response and transit user, as
earlier revealed, suggests that many riders could not afford to
pay the full cost of the services they receive. User financing
for demand response will always be minimal given existing service
objectives. For fixed route transit, effective marketing and
well directed services can make user financing an important
revenue source. For rideshare, full user financing is
attainable.
Strategies:
1.

Assure a mix and level of funding from Federal, State and
local government, the private sector, and fares which is
sufficient to maintain demand response and transit fleets at
current condition levels, and to respond to requirements such
as the provision of handicapped access.

2.

Encourage the Department of Human Services and the Department
of Mental Health and Mental Retardation to make every effort
to pay for the cost of any new and existing transportation
services they may require.

3.

Maximize opportunities for funding under the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act for meeting the
objectives of the Clean Air Act and the Sensible
Transportation Policy Act.

4.

Set the objective for fare generation as a percent of overall
operating revenues at 10% for demand response, 30% for rural
transit, 40% for urban transit and 100% for rideshare.
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Marketing
Ridership levels influence in two ways the financial capacity of
a passenger transportation service. First, increased ridership
means increased fare collections. Second, increased ridership
enhances public support for the service and the potential for
growth in financial support. The key to increasing ridership is
found in effective marketing, which in turn improves the ability
to fund capital investments.
Strategy
5.

Initiate and operate a statewide marketing and public
information program.

Vehicle Management
The level of utilization of the existing fleet can be increased
and the useful life of the fleet can be extended through a number
of management initiatives. These initiatives are intended to
forestall and minimize capital expenditures.
Strategies:
6.

Continue to require written preventive maintenance programs
that incorporate the manufacturer’s suggested maintenance
standards and a system of recordkeeping covering pre-trip
inspections, def-ect cards, monthly vehicle activity reports
and repair orders.

7.

Continue capital improvement planning to allow for orderly
purchasing of equipment to ensure a phased replacement of
each fleet.

8.

Encourage providers to assure that vehicle interiors and
exteriors portray a positive appearance to the public.

Intermodal Development
A minimum level of universal service accessibility for the
general public is recommended. Since the majority of the general
public already has access to some form of public bus
transportation, an argument of equity and uniformity from region
to region is persuasive. The pursuit of this objective should
not obscure the fact that the State views its principal
responsibility as that of serving the specialized and more
intense needs of certain segments of the population such as the
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elderly, low income, the disabled and persons without a car or a
driver's license.
In keeping with the overall goals of this Plan, transit and
rideshare should be considered as an alternative to highway
investments when there is a potential to enhance mobility,
environmental quality and fiscal capacity. Such service
expansions should be pursued where user financing is feasible.
Finally, intercity buses offer some promise in reducing highway
congestion and offering alternatives to highway investments.
In
order to make such service more attractive and convenient,
consideration should be given to increasing ongoing efforts to
make airport and ferry terminals available for use as bus
terminals.
Strategies:
9.

In every community of the State provide at least once a week
demand response bus service for the general public to travel
to a nearby commercial center and connect with other modes of
transportation.

10. Expand the availability of revolving loan funds for use in
purchasing rideshare vans for both public and private
sectors. Provide sufficient funds to meet the demand.
11. Increase availability of funds for financing the development
of park and ride lots. Provide sufficient funds to meet the
demand.
12. Encourage coordination between different modal providers to
increase intermodal transportation services. Explore
opportunities for using airport and ferry terminals as bus
terminals.
13. Evaluate the potential of multiple occupancy highway vehicles
to relieve traffic congestion. Encourage private operators
to provide service in high population corridors.
14. Study the feasibility of tax incentives and disincentives to
promote multiple occupancy highway vehicle use. Include in
the study a review of taxing free parking benefits and
establishing tax credits for the use of transit/rideshare
programs.
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CHAPTER 4. PUBLIC FERRY TRANSPORTATION

The Maine coastline, with its many islands and bays, has depended
historically on water transportation for the movement of both
people and goods. Today, ferry systems carrying both passengers
and vehicles serve primarily island communities which have no
bridge links to the mainland. The most important of the island
services operate within Casco and Penobscot Bays.
International
services provide a shorter water link to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
While private boats, water taxis, charters and air services
provide alternative means of access to some of the islands,
scheduled ferry services represent economic life lines for most
island communities. Ridership is highly seasonal. Demand on the
systems is high from late spring to early fall then declines to
very low levels during the rest of the year. This phenomenon
calls for systems sized to be flexible to meet demand levels that
exist for peak periods and also operate efficiently for the rest
of the year.
The State of Maine's role in ferry operations has centered on two
systems, the Maine State Ferry Service and the Casco Bay Island
Transit District. The State's role in other private and
international ferry operations has been limited.

The Setting
Demand for ferry services is affected by the economies of the
coastal islands and adjacent mainland, as well as by growth in
tourism, recreation and retirement homes. The Islesboro ferry to
Lincolnville and the Peaks Island connections to Portland serve
significant commuter markets. The other ferry links in Penobscot
Bay and the M t . Desert area are important lifelines but do not
have the frequency of service for commuters. Tourism in the
State of Maine is a major contributing factor to the growth in
ferry system ridership, and significantly impacts the high summer
season peak demands experienced by all of the systems.
A significant factor impacting the demand for ferry services in
both Casco and Penobscot Bays has been the development of second
home and retirement residences on the islands.
In recent years
significant growth has occurred in the second home market as a
result of the mid-1980's economic expansion in Maine as well as
other areas in New England, New York State and the rest of the
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country. The Maine islands have become attractive because of
lower costs and less crowded locations for development of second
homes. A similar phenomenon has occurred with the development of
retirement homes. As a result, real estate prices escalated
during the 1980’s, existing homes were renovated and winterized
and new construction occurred. Building activity has slowed
considerably during the current recession.
Both new regulations regarding the discharge of sewage and
regulatory pressures aimed at closing island landfills present
significant constraints to further development. The State is in
the process of requiring the closure of landfills on many of the
islands. As a result, solid waste either will require transport
to the mainland, or island communities will have to follow the
lead of Monhegan Island and institute aggressive recycling/
composting programs. The existing ferry systems are not equipped
to efficiently handle solid waste transport or the increased
truck traffic that may result.
The levels of ferry services and user charges have a major
influence on the rate of development on the islands, and affect
additional demand for ferry service. Local island attitudes
toward growth and development range from a desire to expand
equipment to facilitate growth, to a concern for the impacts of
new, larger vessels on island growth.
Penobscot Bay Region
For the islands of Penobscot Bay (Islesboro, Vinalhaven and North
Haven) together with Swans Island, Frenchboro and Matinicus,
year-round residents number approximately 2,442, with peak summer
season residents numbering over 10,000. Between 1980 and 1990,
these islands collectively lost approximately 4% of their
year-round population. However, according to projections
prepared by the Department of Human Services, the total
population of these islands is expected to increase 8.3% between
1992 and the year 2002.
If this growth occurs, it will result in
an increase in year-round ridership.
Between 1980 and 1990, there was a total increase of 208 housing
units on all of the islands (Vinalhaven, North Haven, Islesboro,
Frenchboro, Swans Island, and Matinicus). This increase,
combined with a simultaneous drop in year-round population,
indicates that the seasonal population of these islands is
increasing. This increase is likely to result in more growth in
peak summer ferry demand.
During fiscal year 1991, ferries serving this region carried
380,422 revenue passengers and 139,747 revenue vehicles.
In
recent years, traffic has grown at an annual rate of about 5%.
The rate for FY 1991 was 4.8% for passengers, and 3.2% for
vehicles.
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As shown on Chart 4-2, Islesboro accounts for 45% of annual
passenger volume and 60% of annual vehicle volume. Vinalhaven is
the second highest destination with 26% of passengers and 16% -f
vehicles, followed closely by Swans Island at 17% of passengers
and 16% of vehicles.
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Pranohboro

Ridership reaches its peak during the summer months, with peak
passenger volumes in August over four times the ridership in the
slowest months of January and February. Vehicle volumes are only
slightly less peaked.
CHART 4-3
MAINE STATE FERRY SYSTEM
1990 Seasonal Ridership Distribution
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Casco Bay
The islands served by the Casco Bay Island Transit District
(CBITD) have experienced a modest population growth in recent
years. Between 1980 and 1990, U.S. Census figures indicate that
the total year-round island population grew from 1,064 people to
1,091, an increase of just 2.5%. During the same period, the
number of housing units grew from 1,221 to 1,366, an increase of
145 units or 11.9%. Given the small increase in year-round
population, it can be inferred that many of the newer units are
seasonal dwellings.
A 1988 study by the Greater Portland Council of Governments
concluded that the growth in seasonal residents is likely to
continue at a faster pace than the growth in year-round
residents. This report forecasts a year-round annual population
growth of from one to two percent and a two to three percent
annual growth rate for seasonal residents for the 1989 to 1993
period. The impact of this altered trend could be a greater
increase in peak, recreation season demand compared to year-round
travel. However, the report was prepared prior to the current
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recession, and does not reflect the slowdown in development
activity.
Ridership on the Casco Bay system totaled about 652,000
passengers in FY 1990, an increase of 2% over FY 1989, and 4%
over FY 1988. In FY 1990, the District handled 18,792 vehicles,
up 19% from FY 1989 and 31% since FY 1988.
CHART 4-4
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Since the Machigonne II was placed in service to Peaks Island in
1988, a significant increase in vehicle use has occurred. As with
the Maine State Ferry Service, CBITD ridership is highly seasonal
with the peak months of July and August typically three times as
high as the slow winter months of January and February. Peaks
Island ridership accounts for the majority of the system's
patronage. For the year 1990, Peaks Island accounted for 53% of
CBITD's total ridership in March, and 67% in July.
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CHART 4-5
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The System
A total of eleven ferry systems provide scheduled services along
the coast of Maine to the coastal islands and Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia. Of these services, one is operated by the State of
Maine, one by a quasi-municipal entity (Casco Bay Island Transit
District), six are operated by private companies and three are
operated by Canadian entities.
Maine State Ferry Service
The State of Maine operates this system from three mainland
terminals, serving primarily the islands in Penobscot Bay and the
M t . Desert area. Specific routes include:
.
.
.
.
.
.

Rockland - Vinalhaven
Rockland - North Haven
Lincolnville - Islesboro
Bass Harbor - Swan's Island
Bass Harbor - Frenchboro
Rockland - Matinicus Isle (once a month)
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The system is owned, operated and subsidized by the State of
Maine and provides service year-round.
Schedules are
significantly expanded during the summer months to meet peak
recreational seasonal demand. The system now consists of five
vessels with one new 17-car ferry, the Captain Henry Lee, under
construction and scheduled for completion in the spring of 1992
for a total cost of $2.7 million. When completed, the Captain
Henry Lee will serve Swans Island, replacing the 12-car ferry
Everett Libby, which will be shifted to North Haven to replace a
9-car ferry. A second 17-car ferry has been designed, and will
be financed by an UMTA (now Urban Transit Administration, UTA)
grant and proceeds from the 1991 transportation bond issue. When
built, the second 17-car ferry will serve Vinalhaven or North
Haven. With the exception of the newest vessel in the fleet, the
Margaret Chase Smith, most of the system's vessels are at least
23-30 years old. Until recently, an aggressive preventive
maintenance program costing $400,000 to $500,000 annually
extended their useful life. During FY 1991, this maintenance
program was cut back due to budget shortfalls. The reduced level
of maintenance is not a problem in the short run, but the
long-range consequences could be negative.
In December 1990, MDOT sold one existing vessel, the Governor
Muskie. MDOT estimates that ultimately other new vessels will be
needed including the 17-car ferry under construction and one
which has been designed. When the Henry Lee is completed, one of
the existing 9-car ferries could either be sold or used to help
meet the growing summer demand. MDOT officials have also
discussed with representatives of various islands the possibility
of selling or leasing the 9-car ferry to haul solid waste from
the islands. An encouraging development in the area of solid
waste disposal is the approach being taken by Monhegan residents
to keep solid waste on the island. Residents have begun to use
stoves and fireplaces to dispose of paper and cardboard; the
Plantation has also purchased and distributed a number of
composters to island residents. The remaining wastes are taken
to the Camden-Rockport transfer station.
All of the piers in the State system except Lincolnville/
Islesboro are old and will require significant reconstruction or
accelerated maintenance over the next ten years. MDOT has
recently taken steps to address the parking problem at a number
of terminals. The road to the upper parking lot at Bass Harbor
has been paved. Additional land has been purchased at Rockland
to accommodate 175 vehicles, and one-half acre of land has been
purchased to expand the parking lot at Lincolnville.
In
addition, a new sewage system was recently constructed at
Lincolnville.
The transfer bridge at Frenchboro was rebuilt in 1991. A master
plan study has been completed for the development of a new
terminal facility in Rockland. Construction will depend upon the
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State’s success in obtaining a UTA grant and providing a match.
When built, the new facility will include a new waiting and
administration building, a redesigned parking area, traffic
access improvements, and possibly a new slip. All transfer
bridges in the system are examined annually to identify any
deficiencies reguiring attention. North Haven is the next
transfer bridge and terminal slated for construction; agreement
has been reached on a design for this facility. The preliminary
design has been completed and the Department is currently seeking
funding for the project.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1990, the system experienced
total operations costs of $2,742,220 and revenues of $1,068,258,
resulting in a net cost (subsidy) of $1,673,962. Between
mid-June and mid-September, fares are increased approximately 50%
to coincide with peak traffic. The current fare structure is
based on a policy of covering 45% of operating costs through user
charges. Capital costs for the Service are completely subsidized
by the State and Federal Governments. Because of increased
ridership and the operating formula of 45%/55%, fares have not
risen for 10 years. As a result, travel to the islands serviced
by the Maine State Ferry Service is inexpensive. The policy of
low fares was established as a tool to preserve the year-round
communities on the islands.
Casco Bay Island Transit District
The Casco Bay Island Transit District (CBITD) is a quasimunicipal corporation that provides passenger, vehicle and
freight service between Portland and the islands of Peaks, Little
Diamond, Great Diamond, Long, Chebeague and Cliff. The District
was formed in 1981 to take over the services provided by the then
bankrupt Casco Bay Lines. CBITD operates all of its services
from a recently completed terminal in Portland, which it leases
from the City. On the islands of Peaks, Great and Little
Diamond, Long and Chebeague, CBITD has use of State-owned piers.
The City of Portland owns the pier on Cliff island.
CBITD operates four ferries, each having a capacity of 250-350
passengers. One vessel, the Machigonne II, carries 12 vehicles,
and a second vessel carries one vehicle. The other two vessels
carry only passengers and some freight. The newest vessel, the
Machigonne II, was put into service in August 1988. It was
intended that the Machigonne II replace the M/V Rebel; the Rebel
has remained in service, but the CBITD Board has recently voted
to sell it. The remaining vessels are 18 to 28 years old. CBITD
envisions the need to replace two of the older ferries in the
next twelve years and is now taking steps to replace the Abenaki;
the third ferry will require major rehabilitation.
With the exception of the Great and Little Diamond facilities
which were recently reconstructed, a number of docking facilities
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will require reconstruction or major rehabilitation over the next
ten years. The needs survey for a new Long Island facility has
been completed, but the Department needs funding to start design
work. There have been discussions between MDOT and the Town of
Cumberland concerning joint use of a new facility at Sunset
Landing. The Town of Cumberland owns this unimproved site. A
new facility has been designed for Peaks Island and MDOT is
currently working with DEP to obtain a construction permit.
While funding for part of the Peaks Island facility was included
in the 1989 transportation bond issue, construction has not
started because of unresolved permit issues.
Through regulation by the State of Maine Public Utilities
Commission (PUC), CBITD has sole authority to operate scheduled
passenger and freight service in Casco Bay. A number of other
privately owned companies have been granted permits by the PUC to
provide unscheduled passenger and freight services to islands
served by CBITD. The potential erosion of CBITD's franchise is
an issue because if enough competing services are established, it
may become necessary to provide additional public financial
support of the Casco Bay system.
Fares are set to cover all operating costs, as well as bond debt
associated with the original purchase of the system and bonds
sold to partially fund the purchase of the Machigonne II. This
policy has resulted in a rather rapid increase in fares,
averaging 8% for each of the last 5 years. This has led CBITD to
seek subsidies from the City of Portland and the State of Maine.
In 1990, total system operating costs were $1,721,901,
depreciation and amortization was $140,424, and interest expense
was $54,387 less interest income of $41,858, leaving a net
interest expense of $12,529. Operating revenues for 1990 were
$1,920,913. This produced a net income of $46,059.
The State provides only limited funding to CBITD for new vessels.
In the Casco Bay area, the State of Maine owns and maintains the
piers on all of the islands except Cliff Island (which is owned
by the City of Portland), and leases them to CBITD at no or
nominal cost. In recent years lease payments have been waived.
The State provided $90,000 toward the $1,250,000 cost of the
Machigonne II and $500,000 toward the local share of the
$7,800,000 cost of the new ferry terminal and parking garage in
Portland, which is owned by the City of Portland.
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International Services
Three ferry services connect points on the Maine coast to
destinations in Canada. Two of the systems provide long distance
service from Portland and Bar Harbor to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia,
utilizing large cruise line class vessels. While vehicles are
carried on these trips, the services are very different compared
to a traditional ferry system. The third system provides
typical, short distance service to the islands of Deer and
Campobello in New Brunswick from Eastport, Maine.
Lion Ferry International (LFI) operates ferry services under the
name of Prince of Fundy Cruise Lines between Portland, Maine and
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. Services are provided seven days a week,
from May until October. One round trip is made per day. One
ferry, the Scotia Prince, with a capacity to carry up to 1,200
passengers and 200 vehicles, is used to provide the service. LFI
has no plans for future changes to the service.
Marine Atlantic provides year-round ferry service between Bar
Harbor, Maine, and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, including daily runs
between June 28 and September 22 and three trips a week from
September 23 to June 28. Marine Atlantic uses a single ferry,
the Bluenose, with a capacity of 1,000 passengers and 250
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vehicles.
It has no plans for changes to the service. The State
of Maine provided project management assistance for the
reconstruction of the pier in Bar Harbor in the mid-1980's.
East Coast Ferries, Ltd. (ECF) operates daily passenger and
vehicle ferry services between Deer Island, New Brunswick and
Eastport, and Deer Island and Campobello, New Brunswick during
the summer months only. ECF operates two ferry boats. The Deer
Island to Eastport ferry has a capacity to carry 8 vehicles and
the Campobello ferry can carry up to 12 vehicles. Both ferries
are licensed to carry 31 passengers. ECF was recently sold by
the operator who had run the service for the last 20 years. The
new operator has no plans to change service in the foreseeable
future. Of relevance to this area have been experiments with
service between Eastport and Lubec.
Other Private Systems
In addition to the State of Maine Ferry System, CBITD and the
Canadian services, six other private ferry services operate along
the Maine coast.
The Chebeague Transportation Co. operates daily passenger service
between Cousins Island (connected by bridge to Yarmouth, Maine)
and Chebeague Island. Service is provided seven days a week
throughout the year. Chebeague Transportation operates 2
passenger ferries with capacities of 120 and 58 passengers,
respectively (one is usually held in reserve). They also operate
a barge with capacity for 5 automobiles for which service must be
reserved in advance.
The Monheqan-Thomaston Boat Line provides ferry service between
Port Clyde and Monhegan Island. The ferry operates year-round.
Service is provided by a single 93 passenger ferry, the Laura B.
A privately-financed, new boat dock was constructed several years
ago to improve service.
Beal and Bunker (B&B) provides year-round ferry services between
Northeast Harbor, Great Cranberry Island, Little Cranberry Island
(Islesford), and Sutton Island. B&B has a fleet of 3 vessels
with passenger capacities of 40, 49 and 68, respectively, and a
barge capable of carrying 3 automobiles which can be used as
needed for ferry services and special charters. There are no
plans for changes to the service.
The Monhegan Island Service (MIS) provides passenger ferry
services between Boothbay Harbor and Monhegan Island and Squirrel
Island. A 150 passenger ferry, the Balmy Days II, provides daily
service between Boothbay Harbor and Monhegan Island from June 8
until the end of September. The Squirrel Island ferry has a
capacity of 67 passengers and provides summer service.
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In addition to the once a month service offered by the State, the
Offshore Freight and Passenger Company operates passenger service
between Rockland and Matinicus Island from June 5 to September
15. The Company operates from the Maine State Ferry Service Pier
in Rockland. Service is provided by a single 28 passenger
vessel.
The Isle au Haut Company provides year-round ferry services
between Stonington, Isle au Haut, and Duck Harbor. No service is
provided to Duck Harbor between mid-September and mid-June. The
Isle au Haut Co. operates two ferry boats with capacities of 60
and 70 passengers, respectively.

The Issues and Strategies
The most important issue involving ferry related capital
improvements is the degree to which there should be State
financial participation in each of the services offered. While
there are also issues relating to operating subsidies, these
concerns are beyond the scope of this planning effort.
In
addition to the subsidy guestion, other issues to address include
the impact of capital investments on island growth, vessel and
facility needs to accommodate freight traffic including solid
waste, the improvement and design of ferry services to facilitate
intermodal connections, and the need to develop a more detailed
capital improvement plan for ferries.
In addition, public policy
has increasingly recognized the need to provide for access to the
handicapped.
It may cost upwards of half a million dollars or
more to provide such access on the existing fleet and at the
terminals.
State Capital Financing
While the State has historically financed the capital
improvements for the Maine State Ferry Service, only in recent
years has it begun to assume a portion of the costs of the CBITD
system. The remaining privately operated systems have not
received direct State financial support. The 1989 and 1991 State
transportation bond issues affirm a strong commitment to the
Penobscot and Casco Bay systems. These services, plus the
services to Nova Scotia, should remain the State's principal
concern.
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Strategies:
1.

Fund capital improvements for the Maine State Ferry Service
essential to the maintenance of existing service levels and
consistent with MDOT's Traffic, Operation and Vessel Needs
Plan. Utilize Federal matching funds to the maximum extent
possible.
a.

Include funds for preventive maintenance in the biennial
budget request.

b.

Accelerate preventive maintenance efforts so as to extend
the lives of all ferries and marine structures in the
State system.

2.

In the near future, develop a funding formula and establish
consensus for allocating State capital investments between
the Maine State Ferry Service and the Casco Bay Island
Transit District.

3.

Fund capital improvements to international ferry terminals as
necessary to maintain existing service levels and provide for
handicapped access.

4.

Defer capital improvements in support of new or additional
ferry services until the essential needs of the State Service
and the CBITD have been addressed.

Planning
The capital improvement needs for ferries and support facilities
require further definition and a more detailed schedule for
investment and funding. The issue of whether separate, parallel
services should be provided for freight and solid waste transport
must be resolved. With respect to piers, most of the facilities
are old and require significant reconstruction or accelerated
maintenance over the next ten years. Some terminals, parking
facilities and sewage systems are also inadequate and in need of
renovation or replacement.
The impact of the ferry service on island growth is also a
concern. The level of service and user fares can have a major
influence on the rate of development on the islands, particularly
in light of the current market for vacation and retirement homes,
which has slowed during the current recession, but is still
healthier than the market for year-round homes.
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Strategies:
5.

6.

Update and prepare a new 10 year capital improvement plan for
the Maine State Ferry System.that will serve to update the
1978 Master Plan. Elements of this plan should include the
following:
a.

A 10 year forecast of ridership based on current
ridership and development trends, recognizing holding
capacity limitations on the islands and local island
attitudes toward future development and visitation rates.

b.

A ferry service plan based on the ridership forecasts and
an assessment of alternatives for transporting solid
waste from the islands and moving truck traffic.

c.

A vessel procurement program based on the above operating
plan, a review of the useful life and cost of continued
preventive maintenance of the remaining older vessels, a
determination of whether separate services will be needed
to deal with truck traffic and solid waste transport, and
a recognition of how federal regulations will affect
vessel procurement.

Update the 10-year CBITD capital plan and funding strategy to
meet capital eguipment needs such as dock and vessel
replacement and rehabilitation. The plan should forecast
ridership, recognize the holding capacity of the islands,
address solid waste transport needs, and take into account
the manner in which federal regulations will affect vessel
procurement.

Intermodal Development
As part of the planning process for ferry terminal needs, the
issue of connections with other modes of transportation must be
addressed. Ferries are but one link in a transportation chain
involving highways, airports, and a potential for island shuttles
and other transit services.
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Strategy:
7.

Assure that new ferry terminals are designed to facilitate
intermodal connections such as:
-

park and ride facilities
ferry to airport connections
freight storage to ferry connections
bus terminal to ferry connections
truck to island ferry connections

8.

Explore opportunities for establishing island shuttle
services to reduce the need for parking facilities and to
preserve the vehicle carrying capacities of ferries.

9.

Include intermodal considerations in the update of the 1978
Master Plan and in the development of strategies to meet
dock, vessel replacement, and rehabilitation needs.

Additional Ferry Services
Over the next ten years it is likely that the State will be asked
to investigate and possibly participate in the study, operation
and/or funding of a number of other ferry services. For example,
State involvement in ferry services has been suggested for
Eastport to Lubec, Yarmouth to Chebeague Island, and Rockland to
Bar Harbor.

Strategy:
10. By mid-1992, develop statewide policies and procedures for
evaluating and reacting to proposals for additional ferry
services found no longer viable by private operators.
Establish objectives which define the State's criteria for
operating or assisting ferry operations, as well as
appropriate conditions or investment thresholds for State
participation, and for encouraging ferry services to remain
private to the maximum extent possible.
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CHAPTER 5. COMMERCIAL MARINE TRANSPORTATION

The first policy objective stated in Maine's Coastal Management
Act is to "promote the maintenance, development and
revitalization of the State’s ports and harbors for fishing,
transportation and recreation." The implementation of this
policy is within the purview of several State agencies. The role
of the Maine Department of Transportation is, however,
pre-eminent. The Department has, over the past decade, directed
major capital investments associated with cargo ports, fish
piers, municipal piers, cruise line support facilities, and
navigational aids.

The Setting

Several factors suggest that the Department's marine
transportation responsibilities will increase in importance and
complexity through the year 2002.
- Maine ports and harbors represent a finite resource. Of
3,500 miles of coastline, only 10% are characterized by deep,
sheltered water adequate to support working harbors. Only a
handful of these harbors can serve as ports for large, deep
draft vessels.
- The Maine economy depends on its harbors and ports. Such
mainstays of the economy as forest products, fishing, tourism
and shipbuilding, are critically linked to marine
transportation.
In 1988, total direct, marine-related
employment alone was estimated by the State at 22,000 jobs,
with an earnings value of $492 million (excluding the
contribution of Bath Iron Works).
- Competition among marine-related uses is intense.
In working
harbors, space limitations now pit growing recreational and
tourism uses against traditional fishing uses.
- Competition between water and non-water-dependent uses is
also on the rise. The Maine coast, with 12% of the land area
has 58% of the population and 65% of Maine's jobs. Many
residents and non-residents now compete for land that
traditionally provided access to fishermen, shipbuilders and
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marine operators. Despite the current recession, coastal
prices have remained fairly stable.
Cargo Port Traffic
Since 1981, dry cargo traffic flowing through Maine ports has
more than tripled to 987,801 short tons in 1990 (1 short ton
equals 2,000 pounds).
1990 was a record year for dry cargo,
surpassing 1989 by 21 percent.
In 1990, 43.6% of this cargo
passed through Searsport, while 39% was handled by Portland, 17%
by Eastport and .04% by Winterport.
Typical export shipments
include such items as paper, wood pulp, lumber and logs. Dry
cargo imports include gypsum, bauxite, salt, caustic soda, coal
and tapioca.
In 1991, a new container service was also
established in Portland.
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Liquid cargoes moving through Maine ports are dominated by
petroleum. Between 1977 and 1985, petroleum imports declined
from 123.1 million barrels to 62.2 million barrels, a decline of
50%. Since 1985, however, petroleum imports have steadily
increased, reaching 90.4 million barrels in 1990. Portland has
the dominant share of petroleum traffic, while Searsport and
Bucksport handle significantly less. In Portland, a growing
number of ships are servicing the Portland Pipe Line terminal,
which supplies oil to Montreal. Refineries in Montreal are
relying on the pipeline to a growing extent because of system
distribution changes affecting demand.

CHART 5-2
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The State’s cargo port strategy is aimed at improving dry cargo
transportation advantages to all of Maine's geographic regions.
The State is committed to a three-port development strategy that
includes (1) Eastport, serving primarily eastern Maine and
bordering New Brunswick; (2) Portland, serving more southern
portions and parts of New Hampshire; and (3) Searsport, serving
Maine's interior. The State's strategy also takes into
consideration the types of vessels and services feasible for
Maine ports.
The potential volumes of containerized exports from Maine ports
are not enough to warrant regularly scheduled liner service by
full size container vessels. Coastal container feeder vessels
are considered more feasible for service to Maine ports. For
example, a coastal container vessel system now transports cargo
to Portland from a load center in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Several
traffic studies have been conducted in the eighties which have
reinforced the feasibility for Maine ports to capture container
traffic through the use of coastal container feeder vessels.
Eastport, Searsport and Portland are all presently pursuing
strategies that would improve capacities to service this traffic.
Portland was recently successful in obtaining this service, but
additional traffic remains which may attract other operators.
Partially in response to the conversion and replacement of
conventional breakbulk ships with container ships, certain
products are now being carried in larger lot sizes in special
purpose ships designed specifically for these cargoes. These
neobulk cargoes include many of the forest products produced in
Maine such as lumber, wood chips, wood pulp and logs. Dry cargo
movements at Eastport, Searsport and Portland principally consist
of this type of traffic and could attract these ships.
In 1990, Searsport handled 423,748 short tons of dry cargo
dominated largely by bulk cargoes. Traffic projections for
Searsport completed in 1987 for MDOT by Booz, Allen and Hamilton,
Inc., suggested an opportunity to capture an additional 126,000
tons of new container and breakbulk cargo within the nine county
cost-effective hinterland for the port. With a new facility,
this projection was expected to rise to 152,000 tons by the year
2000 and to rise further to 185,000 tons by the year 2010. The
lack of a new facility has resulted in lost opportunities.
Near-term transportation cost savings to shippers over current
practices were estimated at $8.10 per ton for breakbulk cargo and
$8.25 per ton for container cargoes or $142 per container.
Annual transportation cost savings to Maine shippers were
estimated at $1.1 million in 1990 and $2.7 million by the year
2010 .

This study also considered the opportunity for Maine to develop
Searsport as a port of regional significance within the
northeast.
If such a development were to take place, it was
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estimated that, by 1995, Searsport could capture 497,000 tons of
container and breakbulk traffic and, by the year 2010, 650,000
tons of container and breakbulk traffic.
In Eastport, similar traffic projections have been calculated.
In 1990, Booz-Allen-Hamilton estimated that if a new facility
were constructed, annual tonnage volume could rise to 340,000
tons by 1993. Most of the opportunities for cargo growth are in
the forest products category.
In 1981, Eastport handled 15,000
tons of cargo. During the past 3 years, dry cargo tonnage has
increased from 112,465 tons in 1988, to 131,000 tons in 1989, and
168,821 tons in 1990.
A 1985 market study prepared for MDOT by Robert Witney examined
potential container traffic for the Port of Portland. The total
potential market for a container feeder service was estimated to
range between 6,322 and 7,253 revenue units. The study concluded
that Portland could become part of a Halifax-Boston-Portland
operation.
In 1991, Hapag-Lloyd America, Inc., established a
container cargo feeder service in Portland with links to Boston
and Halifax.
Status of Maine Fisheries
Even though access to fishing grounds within 200 miles of the
coast is no longer open to foreign vessels on an unrestricted
basis, fishing by U. S. and (on their side of the boundary)
Canadian fleets has continued to deplete near-shore stocks,
particularly of traditional groundfish. Also, a decision by the
World Court in The Hague on the boundary between Canada and the
U. S. has closed some traditional fishing grounds to U. S.
fishermen.
Between 1980 and 1986, total landings in Maine ports declined by
30%. More recent data, as reflected in Table 5-1, suggests that
fish landings have stabilized. Estimates developed by the State
indicate that Maine's fishing industry contributes more than $400
million to the State’s economy each year and employs more than
10,000 people.
TABLE 5-1
LANDED VALUE OF FISH
Year
1988
1989
1990

Thousands of Pounds

Thousands of Dollars

155,133
149,627
169,180

123,023
132,201
130,144

Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources.
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Responses to the depletion and decline have included more
stringent regulation by the national Marine Fisheries Service and
New England Fisheries Council and enactment of a countervailing
tariff on imported whole fish. Competition between traditional
boats and larger vessels with more modern gear is a continuing
issue, although the larger boats have started going out further
in the past decade.
It is common today for larger vessels to
take 3 to 5 day fishing trips.
Harbor facilities, especially piers, perform a vital transfer
function for the commercial fishing industry. Like dry cargo
handling facilities, fish piers often lack a strong private
sector partner capable of sustaining the investment necessary to
support the facility. Therefore, due to the cost of these
facilities, and their significance to the Maine economy, they
have become recipients of public support for planning and
development.
The State of Maine's Fish Pier Program resulted from efforts to
improve Maine's fishing industry. The Program included an
inventory of piers along the coast of Maine, preparation of a
strategy for the development of Maine's fisheries and passage of
a bond issue in 1979 which included funding for the State's share
of fish pier improvements in various coastal communities.
Through a cooperative process, public fish pier facilities were
developed in 8 communities, and a public auction of fish was
established in Portland.
Passenger Cruise Traffic
Today the cruise ship industry is considered one of the fastest
growing leisure travel businesses in the world. This growth is
expected to continue as part of the overall growth in the tourism
industry, which is projected to be the largest industry in Maine,
the U. S. and the world by the year 2000. Competition between
ports is increasing, as evidenced by the fact that a number of
ports in Nova Scotia regularly provide a "red carpet" treatment
for cruise ship passengers to encourage repeat business.
The most significant trends in the industry include a
proliferation of cruise packages and a move toward larger ships
and shorter cruises (4 to 7 day cruises are growing in
popularity). Certain demographic trends are also evident.
Cruise clientele have traditionally been older, well-educated and
retired. A Canadian study suggests that this trend is shifting
with more younger people, singles and families, and people with
lower incomes taking the shorter, more economical cruises.
Another characteristic of cruise clientele is that they tend to
be loyal to a particular cruise company. With a high rate of
repeat clientele, companies must constantly seek cruises to new
destinations. For this reason, cruise companies tend not to
freguent the same port year after year but rather move to other
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destinations. Due to the numbers of cruise operators, Maine may
experience a steady turnover in cruise lines arriving at its
ports.
The large cruise ships that come to the coast of Maine average
650 passengers and can have significant economic impacts on their
ports of call. The Canadian study estimated that direct
expenditures of cruise vessels and their passengers averaged
approximately $30,000 to $50,000 per vessel and $65 per
passenger. Approximately 40% was spent on port related services
provided to the liner and 60% was passenger out-of-pocket
spending. For 1991, it is estimated that cruise ships will
generate as much as $2.8 million in passenger spending, and $4
million in total spending. A further economic impact of the
cruise industry is the potential for inducing extended return
visits by land. Industry representatives suggest that it is not
uncommon for people who have visited Maine on a cruise to return
to explore the State further for an extended visit.
An important point in discussing economic impacts of the cruise
industry is the distinction between the two types of cruise
terminals: the home-base terminal and the port-of-call or
destination terminal. Historically, Maine ports have only served
as ports of call. Home-base ports differ from destination ports
in terms of facility requirements and economic spinoffs. For
example, the Canadian study suggested that passengers spend an
average of $225 in the home-base port as compared to
approximately $65 in a destination port. Home-base ports are
usually located at large metropolitan areas with efficient
terminal facilities and good access to highways and air
transportation. Con-sidering the potential economic benefits, the
City of Portland is now promoting Portland as a home-base port
for coastal cruise lines. Portland and Eastport are the only
ports with piers capable of accommodating cruise liners.
In 1990, cruise ships paid 45 calls at various Maine ports. This
is a decrease from 60 calls in 1989, but the level of passengers
remained approximately the same due to the use of larger ships.
There were over 88 calls in 1991, involving 11 different cruise
lines with mostly large ships.
Recreational Boating
Throughout the 1970's and 1980's the Maine coastline has
experienced a steady and significant increase in recreational
boating. Many activities are included under this heading,
ranging from sailing yachts to smaller sail and power boats.
Harbors from Kittery to Mount Desert are encountering great
demand for summer moorings and slips. According to the Maine
Harbormasters Association, this problem is exemplified by
Portland, which now has close to 1,000 moorings, only 300 less
than Boston harbor. Some of these boats hail from towns such as
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York, where there is a two-year waiting list for moorings.
Roughly another thousand boats are housed in marinas. Permits
have been issued for a marina which, if built, will provide for
about 250 more berths.
Between 1976 and 1990, the number of motorboats registered in the
State of Maine has increased by 6% to a total of 112,559 (this is
down from 123,723 in 1989 due to the recession).
In 1976, it was
estimated by the State that roughly one-quarter of these boats
were used on Federal waterways.
In 1990, statistics generated by
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife indicate
that 40.5% of all registered boats are now in use on Federal
waters. Of the boats registered in 1990, 91% were characterized
as pleasure craft. The recession has significantly affected this
industry.

The System

For the purposes of developing a capital improvements plan for
marine transportation, attention is focused on facilities of
statewide significance with respect to the movement of dry
cargoes, support of the fishing industry and support for
passenger cruise ship facilities.
In addition, topics of common
concern to Maine ports and harbors that fall under the heading of
general harbor improvements are given consideration due to their
statewide impact.
Cargoports
Over the past several years, major advances have been realized in
the pursuit of the State’s three-port development strategy that
focuses on Eastport, Searsport and Portland.
Improvements in the
1980's to the Eastport pier, construction of a new Merrill
Industries terminal in Portland as well as ongoing construction
of the Sears Island Cargoport, and the establishment of container
cargo service in Portland, indicate that Maine ports are moving
toward a much better position to serve Maine's overall economy.
The payback in these investments has already been justified by
the significant growth in dry cargo traffic experienced to date.
The facilities in each of these three ports, as well as future
development needs, are reviewed in the paragraphs below. MDOT
has prepared a comprehensive development investment package for
all three ports. MDOT is seeking legislative support for bond
financing for the future.
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Port of Eastport. The Port of Eastport has been successful since
it began operations in 1981. Eastport's publicly owned marine
terminal facility is adjacent to the downtown. The L-shaped
breakwater pier is 410 feet long and 90 feet wide, with a
shoreleg of 70-feet long and 40-feet wide. The pier is used as a
transfer wharf accommodating vessels, cargo staging, cranes and
trucks. Cargo handling activities consist of direct truck to
ship loading by the ship's gear and/or an 84-ton shoreside crane.
In 1990, 72% of the cargo handled at Eastport consisted of wood
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pulp, and 28% consisted of logs.
user of the port.

Georgia Pacific is the primary

The main channel has a controlling depth of over 100 feet MLW
(mean low water); the berth has a depth of 40 feet MLW and can
accommodate vessels with lengths up to 700 feet. These new
capacities were accomplished through a $3.6 million Federal and
MDOT port development project completed in January of 1985.
Other financial support was provided by the CDBG program, the
Eastport Port Authority, and the private sector. Since the
completion of this project, the Port of Eastport has, with MDOT
assistance, developed 20,000 square feet of covered storage in
proximity to the pier.
With the steady growth in volume of cargo handled through the
port (168,821 tons in 1990), Eastport's future ability to secure
and handle new business is constrained by limited berthing,
congestion in the loading and unloading areas, and a lack of
available open and covered storage space. During the summer of
1991, the facility reached its saturation point in terms of being
able to handle additional cargo.
In response to these concerns, MDOT and the Eastport Port
Authority completed a market study in 1990 to determine the
available market for a new deepwater terminal. The study,
conducted by Booz-Allen-Hamilton, indicated that the primary
market opportunities existed in the area of forest products
trade, and that the most likely level of activity that could be
generated by a terminal would be 340,000 tons in 1993. To
accommodate this demand, physical port facilities costing $20
million would be required, and would have to offer one ship berth
of about 800 feet, 102,000 square feet of covered storage or
warehouse space, and 54 to 82 acres of open storage area.
Economic benefits would amount to about $42 million over the life
of the project.
In the short term, there is a need to fund an
environmental impact study as part of the site selection process,
and a preliminary engineering study. The 1991 transportation
bond issue included $200,000 to study development issues at
Eastport.
Port of Portland. Up until 1981, dry cargo traffic was handled
at the Maine State Pier in Portland Harbor. Since 1982, Merrill
Industries has been operating a new marine terminal on the Fore
River in Portland. The facility has a 600 foot long and 134 foot
wide concrete marginal wharf that accommodates vessels, cargo
staging, cranes and trucks. A rail siding is not located on the
wharf but is situated on the adjacent shoreside marshaling area.
There is one berth 900 feet long with a depth of 35 feet MLW.
The main channel has a controlling depth of 35 feet MLW.
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Located on the marginal wharf is a transit shed of 30,000 square
feet. An additional 120,000 square foot covered storage area is
located on the 15-acre terminal site. A joint arrangement
between Merrill Industries and Guilford Transportation Industries
has established the availability of up to 50 acres of additional
upland storage. The Merrill Pier has a capacity to accommodate
one million tons of mixed cargo per year.
In 1990, there was a
large increase in coal transported through the facility,
primarily for Boise Cascade in Rumford. The increase in coal,
combined with additional exports, increased cargo to almost
400,000 tons for the year (43 percent over 1989).
As part of a long-range strategy to increase dry cargo handled at
the Port of Portland, MDOT and the City of Portland have
undertaken a number of improvements to the International Marine
Terminal, located just east of the Million Dollar bridge. The
IMT site consists of a 12-acre parcel.
In 1989, MDOT completed
construction of 345 linear feet of the 845 linear foot wharf, at
a cost of $4,187 million, and the City invested $1.1 million to
renovate the adjacent terminal building. Following the
renovation, the wharf has a design capacity of 1,000 pounds per
square foot and can accommodate a 140-ton crane. Until 1991, the
sole users of the Terminal were the Prince of Fundy Cruises,
which operates seasonally between Portland and Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, and 15 to 20 cruise ships, annually.
In early 1991, the firm of Hapag-Lloyd America, Inc., announced
it would drop Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and add Portland to its
container feeder service for a 6-month trial period.
In March,
the first container ship, the Yankee Clipper, arrived in Portland
with 28 loaded, 40-foot containers. The ship discharged
approximately the same number of empty containers. The Yankee
Clipper arrives in Portland on a weekly basis after first being
loaded in Halifax with containers arriving in larger ships from
Europe. The Yankee Clipper serves Portland and Boston and
returns to Halifax. Containers loaded in Portland and Boston are
transferred to larger ships headed to Europe. The goal of
Hapag-Lloyd is to load and unload 50 containers at Portland on a
weekly basis, which will generate approximately 57,000 tons of
cargo annually. Since August of 1991, the volume of cargo has
averaged 40 containers per week.
In October of 1991, Hapag-Lloyd
announced that Portland would be a permanent stop on its North
Atlantic cargo route. This additional cargo traffic has
increased the need for additional land and a container
consolidation operation. The establishment of the container
cargo feeder service provides Maine businesses improved
accessibility to international markets.
Officials from MDOT and the City of Portland are continuing to
review opportunities to expand the use of the Terminal beyond the
current cruise ship and containerport operations.
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Port of Searsport. Two established marine terminal facilities on
Mack Point and one planned facility on the western shore of Sears
Island provide the focal point for dry cargo traffic in
Searsport. The existing Sprague Energy Pier is 614 feet long,
with a berth of 850 feet and a draft of 33.6 feet MLW. The
Sprague facility handles imported bulk cargoes such as salt,
coal, dry and liquid chemicals, gypsum, oxide and bauxite.
The existing Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Pier is 752 feet long
and 100 feet wide, with a ship berth on either side. The draft
at mean low water is 30 feet on the west side of the pier where
there is a rail siding, and 34 feet on the east side. A
warehouse located on the pier is 600 feet long and 100 feet wide,
providing 36,000 square feet of storage and transit space. There
is an additional 10,000 square feet of covered storage space
nearby. The major constraints of the BAR facility are its
limited storage, transit, and loading and unloading space,
limited berthing, lack of modern cargo handling equipment and the
load carrying capacities of the pier, which are not great enough
to support a large crane. The BAR facility offers Searsport its
only present opportunity to handle neobulk traffic.
The now partially constructed Sears Island Marine Terminal will
be owned by the State of Maine, but leased to a private operator.
The facility will consist of a 740 foot marginal wharf with a 280
foot working width and an overall wharf area of roughly 200,000
square feet. The berthing area will accommodate one ship up to
1,000 feet in length and is presently dredged to 40 feet at mean
low water. Once completed, the terminal site may consist of road
and rail service to the wharf and space to accommodate the
location of transit sheds, storage for general cargo, paper,
lumber and containers, freezer sheds and open storage for wood
chips as well as a wood chip conveyor system.
Long term plans for the terminal include the possibility of
future facility expansion to provide berthing for up to six
ships, a 23-acre wharf, and an additional 100,000 square feet of
buildings. The 1981 estimated value of the initial facility
developments proposed for Sears Island was $28 million. The full
build concept which is part of the long term plan for this
facility is estimated to cost $74.4 million in 1987 dollars.
At present, the construction of a 2.3 mile roadway, including a
causeway to the Island, the dredging at the pier site and turning
basin, and some landside site preparation work have been
completed. The Sears Island project provides a classic example
of the national experience in Port development. Environmental
laws and regulations can be used to obstruct these projects,
resulting in the fact that major port development projects can
take up to eighteen years to bring to completion.
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Fish Piers
In 1979, a State referendum was approved authorizing the issuance
of bonds to finance the construction of public fish piers. The
Maine Department of Transportation was given responsibility for
carrying out the Fish Pier Program, which was to receive a total
of $9,000,000 from the bond proceeds.
In order to carry out the
Fish Pier Program, a formal agreement was drafted between the
Maine Department of Transportation and each of the seven selected
cities and towns which included Kennebunkport, Saco, Portland,
Rockland, Vinalhaven, Stonington and Eastport. A fish pier in an
eighth community, Lincolnville, was completed in the spring of
1991. The project at Lincolnville represents the last of the
1979 fish pier money. There are currently no funds for further
fish pier construction.
In the cases of Portland, Stonington, Eastport and Lincolnville,
entirely new piers were constructed. At Kennebunkport and
Rockland, an existing private pier was purchased. At the other
sites, existing piers, wharves or jetties constructed mainly of
granite blocks were reconstructed or extended.
In some cases,
upland areas were improved. At locations like Saco,
reconstruction was relatively modest.
Operation and maintenance of each completed fish pier is the
responsibility of the municipality where it is located. The
municipality is empowered to assess fees for the use of the pier
by fishermen and their suppliers in order to cover operation and
maintenance costs and, if possible, recover the municipal
contribution to the capital cost. Capital funds from the 1979
bond issue and from the Economic Development Administration were
in the form of grants and, therefore, do not need to be repaid.
The Portland Fish Pier Complex consists of two major piers
including the Fishing Boat Service Pier and the Fish Auction (and
unloading) Pier. The Fish Auction Pier includes about 7-8 acres
of upland area where the first of several possible fish
processing plants has already located.
It is a major complex
that accounts for over 60% of the total expenditures made under
the Fish Pier Program. Additional investments made within this
complex are the Marine Trade Center and a modern ice plant, both
of which are private ventures. The Complex now handles about 22
million pounds of fish annually including lobsters and sea
urchins. The Auction attracts a number of out-of-State buyers.
In 1989, the Portland Fish Pier Authority was organized to
provide consistent management of the pier. The Fish Pier
Authority is profitable, is paying off its debts, and in 1991 had
its best volume year ever.
In 1991, the Authority received a
grant to hydrolyze fish waste and distribute it to farmers as
fertilizer.
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The Fish Pier Program has ensured continued access to the
waterfront for fishermen in those regions served. Marketing of
fish and prices received by Maine fishermen relative to retail
prices have improved, particularly in Portland but also in
Stonington and Rockland. The processing of fish within Maine has
been promoted through the provision of space for processors at
the Fish Pier Complex in Portland.
One major problem that the Fish Pier Program has not addressed,
nor was it designed to do so, is the processing of fish waste.
Whether this problem can be resolved through private initiatives
or whether it will require public investment is not yet clear.
MDOT has embarked upon a new capital planning effort that will
address this issue as well as the broader facility needs of the
fishing industry through the 1990's.
Passenger Cruise Support Facilities
Up until 1987, Bar Harbor was the traditional Maine port of call
for cruise vessels, particularly for larger vessels. Since that
time, cruise vessels have been visiting Portland, as well as
smaller ports along the Maine coast including Bath, Northeast
Harbor, Camden, Boothbay Harbor and Jonesport. Cruise ship lines
calling in Maine in 1991 included Cunard, Royal Viking, Regency,
Society Expeditions, Seabourne Lines, Crystal Cruise Lines,
Clipper Cruise line, Princess Cruise Line, Royal Cruise Line,
Renaissance Cruise Lines, and Commodore Cruise Lines. Maine
experienced over 88 cruise ship calls in 1991, up from 45 in
1990. The increase is due in part to a repositioning of cruises
following the start of the Gulf War. Ships visiting Maine ranged
in size from 285 feet to over 1100 feet.
Bar Harbor. Berthing facilities are not available at Bar
Harbor's municipal wharf; however, up to 3 cruise ships can
anchor in 100 feet of water in the harbor. Ship tenders are used
to transport passengers to the municipal pier. Bar Harbor has a
good reputation within the cruise industry as a result of the
Town's improvements, with MDOT assistance, to floats and rampways
designed to facilitate the flow of passengers. The pier has a
shelter and restrooms, and parking is 12 feet from the gangway.
Since the pier is located in the downtown, shops, museums and
restaurants are nearby. Buses are available to take passengers
to Acadia National Park. Minor amenities still needed in Bar
Harbor include an arch and canopy for incoming cruise passengers
to protect them from inclement weather.
Several years ago there were discussions about upgrading the
Marine Atlantic Terminal used by the Canadian Ferry and the Blue
Nose II, for use by cruise lines. Preliminary data suggested
that such an undertaking would be extremely expensive and would
not be warranted given the number of ships that visit Bar Harbor.
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Portland. The City of Portland and the State wish to encourage
cruise traffic through the International Marine Terminal.
Portland is the only port in Maine with a dedicated passenger
terminal. Recent improvements financed by MDOT involving a 345
foot extension of the wharf, dredging to 35 feet MLW, and fender
improvements, represent positive steps in this regard. Fifteen
cruise ships visited Portland in 1991.
Unfortunately, a major constraint facing the International Marine
Terminal is that the dilapidated condition of the pier limits the
extent to which the terminal can handle more ship traffic. While
a 345-foot section of the pier has been rebuilt, approximately $6
million to $10 million is needed to upgrade the remaining 500
feet to better accommodate ocean vessels.
Eastport. Eastport's "L" shaped breakwater and municipal pier,
with a berth dredged to 40 feet MLW, is ample for the cruise
traffic it is experiencing. However, limited berthing
availability due to cargo vessel traffic restricts the ability of
the port to attract regularly scheduled cruise ships. The pier
is located in the downtown, bringing cruise passengers within
easy walking distance to shops.
General Harbor Improvements
In 1977 and again in 1985, the Department of Transportation
inventoried the infrastructure needs of Maine's working harbors.
While the 1977 inventory included 47 coastal communities, the
1985 inventory encompassed 59 coastal communities. The latter
inventory identified'almost 500 different types of marine
facilities. Among these were 92 public wharves, 21 public fish
piers, 103 private wharves, 115 private fish piers and 90 boat
launch ramps.
In 1990, MDOT, in cooperation with the Department of Economic and
Community Development, the State Planning Office, and the
Department of Marine Resources, completed a more comprehensive
study of Maine coastal port and harbor needs. Unlike the 1985
inventory, which was limited to towns that have ports and harbors
of commercial significance, the 1990 needs study included all
coastal jurisdictions and a wide range of needs. The 1990 study
was not oriented towards heavy marine industries, cargo
facilities and large vessels, but focused on smaller scale
project needs not traditionally funded by State and Federal
programs.
The 1990 study evaluated 232 projects with an estimated cost of
$46 million and developed a list of 70 Priority Projects with a
total cost of $12 million. Projects included land/facility
acquisition, maintenance dredging, new dredging, float
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construction, float maintenance, wharf rehabilitation, pier
rehabilitation, pier and wharf construction, breakwater/wave
protection, breakwater rehabilitation and shoreline
stabilization. Table 5-2 contains a summary of these projects by
town; the costs in many cases are only estimates.

TABLE 5-2
PRIORITY HARBOR PROJECTS
City/Town

Project/Description

Cost

Addison

Acquire Land at South Addison Town Landing for commercial, recreational use

Bangor

Replace Front Street bulkhead with sheet steel piling to allow development

Bar Harbor

Dredge 600 feet and 11.2-acre anchorage to 12 and 10 feet;

Bar Harbor

Implement shore path program to assure use of waterfront path over private property

Bath

Repair/replace ramps and 4 floats at Town dock

600 foot breakwater

$80,000
2,500,000
209,200
150,000
45,000

Beals

Dredge Pig Island Gut channel and 3.3 acres to 6 feet

567,500

Biddeford

Dredge 4200 foot channel at Wood Island Harbor to 10 feet

224,000

Biddeford
Bowdoinham

Construct waterfront promenade; install docking, repair seawall
Acquire 1.8 acres leased land at Town landing to guarantee public access

240,000
7,500

Bristol

Repair road; parking; float system for Pemaquid River public access

Bristol

Dredge New Harbor

200,000

Bristol

Dredge existing channel to Town float at Round Pond Harbor

200,000

Calais

Rehabilitate Pike's Park wharf, substructure and anchoring to shore

Camden

Develop dead-end street fronting the harbor; walkways to water/float system

Cranberry I.

Repair and rehabilitate Islesford and Big Cranberry Town wharves

15,000

24,000
15,000
200,000

Cranberry I.

Install handicap access at Town Wharf

Cumberland

Restore and repair stone pier on Chebeague Island

8,000

Cutler
Cutler

Acquire land or easements to protect 5 public access sites
Acquire land, build Town pier at Little River Harbor

Deer Isle

Acquire 15-18 acres at Sunset area for pier, ramp, parking for landing commercial catch 60,000

East Machias

Build new boat ramp to provide all-tide access to Machias River

Eastport
Eastport

Extend, repair breakwater to create expanded berthing area with float/ramps
Construct ramps, floats for commercial fishermen at Central Business District

50,000
200,000
115,000

25,000
3,600,000
100,000

Eastport

Repair fenders at municipal fish pier; new vessel access; install cathodic protection

Farmingdale

Acquire 2.75 acres for park and boat access at river

220,000
40,000

Franklin

Acquire land for public boat ramp

70,000

Georgetown

Repair, expand Town pier at Five Islands

Gouldsboro

Provide Commercial fishing pier at Gouldsboro Point, parking, and ramp

Gouldsboro

Acquire 2 acres on water plus upland area for commercial use

Harrington

Restore wharf for commercial users

300,000
52,000
280,000
80,000
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City/Town

Project/Description

Isle au Haut
Jonesboro
Jonesport
Jonesport
Kittery

Expand parking, lengthen launching ramp at Town wharf

Lincolnville

Attach a series of floats to the West Pen Bay Wharf

15,000

Lubec

Drop brick structure to create Johnson's Bay breakwater to protect fish pier

60,000

Cost

15,400

Expand Granite wharf lease for only public access; floats, slips, wharf reconstruction 60,000
Connect breakwater to land; slips, floats, gangway at Town pier
200,000
Dredge outer harbor where 95% of commercial boats are moored
Replace existing float system with fixed pier

200,000
18,000

Machiasport

Install riprap and fill at Town boat ramp to close eroded gap; acquire land for parking

Machiasport

Stabilize 300 feet of tidal area of Machias River to protect Church Hill Cemetery

150,000

6,000

Machiasport

Dredge 1500 foot channel and 1.3-acre anchorage at Bucks Harbor to 8 feet

478,000

Milbridge
Milbridge

Dredge channel and 2.5-acre anchorage on Narraguagus River to 9 and 7 feet;
Reconstruct Washington Marina to provide boat tie-up

70,000
100,000

Milbridge
Milbridge

Control erosion along river edge
Add floats and expand parking for commercial fishing access

15,000
15,000

North Haven

Replace additional float and ramp at Town landing for dinghy dock for 200 boats

15,000

Northport

Replace Bayside wharf, 40'x40'with solid rock/gravel, and ramps

Ogunquit

Repair, replace, add bulkheads around edges of Perkins Cove

Ogunquit

Repair ramp at Ogunquit River boat launch; remove retaining wall, replace with riprap

Ogunquit

Dredge 900 foot channel and 2.1-acre anchorage at Perkins Cove to 7 feet

Orland

Provide new boat ramp for only access to salt water

Perry

Expand existing pier; add floats and ancillary facilities

100,000

Portland

Construct new pier for commercial fishing gear storage and maintenance

900,000

Rockland

Redredge the Federal channels; dredge a mooring area in front of Harbor Park

400,000

Roque Bluffs
Saco

Buy land for parking at Bare Cove landing; improve access to landing, mooring area
Add fender piles to Camp Ellis pier to protect supporting piles

Scarborough

Dredge 700 foot channel and 3-acre anchorage at Pine Point Harbor to 6 feet

South Bristol Dredge at South Bristol Harbor

90,000
115,000
15,000
517,000
60,000

40,000
30,000
377,000
200,000

South Bristol Build new skiff dock at Hunters Landing for Walpole residents

15,000

S Portland

Acquire land for public access and passive recreation at Breakwater Point

600,000

SW Harbor

Dredge at Southwest Harbor

200,000

Steuben

Dredge harbor to provide adequate depth for draggers

200,000

Tremont

Dredge 1700 foot channel and 5-acre anchorage at Bass Harbor to 10 feet

600,000

Vinalhaven

Dredge 26 acres at Carver Harbor

200,000

Wells

Expand, rehabilitate pier for new building for clam cultivation, research

60,000

Whiting

Acquire land at Whiting River for parking ramp

20,000

Winter Harbor Repair two floats at Town pier

15,000

Winterport

Dredge channel for cargo vessels at Winterport docks

Yarmouth

Buy property at Madeleine Point to construct ramp and parking

Yarmouth

Dredge harbor for commercial fishermen and recreational boaters

500,000

York

Acquire Varrell Wharf and land

500,000

Source: Planning Study of Maine Coastal Port and Harbor Needs
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400,000
50,000

The general harbor improvement costs identified in the 1990 study
exclude costs previously discussed with respect to cargo piers
and cruise line terminals. To date, public funding for cargo,
fish and cruise line facility development has come in large part
from State bond issues; there has been some municipal financial
participation and Federal funding as well. The financing picture
for general harbor improvements has been more complex. Under the
Federal Land and Water Conservation Program, nearly $2 million
has been received to assist in funding 130 state and local
coastal projects since 1965. The State's marine fuel tax has
assisted 193 access projects, of which half have been on tidal
waters. The Maine Coastal Program, through Action Grants, has
participated in 40 access projects including wharf
rehabilitations, boat launch developments and parking facility
improvements. As of 1991, the Waterfront Action Grant program has
been terminated, and the Community Development Block Grant
Program has been used very little for general harbor
improvements.
A major financial participant in dredging and storm protection
projects has been the Army Corps of Engineers. Within the past
50 years the Corps has financed over $30 million in navigational
improvements on the Maine coast. Of considerable significance to
future navigational improvements are the changes in federal
financial participation brought about by the 1986 Water Resources
Development Act. These changes considerably lessen federal
financial participation. Local cost sharing percentages
currently include the following:
-

reconnaissance studies - 0%
feasibility studies - 50%
construction projects under 20 feet in depth - 20%
recreational features - 50%
authorized maintenance projects and new commercial
navigation projects - 0%
- new recreational projects - 100%
- berthing and docking facilities - 100%

In practice, recreational projects have a very low priority with
the Corps and therefore are generally no longer funded. For
those projects of higher priority which have acquired the
necessary local match, Federal participation is considered
appropriate. Just passing the feasibility stage is, however,
perceived as a financial hardship for many communities. The
average cost cited by the Corps is $160,000 to $250,000 of which
half must be funded locally.
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The Issues and Strategies
Defining a capital investment strategy for marine transportation
requires understanding of the economic significance of Maine
ports and harbors as well as the pressures now being exerted on
this finite resource. The State needs to consider the linkage
between investments in marine transportation and the benefits to
be realized in the Maine economy by such investments, and be
cognizant of the long planning and development time frames. The
potential for marine transportation to offer a cost-effective and
environmentally sound alternative to land transport needs to be
examined. Such an examination should include a periodic review
of marine transportation technological advances. Beyond capital
investments the State needs to consider all actions that can be
taken by the public sector which would preserve the capacity of
ports and harbors to sustain activities related to marine
transportation.
Like all areas of transportation, there are many demands for
improvements and, with limited financial resources, there is a
need to establish a rational prioritizing process. Through
economic analysis, marine transportation improvements can be
measured for degree of statewide significance and the relative
return expected on investment. The application of a process for
setting state-wide priorities is relevant to investments in cargo
piers, cruise line support facilities, and general harbor
improvements including fish piers, public wharfs, and boat launch
ramps.
Cargoports
During the 1980's, public investment in Maine's 3-port
development strategy resulted in major port improvements at
Eastport, Searsport and Portland. As a result, these ports are
becoming a more important part of Maine's economy. However, to
realize the full potential of these facilities requires
investments to provide additional facilities at Eastport, to
complete the project at Searsport, and to expand capacity at
Portland.
Strategies:
1.

Continue to adhere to the three port strategy for investment
in cargoports (Eastport, Portland and Searsport), and
preserve and enhance port access including interconnections
with rail and highway facilities.
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2.

Base future cargoport investment on traffic growth,
utilization levels, opportunities for interconnections with
other modes of transportation, projected benefits to the
Maine economy and environmental impacts.

3.

Continue efforts aimed at maintaining, expanding and
marketing container cargo service to Maine ports.

4.

Continue to explore options for expanded use of the
International Marine Terminal in Portland, and the west berth
of the old Maine State pier.

Passenger Cruise Support Facilities
Passenger cruise ships represent an important and rapidly growing
segment of the leisure travel business, and one that has
increasingly important benefits for Maine's tourist economy.
There is a need for minor facility improvements at Bar Harbor,
and major investments in Portland in order to attract a cruise
traffic originator.
Strategies:
5.

Support essential improvements for those harbors and ports
annually experiencing multiple stopovers by passenger cruise
lines. Essential improvements include facilities allowing
service by local bus and transit systems.

6.

Expand the current State-supported port marketing program to
include other agencies so as to generate further awareness
among potential port users of the attributes and capabilities
of Maine ports.

7.

Support efforts to establish a home base terminal in Maine;
continue to rehabilitate the International Marine Terminal.

General Harbor Improvements
MDOT’s 1990 study of general harbor improvements, coupled with
bond issue funding, provides an opportunity to fund a wide range
of small-scale projects not traditionally funded by State and
Federal programs.
8.

Establish a new harbor development grant and loan program,
funded through a general obligation bond. Concentrate
investments on the high priority projects listed in the 1990
report, "Planning Study of Maine Coastal Port and Harbor
Needs," giving preference to projects which best address the
State's coastal policies.
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9. Fund general harbor improvements for those communities which
have addressed and are effectively acting on use conflicts
threatening commercial marine activities.
10. Support efforts to enhance ports and harbors of commercial
significance as well as investments aimed at support
facilities for the fishing industry.
11. Monitor efforts to deal with the problem of processing of
fish waste and evaluate whether any public investment in
facilities is warranted to leverage private investment.
Resolution of Use Conflicts
The working waterfront is at risk along the coast of Maine as
evidenced by the many conflicts that have arisen regarding a
variety of marine transportation projects. A State-local
partnership is ideally suited to resolving use conflicts. The
State can offer leadership, financial support and technical
assistance to municipalities. The municipalities can, through
their local ordinance powers, strengthen shoreland zoning,
parking controls, and mooring schemes which each exemplify
opportunities to improve marine transportation and preserve
infrastructure without capital outlay.
Strategies:
12. Request municipalities with ports and harbors of commercial
significance to identify and address, in their comprehensive
plans and local ordinances, use conflicts which threaten the
viability of commercial marine activities.
13. Offer technical assistance to municipalities in the framing
of comprehensive plans and local ordinances designed to
protect and enhance the access to and functionality of
harbors and ports.
Funding
The State's financial contribution to commercial marine
facilities since the early 1980's has been substantial and has
resulted in significant increases in cargo volume. Bond issues
authorized during this period have been spent, but a number of
capital investments are needed to support Maine's commercial
marine industry. Cargoport needs include a new terminal facility
at Eastport ($20-$40 million); renovation of the remaining 500
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feet of the International Marine Terminal ($6 million to $10
million) and purchase or lease of additional land for cargo
handling and storage at Portland; and completion of initial
facility developments at Searsport. There is a need to support
the construction of additional fish piers, to install minor
passenger cruise amenities at Bar Harbor; and to support the 70
priority projects identified in MDOT's 1990 study of general
harbor improvements (total cost $12 million).
Strategies:
14. Utilize bond issues where appropriate to finance major
investments in commercial marine facilities.
15. Continue to utilize non-State funding sources, where
appropriate, for capital investments in marine facilities,
and explore options for new sources of funding where
appropriate.
16. Minimize capital investments through an aggressive preventive
maintenance program.
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CHAPTER 6. RAIL TRANSPORTATION

Maine’s railroad system, which has long been an important part of
the State's economy, has been undergoing a number of profound
changes. These include a major restructuring of railroad
companies, the growing importance of the State's role in shaping
the future of railroads in Maine, and increasing support for the
establishment of rail passenger service in Maine.
Major milestones since publication of the last Capital
Improvement Plan in 1990 are listed below and are discussed more
fully in the text which follows:
- Passage of bond issue by voters for purchase of rail lines
- Purchase of additional lines by MDOT, including Augusta/
Brunswick Branch
- Rehabilitation of the Brunswick/Rockland Branch by MDOT and
lease to a short line operator
- Completion of AMTRAK study of capital costs of establishing
passenger service
- Release of Request for Proposals by MDOT for reestablishing
freight service on the Calais Branch
- Establishment of privately owned intermodal facilities in
Auburn and Waterville
- Enactment of State Legislation directing MDOT to seek $40
million in Federal funds for rail passenger service in the
Portland/Boston corridor
- Agreement by AMTRAK to provide $20 million for equipment for
rail passenger service
- Enactment of Federal Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 which includes authorization of $30
million for track improvements for rail passenger service
between Portland and Haverhill, Mass.
- Selection of AMTRAK by MDOT to provide rail passenger
service.
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The Setting
National Perspective
The national rail perspective includes a consideration of both
freight and passenger service.
Freight. Since 1980, the national rate of growth in freight
movements (ton-miles) has slowed to about 2% per year. During
this period, the competition between rail and truck has been
intense. Truck transport has attracted significant traffic away
from rail, and more importantly it has diverted the higher
revenue generating traffic away from rail. Rail is still,
however, the leading carrier of freight, accounting at the
national level for about 36% of the freight traffic versus 25%
for truck, 16% for water-ways and 23% for pipelines.
In the long term, future growth in freight movement is expected
to improve as a result of anticipated increases in industrial
production, business investment and export markets. The degree
to which railroads are able to benefit from this growth and
recapture lost market shares will depend upon successes achieved
in altering the comparative advantage of rail transport over
truck hauls. Labor costs, technological innovation and
multi-modal service development are key factors that will define
competitive position.
Passenger Service. The National Railroad Passenger Corporation,
known as AMTRAK, is the designated national passenger service,
operating over 24,000 miles of track and serving over 500
destinations. Maine is the only state east of the Mississippi,
and one of only 4 states in the continental United States, that
is not served by AMTRAK.
In other parts of the country, AMTRAK
generally pays for half the cost of upgrading track and
purchasing new equipment, and 35 percent of any operating
subsidy. AMTRAK currently receives about $600 million in
operating subsidies from the Federal Government.
The Coalition of Northeastern Governors has formed a High Speed
Rail Task Force to obtain Federal assistance in establishing a
high speed rail service between Boston and New York, at a cost of
$200 to $400 million. The high speed rail service would extend
to Boston's South Station. The passenger service envisioned
between Portland and Boston would terminate at North Station.
North Station and South Station, which are only 3/4 mile apart,
have very poor rail connections, so a Portland/Boston service
could not easily interchange with the high speed rail service.
Maine Perspective
Freight. Within Maine, the national trends are present.
largest rail carrier, under the ownership of Guilford
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Maine's

Transportation Industries (GTI), has experienced a plummeting
decline in traffic. Between 1978 and 1988, freight traffic on
Springfield Terminal, the largest subsidiary of GTI and operating
the most trackage in Maine, declined 59% from 925 million
ton-miles to 379 million ton-miles. Freight volumes increased
somewhat in 1989 and leveled off in 1990, although GTI officials
did not provide figures.
The Bangor and Aroostook Railroad (BAR), a regional, in-State
carrier, has also experienced a decline in traffic, although not
as dramatic as that of Springfield Terminal. Between 1978 and
1988, BAR traffic declined 38% from 526 million ton-miles to 327
million ton-miles. The figure declined to 319 million ton-miles
in 1990, and dropped even further during the first quarter of
1991.

CHART 6-1
Q TI/BAR FREIGHT TRAFFIC
Net Million Ton Miles

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1986

1988

1987

1988

1990

Year*

8ouroa:

Stata Planning Offloa, BAR, QTI.

The focal point for Maine's rail service is, and will continue to
be, the forest products industry. The paper industry in
particular is by far the principal customer of railroads. Major
rail commodity movements include paper, pulpwood, woodchips,
chemicals, clay, oil, logs and lumber.
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In considering future demand for rail service in Maine, railroads
need to realize stable labor-management relations and be able to
offer reliable, cost-competitive service relative to truck
transport.
Another factor influencing demand is the condition of Maine
trackage. Service reliability and therefore service demand can
be enhanced through further capital investment. This is
particularly important if rail is to take advantage of
opportunities to become the preferred method of shipping
hazardous materials. Based on registration data compiled by the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection, it is clear that
considerable hazardous material already moves over Maine's rail
system. To illustrate, 207,774 tons of hazardous materials were
transported by rail during the 8-month period from July 1, 1990,
to February 28, 1991, primarily to the State's paper industries.
In addition to actions the rail industry can take to influence
demand, government can be expected to play a major role.
If the
State heeds the requests of railroads to level the playing field
between truck and rail in terms of public subsidies, demand for
rail could be altered significantly.
State investment in
intermodal facilities such as the Sears Island Cargoport also
illustrates the opportunity for government to influence demand
for rail service.
Abandonments. Table 6-1 includes a summary of all railroad lines
which have been abandoned since 1975 (480.52 miles, including the
Brewer/Calais, Brunswick/Rockland, and Brunswick/Augusta branches
now owned by the State; freight service has since resumed on the
Brunswick/Rockland Branch). Prior to 1975, railroad companies
owned 1,722 miles of track. They now own 1135 miles shown as
Category V in Table 6-2 (1186.91 miles minus 51.76 miles owned by
the State), or 66% of the pre-1975 total.
The abandonments which took place during the 1970's and 80’s have
resulted in a consolidation of the rail system. Additional
abandonments of main line track are not anticipated for the
foreseeable future.
Passenger Service. Passenger service is a small segment of the
railroad industry in Maine which will likely become more
prominent in the 1990's. Via Rail offers passenger rail service
on the Canadian Atlantic line primarily for Canadians, and the
Belfast and Moosehead offers summer excursions as a tourist
attraction. MDOT anticipates the commencement of discussions
with the Maine Coast Railroad to provide commuter/passenger
service to all or a portion of the Rockland Branch. Congress has
authorized $30 million to reestablish rail service between
Portland and Boston, and MDOT has recently selected AMTRAK to
provide the service.
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TABLE 6-1
RAIL LINE ABANDONMENTS AND SUBSEQUENT STATE PURCHASES
Abandonments; Railroad and Line

Aroostook Valley Railroad
Carson-Sweden
Presque Isle-Washburn
Washburn-Caribou

Mileage

26.23
7.20
7.55
11.48

B a n g o r an d A r o o s t o o k R a i l r o a d
Lagrange-Packard
Houlton-Monticello
Monticello-Bridgewater
Caribou-Stockholm
Stockholm-Van Buren
Phair-Bridgewater
Blackstone-Collins
Washburn-Westmanland

117.63
27.96
10.14
10.11
13. 67

Springfield Terminal
Ayers Jct-Eastport
Anson-Bingham
Pittsfield-Hartland
Jay-Farmington
Calais
Brewer-Calais
Brunswick-Rockland
Cobbosseecontee
Brunswick-Augusta
Newport-Dover Foxcroft

302.27
16.58
16.00
8.60
16.14
.84
1 2 6 . 92
52. 12
1.15
33.60
30.32

Canadian Atlantic

Railway

Total Abandoned

by

Railway

railroads

State Purchase of Abandonments
Brewer-Calais
Brunswick-Rockland
Cobbosseecontee
Brunswick-Augusta
Total Abandonments
So u r c e :

Purchased

Maine Department

July
July
July

1981
1981
1981

July
Jan.
May
Mar.

1981
198 0
1975
1979
1984
May
May
1984
J u l y 1986
J u l y 1991

Nov.
Feb.
July
June
July
Oct.
Oct.
Jan.
Dec.
June

1978
1979

3.0 3
29.18

Oct.
Nov.

1988
198 8

2.18
2.18

Aug.

198 8

1983
1982
19 8 4
1985
1985
1985
1989
1990

32.21

Houlton-Canadian border
Presque Isle-Canadian border
Canadian National
Portland

10.90
17.33
11.66
15.86

Date

480.52

Mileage

Date

12 6 . 9 2
51.76
1.15

6/12/87
6/12/87
2/26/91

33.60

2/26/91

213.43

of T r a n s p o r t a t i o n
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The System
Table 6-2 contains a summary of track in Maine by ICC category.
The State's rail system, shown on Map 6-1, includes both
privately and publicly owned rail lines. Map 6-2 shows rail
lines on which State action may occur during the 10-year time
frame encompassed by this Plan.

TABLE 6-2
STATEWIDE TRACK STATUS SUMMARY
Category I - Subject to Abandonment Within 3 Years
Maine Central
Miles
Mountain Division (Windham TL-N.H. State Line) 43.79
Lewiston Lower Road (Lisbon-Lewiston)
9.54
Portland Terminal
Mountain Subdivision (Westbrook-Windham TL)

1.58

TOTAL
Category II - Lines Under Study for Abandonment -

54.91
None

Category III - Lines for Which Abandonment is
Pending Before the Interstate Commerce Commission - None
Category IV - Lines Under Subsidy -

None

Category V - Active Lines
Aroostook Valley
Bangor and Aroostook
Belfast and Moosehead Lake
Canadian Atlantic
Greater Portland Development Corporation
Lewiston Auburn Railroad Company
New Hampshire Northcoast
St. Lawrence and Atlantic
Springfield Terminal
Maine Coast

Source:

Maine Department of Transportation
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5.00
418.77
33.07
201.25
3.04
5.43
.33
89.72
378.51
51.76

TOTAL

1,186.88

TOTAL

1,241.79

HAMPSHIRE

NEW

BRUNSWICK

C A N A D A
NEW

BRUNSWICK

The State's Role
The State's role in rail transportation has broadened from being
primarily a regulator to include overall State-level railroad
planning, financial assistance, and ownership and management of
railroad real estate. The Maine Department of Transportation has
been designated by the Governor as the agency to coordinate State
rail planning and to develop and administer a State Rail Plan.
Broadly defined, MDOT's role is to review the railroad system on
an on-going basis from the standpoint of preserving and enhancing
railroads. This role may dictate the purchase of rail lines so
that rail lines and rights of way can be preserved for future
use.
The State's first rail plan, prepared in 1975, included an
inventory and classification of all lines, the establishment of
goals and objectives, and a methodology for identifying and
developing railroad assistance projects. Eight subsequent Plans
were completed, the most recent of which is a 1991 update.
The State of Maine now owns 228.36 miles of rail lines as
follows:
Calais Branch
126.92 miles
Brunswick/Rockland Branch
51.76 miles
Additional segment
4.39 miles
Brunswick/Augusta - Lower Road 34.97 miles
Cobbosseecontee Branch
1.15 miles
Lewiston Lower Road
9.17 miles
228.36 miles
TOTAL
The Rockland Branch. In 1987, MDOT purchased the Brunswick/
Rockland Branch and completed a condition survey of the tracks.
In 1990, MDOT spent $450,000 to rehabilitate this 52-mile Branch,
and entered into a lease agreement with Maine Coast Railroad to
reestablish freight service.
The Calais Branch. As of January, 1991, MDOT released a Request
for Proposals to restore freight service on this 126.92 mile,
State-owned Branch; proposals were received in March. There has
been some private sector interest in establishing a narrow gauge
railroad on this line. MDOT has not yet invested in the
rehabilitation of the Calais Branch nor selected an operator to
provide service.
The Augusta Branch. In early 1991, MDOT completed purchase of
the 33.60 mile Brunswick/Augusta Branch from GTI for a cost of
$4.5 million. Funds for the purchase were approved in a 1990
bond issue. As part of the purchase, MDOT also acquired the 1.15
mile Cobbossee Branch in Gardiner, and yard property in Rockland.
At the same time, MDOT negotiated, subject to ICC approval, a
sales agreement to purchase 4.4 miles remaining on the Rockland
Branch, and 9.17 miles of the Lewiston Lower Road.
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Possible Future Acquisitions. MDOT also has right of first
refusal to purchase from GTI several lines that are either
abandoned or are currently carried in ICC Category I (lines being
considered for abandonment within a 3-year period) by GTI. These
lines include:
a.

The Mountain Division between Westbrook and the New Hampshire
border at Fryeburg.

b.

The Foxcroft Branch from Newport to Dover-Foxcroft.

c.

The Eastport Branch from Ayers Junction to Eastport.

Collectively, these lines total in excess of 107 miles of track.
When added to the 228 miles already owned by MDOT, it would give
the State a significant railroad infrastructure.
Passenger Service. In 1989, MDOT hired Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation, in association with Multisystems Inc.,
of Cambridge and Andover's James Stoetzel Associates, to conduct
a statewide rail passenger service study with specific emphasis
on the Portland to Boston corridor. The 5-stage study was
designed to permit MDOT to analyze the potential for
re-establishing rail passenger service on various corridors
before committing funds for such undertakings.
State officials
closely coordinated the study with AMTRAK officials.
Potential ridership figures developed in the demand segment in
1990 demonstrated that enough people would use the train to
support restored service between Portland and Boston by the end
of the decade. AMTRAK completed an evaluation of the cost to
upgrade the tracks and operate passenger service between Portland
and Boston. Related^issues needing to be addressed include the
establishment of support facilities such as stations,
park-and-ride lots, and highway/rail connections. Chapter 587 of
the Public Laws of 1991, An Act to Enact the Passenger Rail
Service Act, directs MDOT to seek and spend at least $40 million
to establish rail passenger service; it does not raise or
appropriate the $40 million. The Federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 contains an authorization
of $30 million to reestablish passenger rail service between
Portland and Boston.
If these funds are appropriated, Maine's
financial responsibility will be limited to support facilities
and operating subsidies.
Intermodal Facilities. MDOT recently assisted Auburn Safe
Handling, Inc., in obtaining the approval of the Auburn Planning
Board for the construction of a transshipment facility on Twin
Road. The facility will transfer goods shipped to the area
by the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad to trucks for delivery
elsewhere.
In March, 1991, Hapag-Lloyd American, Inc., announced
the establishment of a container shipping center at the
International Marine Terminal facility in Portland. While there
are no immediate plans to establish a container/rail facility,
rail lines exist nearby and have the potential to provide an
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intermodal link. MDOT has made a substantial investment in the
pier to accommodate heavy lifts needed to support the container
port.
In 1991, Springfield Terminal established a transload terminal at
its yard in Waterville. The transload facility includes a water
tight conveyor capable of transferring up to 50 tons of materials
per hour. The conveyor is located on the "Metro" track which has
a 9-car capacity and is adjacent to a paved transload area.
Currently the facility handles only dry cargo, primarily for
paper mills, but it has the capability of handling liquid bulk.
Railroad Companies
A total of 8 railroad companies currently operate within Maine.
The two largest are Guilford Transportation Industries and Bangor
and Aroostook.
Guilford Transportation Industries. Guilford Transportation
Industries (GTI) owns three railroad companies that function in
Maine: the Boston and Maine Corporation, the Maine Central
Railroad Company, and the Springfield Terminal Railway Company,
which operates the rights-of-way of the other two companies.
There are over 379 miles of track in the combined system. Since
taking over the railroads, Springfield Terminal has
systematically abandoned low density (low volume), unprofitable
branch lines in an effort to operate an efficient railroad.
The Maine Central Railroad was the State's largest railroad. At
its peak in 1917, the MEC extended 1,358 miles over Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont. The Maine Central portion of GTI now
includes main line track running from Mattawamkeag to Waterville,
and Waterville to Portland via Auburn.
MEC branch lines include the following:
Bucksport Branch
Woodland Branch
Mountain Division
Shawmut Branch

Rumford Branch
Bingham Branch
Lewiston Lower Branch (Lewiston
to Lisbon Falls)

The Boston and Maine Corporation constructed a branch line to
Portland in 1873, which now consists of 43 miles of track between
Portland and the New Hampshire border. This line provides the
State with connecting service for traffic to southern and western
points through connections with Conrail in Massachusetts and the
Delaware and Hudson in New York.
In addition to lines previously abandoned, GTI has placed 2 lines
in Interstate Commerce Commission Category I (lines under
consideration for abandonment within 3 years):
The Mountain Division (Portland to Fryeburg)
Lewiston Lower Road (Lisbon to Lewiston)
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Bangor and Aroostook Railroad. The Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
was chartered in 1891 to serve the eastern and northern areas of
the State. The railroad now operates 419 miles of track,
including main lines extending from Searsport to Millinocket,
Ashland, Fort Kent, and Madawaska.
Its major customers are paper
companies. BAR interchanges with the Canadian Atlantic Railway
at Brownville Junction, the Springfield Terminal Railway at
Northern Maine Junction, and the Canadian National at Van Buren.
The railroad terminates at a rail/water intermodal facility in
Searsport.
Branch lines include the following:
Patten Branch
Houlton Branch
Presque Isle Branch
Fort Fairfield Branch

Limestone Branch
St. Francis Branch
Van Buren Branch
Iron Works Branch (Brownville)

The Department of Transportation holds long-term leases with BAR
on several lines which are managed by the Department of
Conservation with the goal of providing trails for off-road
vehicle users. These leased lines include the following:
Houlton-Monticello
Monticello-Phair
Collins Siding-Van Buren
Caribou-Stockholm
Blackstone Siding-Stockholm
Total

16.55
17.31
10.90
13.67
11.66
70.09

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

Canadian Atlantic Railway (Canadian Pacific Railroad). The
Canadian Atlantic Railroad was constructed in 1888 to connect
Montreal and Saint John, New Brunswick. The line runs across
northern Maine between Jackman and Vanceboro, and connects most
of Canada with one of its two ice-free eastern ports. The
Canadian Atlantic now operates approximately 201.25 miles of
track within the State. Freight volumes have declined since
three container shipping lines pulled out of St. John in favor of
Halifax several years ago. Maine's only available passenger rail
service is provided by Via Rail which leases Canadian Atlantic
track. The principal passenger traffic, however, is between the
maritime provinces and Montreal, and does not originate in Maine.
St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad Company (formerly Canadian
National/Grand Trunk Eastern Railroad). This line runs from
Portland to Vermont.
It is the successor to a railroad that was
chartered in 1845 and was the major carrier of immigrants to
Maine cities during the 19th century, as well as a carrier of
grain from the west for export to Europe. The line within Maine
consists of 90 miles of track running between Portland and the
New Hampshire border near Gilead. Since 1989, the St. Lawrence
and Atlantic Railroad has been owned by Emons Holdings Inc. of
Pennsylvania. Emons Holdings also operates the Maryland and
Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Aroostook Valley Railroad. The Aroostook Valley Railroad
operates a "short line" consisting of 5 miles of track entirely
within Presque Isle principally serving tenants at the Skyway
Industrial Park. It interchanges with the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad to transload any incoming or outgoing traffic.
Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad. The Belfast and Moosehead
Lake Railroad is a "short line" railroad which operates entirely
within Waldo County between its interchange with Springfield
Terminal at Burnham Junction and its terminus in Belfast. The
closure of the Penobscot Poultry Company represented a loss of
90% of its cargo, which consisted of grain and feed for the
Company. Passenger excursions between Belfast and Brooks have
been operated during the summer months to generate revenues.
Maine Coast Railroad. The Maine Coast Railroad began freight
hauls on the State-owned Rockland Branch in 1990, operating under
a lease agreement with the Department of Transportation.
New Hampshire Northcoast Corporation. This company, which began
operations in 1986, operates the former Boston and Conway Branch
between Ossipee, N.H., and Rochester, N.H. Only .33 miles lie
within the State of Maine.
Railroad Service to Military Installations
Under Federal law, the Secretary of Defense is directed to
designate a Strategic Rail Corridor Network (STRACNET) and
connectors between these lines and defense installations. This
is a nationwide system of 32,500 miles of main line track that
was evaluated for condition, clearance, weight limits, and
service to important military and civilian installations. The
Secretary has designated 249 miles in Maine as part of STRACNET
and 279 miles as connectors.
It is anticipated that the
configuration of this system will change significantly when
Loring Air Force Base closes.
Railroad Regulatory Framework
Railroads have been subject to federal regulation since 1887, and
to State regulation since about 1858. Railroads were originally
regulated not only because of their critical role in the
development of the country, but also to prevent railroad abuse of
monopoly power in transportation.
The Federal Government regulates many aspects of railroads,
including their entry into transportation markets, services,
safety, labor relations, mergers, abandonments, and the issuance
of securities. The Interstate Commerce Commission regulates the
major aspects of railroads, such as abandonments, while the
Federal Railroad Administration regulates safety. Beginning in
the seventies and continuing with the Staggers Rail Act of 1980,
there has been a gradual economic deregulation of the railroads.
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One of the important reforms brought about by the Staggers Act
was rate reform. Under the Staggers Act, the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC) can set rates only when a carrier has a market
dominance in a given area. Rail carriers are otherwise free to
set their own rates and enter into contracts with shippers. As a
result, both Guilford Transportation Industries and the Bangor
and Aroostook Railroad have been able to secure business that
might have otherwise gone to trucks. Maine deregulated railroads
in 1981, shortly after Congress passed the Staggers Act in 1980.
The ICC continues to regulate rail line abandonment. Prior to
the abandonment of a line or the discontinuance of service, the
ICC must determine that the present or future public convenience
and necessity requires or permits the abandonment or
discontinuance, and that the action will not have a serious,
adverse impact on rural and community development. The procedure
for rail line abandonment can take up to 3 years. MDOT actively
participates in ICC abandonment proceedings.
Both the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and MDOT regulate
railroad safety. MDOT cooperates in all FRA track inspections,
and both agencies cooperate in all accident investigations. MDOT
regulates safety requirements relating to highway crossing, yard
safety, and clearances, while FRA regulates track, motive power
and equipment, operating procedures, hazardous material, and
signalization. MDOT employs two railroad safety inspectors and
two track inspectors.
Railroad/Hiqhwav Grade Crossing Safety Improvement Program
The MDOT has an ongoing program to reduce accidents and improve
safety at public railroad/highway crossings. This program is
mandated by the 1973"Highway Safety Act as amended by subsequent
acts in 1976 and 1978. MDOT uses a systematic inventory and
field review of all grade crossings to identify locations where
additional safety measures are necessary. The program includes
improvements such as the installation of automatic flashing
signals, and the modernization of electronic components on
existing flashing light installations.
Improvements also include
rehabilitating the crossing surfaces, improving sight distances
by the excavation of embankments, and clearing and improving
approaches to eliminate adverse grade conditions.
The Federal Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Safety Program funds
80% of the improvements. The remaining 20% share is provided by
State, local, or railroad sources depending upon the scope of
work and the type of highway system as set forth in Table 6-3.
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TABLE

6-3

FUNDING FORMULA FOR GRADE CROSSING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Scope of Work
Reconstruction or altera
tion of crossing or its
approaches; removal of
obstructions to sight;
rehabilitation or upgrade
of existing protective
devices; crossing abolish
ment .
Installation of automatic
signals, gates or other
protective warning devices
at unprotected crossings.

Highway
System

State

State or
State-aid

Local

Railroad

10%

Townway

-

State or
State-aid

20%

Townway

-

10%
10%

20%

10%

-

-

The total program funding amount for FY 1988-89 was $4,134,000.
In FY 1990-91, this declined to $2,525,580, primarily because of
a cutback in Federal funds. The 1990-91 program includes
$2,273,000 in Federal funds, $60,980 in State funds, $85,600 in
local funds, and $106,000 in railroad funds.
Rail Rehabilitation
Up until 1982, through Local Rail Service Assistance Grants, the
Federal Railroad Administration dispensed funds to the states for
rail rehabilitation projects. Today there are limited
discretionary funds at the Federal level for rail rehabilitation.
Within the past 2 years, MDOT has received two discretionary
grants for rail rehabilitation; $500,000 for the Aroostook Valley
Railroad and $300,000 for the Rockland Branch. Discussions are
ongoing at the Federal level to increase funds for rail
rehabilitation projects. If funds are increased, it is
anticipated that matching funds would be required.
Railroad Preservation and Assistance Act
Under State law, MDOT receives $150,000 per year from a
non-lapsing fund for surveys, studies and acquisition, and
maintenance of railroad lines.
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Future Capital Needs
Within the next 10 years, major capital investments will be
needed to support Maine's rail system. A partial listing of
publicly funded capital needs which may arise during the next 10
years includes the following:
a.

Rockland Branch - Additional rehabilitation ($500,000) and
annual maintenance costs.

b.

Calais Branch - If a short-line operator can be found,
rehabilitation costs ($4 million, minimum) and annual
maintenance costs.

c.

Portland/Haverhill, Mass. - Upgrade the line ($30 million),
purchase equipment ($20 million), and operate a passenger
rail service.

d.

Support Facilities for Passenger Service - If a
Portland-based passenger service is established, passenger
stations, park-and-ride lots, and highway/rail connections.

e.

Intermodal Facilities - Investments in intermodal facilities
where there would be a public benefit by diverting heavy
hauls from roads, and where private investment is not
feasible.

f.

Purchase Additional Lines - The purchase of additional lines
determined to be of statewide significance from GTI ($9
million).

g.

Brunswick/Augusta Branch - If a short-line operator can be
found, rehabilitation costs ($1 million) and annual
maintenance costs.

h.

Passenger Rights - Possible purchase of rail passenger rights
from GTI between Kittery and Mattawamkeag.

The Issues and Strategies
The overriding issue regarding railroads is the extent to which
the public sector should intervene in support of capital
investments on what has historically been a private sector
operation. This issue is complicated by the fact that the public
sector, through rail regulation and through investment in the
highway system, has contributed significantly to the current
condition of the rail infrastructure. The response to these
issues is to maintain rail service as a private sector initiative
to the maximum extent practical. At the same time, the response
suggested recognizes competitive imbalances that exist for rail
and that are a product of public policy. The initiatives
suggested below seek to rectify these imbalances, at least in
part.
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Intermodal Development
Effective linkages to the regional and national rail system and
to other modes of transportation are sought as well as a
financially stable, reliable and efficient rail service. The
State seeks to maximize the transportation cost savings, energy
conservation and environmental protection advantages that rail
service can provide. The State also seeks to encourage the
diversion of heavy freight hauls off the highway system and onto
rail.
Strategies:
1.

Continue to support local, State and interstate intermodal
efforts including education, coordination, negotiation,
technical assistance, financial assistance, and advocacy.

2.

Invest in rail facilities and equipment which, in addition to
or in lieu of a haul roads network, would serve to
effectively and efficiently divert heavy freight hauls off
the highway system. The economics of such investments should
be measured both from a public expenditure perspective and
from a shipper's perspective. Eligible investments should
include, but not be limited to:
- capital improvements on at-grade crossings, highway bridges
over rail and rail bridges over highway;
- development of transload centers;
- acquisition of rail cars as a subsidy for moving high
volume/weight commodities that generate low revenue; and
- rail rehabilitation projects.
Assure that in making investments in rail, private carriers
make corresponding and complementary investments. State
investments should not penalize those rail carriers who have
had a more aggressive investment strategy than other
carriers. Priority should be given to transload centers and
other intermodal facilities.

3.

Study the desirability and feasibility of State actions that
would encourage an increase in the movement by rail of solid
waste and hazardous materials.

4.

Develop a list of communities with the potential of
supporting an intermodal rail facility. Request targeted
communities along the designated essential rail network to
identify through their comprehensive plans and their land use
ordinances permissible intermodal connections with rail
dependent uses, including transload centers and future
passenger support facilities.
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5.

In coordination with the Department of Economic and Community
Development, market for development all lands adjacent to
rail where the community has authorized rail dependent uses
and where they can interconnect with highways and ports.

6.

Encourage the Federal government to renew financial
assistance to states for rehabilitation projects.

Rail Lines Subject to Abandonment
With 465 miles of rail abandoned since 1975, the State must
continue to be prepared to acquire those rail lines of
significance to economic development and those rail rights-of-way
of significance to public use.
Strategies:
7.

Evaluate rail lines subject to abandonment to determine
the line represents an essential element of the State's
system, the effects the loss of rail service would have
the existing and future economy of the region it serves
the need to preserve the right-of-way for future public

if
rail
on
and
use.

8.

Acquire those rail lines or rail rights-of-way which, after
evaluation, indicate public benefits in excess of the cost of
acquisition and maintenance.

9.

Continue the policy of deferring capital improvements on
State-owned rail lines until a viable, private short-line
operator is committed to the restoration of service on the
line and has presented the Department with satisfactory
evidence of financial capacity to sustain operating costs.

10. Develop and periodically update priorities for State
investments in rail lines.
Passenger Service
Federal support for the capital costs of restoring rail passenger
service between Portland and Boston appears to be all but
certain. State funding will be required to provide support
facilities and operating subsidies in this corridor, as well as
support facilities for passenger service to the City of Bath.
Public funding probably will be required to maximize
opportunities for rail passenger service in Maine beyond these
two areas.
Strategy:
11. Continue to support efforts aimed at restoring passenger
service to Maine, focusing on high priority corridors.
12. Seek funding to supplement the Federal authorization for
restoration of rail passenger service.
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13. Periodically evaluate technological innovations which would
enhance the mobility advantages of passenger rail service.
14. Continue to evaluate the possibility of providing a link to
Canadian passenger carriers.
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CHAPTER 7. AVIATION

One of the missions of the Department of Transportation includes
advancing the interests of air transportation by studying
aviation needs, advising and assisting representatives of
political subdivisions in the development of air transportation,
and exercising supervision, control, and direction on behalf of
the State over all matters pertaining to the location,
construction, and maintenance of air navigation facilities.
In 1989, the Maine Department of Transportation began the
preparation of an Aviation Systems Plan which was completed in
the fall of 1991. The Plan includes a detailed examination of
airport facilities and needs, and an analysis and projection of
overall system needs for the next 20 years.
In 1990, the scope
of the Plan was broadened at the request of the Legislature to
include an evaluation of the feasibility of improving in-State
air service to small communities.

The Setting
National Trends
Since the enactment of the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978,
there have been a number of trends and changes in the airline
industry. Some of the more important of these are summarized in
the paragraphs below.
International Perspective. The airline industry has become a
highly competitive, global industry with new marketing agreements
between U.S. and foreign flag carriers being announced virtually
on a daily basis. In 1990, international traffic increased 14.3
percent over 1989, while domestic traffic increased only 3.2
percent. During the past 4 years, international traffic has
grown at an unprecedented pace of 79.9 percent. The Federal
Aviation Administration projects that international enplanements
will grow over the next 12 years at a more modest annual rate of
6.4 percent. Part of this growth is due to strong growth rates
being projected for the Pacific Rim markets.
Domestic Perspective. Nationally, air passenger traffic has
grown over 50 percent since 1980. The Federal Aviation
Administration forecasts a downturn in 1991 of 1.1 percent, due
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in large part to the recession, and a large increase in air fares
required by the rapid run-up in jet fuel prices resulting from
the Persian Gulf War. Domestic air traffic in 1992-93 is
expected to be dampened by an increase in the airline ticket tax
and the imposition of passenger facility charges at all U.S.
airports. Overall, however, the FAA predicts that domestic
enplanements will grow at an average annual rate of 3.8 percent
between 1990 and 2002, increasing from 424 million enplanements
in 1990 to 666.9 million in 2002. Currently, three major
airlines, United, American and Delta, handle over 50 percent of
domestic air travelers. Three other airlines, Continental, Pan
Am and Eastern, have gone through Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.
Reqional/Commuter Airlines. The number of regional/commuter
carriers increased from 210 in 1978 to 250 in 1981, then declined
to 151 by 1990. Increasingly, regional/commuter airlines have
become integrated with the large, scheduled airlines. The major
airlines have evolved from linear operations to a system of "hubs
and spokes."
At the same time, the airlines have been replacing
more of their larger aircraft with smaller craft operated by
their regional/commuter partners. Despite a shrinkage in the
number of regional/commuter lines, the growth in regional/
commuter passenger enplanements has exceeded the growth of the
larger carriers.
In 1991, regional/commuter airlines are
expected to enplane 39.7 million passengers, or 8.7 percent of
all scheduled domestic enplanements. By the year 2002, these
airlines are expected to carry 78.6 million passengers, and to
account for 10.7 percent of all domestic passenger enplanements.
General Aviation Aircraft. Since 1978, there has been a decline
in sales of single-engine piston aircraft, which is the major
component of general aviation airports.
Maine Trends
Enplanements. Air passenger traffic in Maine is growing
steadily.
In 1990, there were 1,463,620 airline passengers
enplanements, almost triple the figure of 523,258 in 1980, and
almost six times the figure of 265,095 in 1970. Enplanement
figures, which are shown in Table 7-1, include domestic and
international passengers, as well as military personnel. The
increase in the number of enplanements between 1989 and 1990
(177,984) is due in part to troop movements through Bangor
International Airport during the Persian Gulf war. The remainder
of Bangor's passengers are on international flights which stop in
Bangor to refuel or clear customs.
In 1990, only 196,775, or 23
percent, of Bangor's enplanements were domestic enplanements.
The Aviation Systems Plan projects that statewide, total domestic
enplanements will increase to 2.9 million by the year 2010, more
than double the 1990 figure of 1.4 million. The Aviation Systems
Plan was prepared prior to the announced shutdown of Loring Air
Force Base, and does not project the impact of the Base closing
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on the Presque Isle Airport or the rest of the system. Airport
officials report that in fiscal year 1991, 14,630 enplanements,
or 38.5% of the total, were Government Travel Request Passengers
originating out of Loring. After closure of the Base, Presque
Isle's annual enplanements will probably drop by at least this
number, and possibly more.

TABLE 7-1
MAINE AIRLINE PASSENGER
TOTAL ENPLANEMENTS

Year

Portland

Bangor

Presque
Isle

1970

122,974

85,220

21,226

1975

181,155

113,971

1980

275,804

1985

Auburn/

Hancock
County

Waterville

Lewiston

Rockland

14,299

7,420

5,218

4,959

3,779

34,768

15,467

9,859

2,189

9,125

8,368

-

374,902

163,491

33,733

21,413

9,090

1,705

9,521

8,501

-

523,258

522,489

140,570

28,376

10,490

4,950

961

6,921

9,240

1,755

725,752

1986

602,933

164,597

29,883

8,933

3,625

714

6,490

9,904

1,303

828,392

1987

604,628

193,332

34,881

10,968

3,441

354

5,075

9,103

1,506

863,288

1988

619,934

338,640

35,439

10,875

2,648

291

4,562

8,004

1,455

1,021,848

1989

604,063

627,425

34,731

7,447

1,356

170

2,366

5,745

2,333

1,285,636

1990

563,382

846,066

35,250

9,277

-

-

3,494

6,151

-

1,463,620

Source:

Augusta

Frenchville

Total
265,095

Maine Department of Transportation

Table 7-1 demonstrates that while annual enplanements have been
increasing, there have been tremendous differences at particular
airports. Between 1985 and 1990, enplanements have increased at
Portland, Bangor and Presque Isle. During the same period,
enplanements decreased at Augusta, Rockland, and Hancock County.
Much of the decrease at the latter three airports occurred
between 1988 and 1989 when the strike at Eastern Airlines
negatively affected the smaller markets. Total enplanements at
Bangor exceeded those at Portland for the first time in 1989 and
1990, although Portland still leads in domestic enplanements.
Increasingly, commercial air traffic in Maine has been
concentrated at the Portland Jetport and Bangor International
Airport. In 1980, Portland and Bangor accounted for 84 percent
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of the enplanements; this rose to 96 percent in both 1989 and
1990. Indications are that the percentages for both airports
will increase even further in future years.
The Aviation Systems Plan notes that Maine travelers often drive
to out-of-State airports, primarily Logan Airport in Boston, to
obtain air service. When these passengers are included in the
totals, Portland and Bangor capture 80 percent of the domestic
traffic originating in Maine, Boston receives 15 percent, and the
remaining airports handle 5 percent.
Chart 7-1 shows airline enplanements since 1966.
CHART 7-1
AIRLINE PASSENGER ENPLANEMENTS
1966 to 1990
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Air Carriers. In recent years, the number of carriers serving
Maine has increased. At Portland, there was an increase from 7
to 10 carriers between 1985 and 1989. Major airlines operating
in Maine have included Continental, Delta, United and USAir.
Delta and United operate at both Portland and Bangor, and
Continental and USAir operate only at Portland. Business
Express, Continental Express and Northwest Airlink provide
regional commuter service to the State's commuter service
airports.
Non-Stop Markets. The total number of non-stop markets served by
Maine airports is an indication of the strength of the air
system. Many of the business centers throughout the northeast
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are served non-stop from Portland. Service to Boston is provided
from the Portland, Bangor, Presque Isle, Augusta, Knox County and
Hancock County airports. All commercial service airports except
Augusta provide direct service to Newark. Bangor and Portland
provide non-stop service to the Mid-West. Service to northeast
markets and Chicago is important because these airports provide
service to the rest of the world.

The System
Overview
There are 37 publicly owned airports, not counting military
installations, and over 100 private airports and seaplane bases.
These facilities include the following:
Commercial Airports. There are 6 publicly owned airports in
Maine which receive scheduled commercial service. The primary
commercial service airports are the Portland Jetport and Bangor
International Airport and, to a lesser extent, the Northern Maine
Regional Airport in Presque Isle, and the State Airport in
Augusta. The two other publicly owned airports with scheduled
commercial service include the Hancock County Airport at Trenton,
and the Knox County Regional Airport at Owl's Head.
Bangor and Portland provide national service, while Bangor also
provides international service. The remaining airports provide
regional service primarily to Boston. Since 1988, commercial air
service ceased at 3 of Maine's commercial service airports.
Scheduled service was terminated at the Auburn/Lewiston Airport
in October 1989, at the Robert LaFleur Airport in Waterville in
December 1989, and at the Northern Aroostook Regional Airport in
Frenchville in June 1990.
General Aviation Airports. There are 31 publicly owned, general
aviation airports. These do not have scheduled air service but
are used for business flying, charter operations, private flying,
agricultural activities, power line surveillance, and other
commercial and private purposes.
Military Airports. There are two military airports which are
used exclusively for military purposes; Loring Air Force base in
Limestone, and the Brunswick Naval Air Station in Brunswick. The
former Pease Air Force Base, located over the Maine border in New
Hampshire, is currently being studied for other uses.
Private Airports. There are approximately 100 private airports
in Maine, including commercial and noncommercial seaplane bases.
These range from grass strips to paved facilities with as many as
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50 based aircraft.
Federal funding.

These airports are ineligible for State or

Major Characteristics of Publicly Owned Airports
Of the 37 publicly owned airports, a total of seventeen,
including five of the six airports receiving commercial service,
have a secondary runway in addition to the primary runway.
Bangor has only a primary runway. All but three of the airports
(Dover-Foxcroft, Lubec, and Stonington) have paved runways.
Twenty-five of the airports have navigational aids, including all
of the airports receiving commercial service. Five of the six
commercial service airports have a precision instrument landing
system, but only the Bangor International Airport has a system
that allows for landing with visibility of one quarter mile. The
rest require one half mile. All but seven (Bethel, Carrabassett
Valley, Islesboro, Dover-Foxcroft, Stonington, Deblois and Fort
Fairfield) have lighted runways. The major characteristics of
the State's publicly owned airports are shown in Table 7-2.
Bangor, Portland and Presque Isle are certificated airports
meeting FAA Requirement Part 139 for airport rescue and
fire-fighting emergencies for air carrier airports. These
airports meet the federal requirement that trained airport rescue
and fire-fighting crews be available, and that an emergency plan
for assisting passengers be in place.
Bangor and Portland are the only two airports in the State with
air traffic control facilities. Air traffic control is provided
at Portland for 16 hours a day and at Bangor for 24 hours a day.
All other airports are "uncontrolled" - pilots coordinate
landings and takeoffs by communicating with each other on a
common frequency.
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TABLE 7-2
SUMMARY OF GENERAL AVIATION AND COMMERCIAL AIRPORTS

Name of Airport

Runway Length,
Surface type,
Primary Secondary

Operations
1989

Existing
Based
Ai rcraf

63,268

60

126,637

54

Owner

Acreage

Augusta

State of Maine

315

5000 x 150

Bangor International

City of Bangor

2,553

11439x 300

Hancock County

Hancock County

335

5200 x 150

3363 x 75

NDB RW 22, ILS RW 22, L0C/DME
BC RWY

41,700

47

Knox County Regional (Rockland)

Knox County

351

4500 x 100

4000 x 100

NDB RW 3 L0C RW 3

61,136

78

Northern Maine Regional

City of Presque Isle

1,489

7440 x 150

5994 x 150

ILS RW 1 V0R RW 19, VOR/DME RW 1

20,000

31

Portland International Jetport

City of Portland

588

6800 x 150

5000 x 150

NDB, ILS RW 11, ILS RW 29, ASR

114,893

87

Cities of Auburn/Lewiston

547

5000 x 100

2750 x 75

NDB RW 4, ILS RWY 4 VOR/DME

55,900

57

Belfast

City of Belfast

320

4000 x 100

-

NDB RW 15

16,300

20

Bethel - Colonel Dyke

Town of Bethel

225

3150 x 60

-

NONE

2,500

10

Biddeford Municipal

City of Biddeford

91

3000 x 75

-

V0R

35,000

25

Caribou Municipal

City of Caribou

75

3400 x 125

3000 x 100

VOR

23,650

21

Central Maine Airport of Norridgewock

Town of Norridgewock

550

3999 x 150

4000 x 150

VOR/DME RW 3

18,250

61

Charles A. Chase Memorial

Town of Dover-Foxcroft

Debloi s

Aids to Navigation

COMMERCIAL SERVICE AIRPORTS
2703 x 75

CAT I, FULL ILS
NDB RU 33, ILS RW 15, ILS RW 15
(CAT II), ILS RW 33, V0R, V0R/DME
RW 15, V0R/DME RW 33, ASR

GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORTS
Auburn and Lewiston

55

2400 x 90

-

NONE

3,200

10

State of Maine

153

4000 x 150

-

NONE

200

1

Dewitt Field

City of Old Town

360

3600 x 100

3200 x 100

NDB RW 22, VOR, VOR/DME RW 22,
ASR, VOR-A APPROACH

60,260

37

Dexter

Town of Dexter

311

3000 x 150

1600 x 300

NONE

2,810

16

Eastern Slope Regional

Town of Fryeburg

533

3698 x 75

-

NDB

23,670

30

Eastport

City of Eastport

252

2850 x 86

-

NONE

7,500

8
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Name of Airport

Owner

Acreage

Runway Length,
Surface type,
Primary Secondary

Fort Fairfield

Town of Fort Fairfield

Greenville Municipal

Town of Greenville

Houlton International

Town of Houlton

Isleboro

Town of Isleboro

41

2400 x 50

-

Lincoln Regional

Town of Lincoln

222

2800 x 75

Lubec Municipal

Town of Lubec

6

Machias Valley

Town of Machias

Millinocket Municipal
N. Aroostook Regional (Frenchvilie)

Operations
1989

Existing
Based
Ai rcraft

NONE

1,500

3

Aids to Navigation

11

1800 x 40

241

4000 x 75

3000 x 75

NDB RW 14

7,650

20

5200 x 150

5000 x 75

VOR RW 5

20,500

30

NONE

3,000

1

-

VOR/DME

7,650

10

2032 x 100

-

NONE

590

2

38

2900 x 60

-

NDB RW 36

13,000

15

Town of Millinocket

160

4716 x 150

6,349

31

N. Aroostook Regl. Airport
Authority

116

4000 x 75

-

NDB RW 32

17,535

8

Newton Field

Town of Jackman

132

2900 x 60

-

NONE

2,935

4

Oxford County Regional (Oxford)

Oxford County

70

3000 x 75

-

NONE

12,045

32

Pittsfield Municipal

Town of Pittsfield

325

4000 x 150

-

NDB RWY 1

18,221

25

Princeton Municipal

Town of Princeton

420

4000 x 150

VOR RW 15

4,500

8

Rangeley Municipal

Town of Range ley

123

2701 x 75

NDB

11,135

13

Robert Lafleur

City of Waterville

350

5500 x 100

2300 x 150

NDB, LOC RW 5, VOR/DME RW 5

42,900

45

Sanford Municipal

Town of Sanford

1,897

6000 x 150

5000 x 150

LOC RW 7, VOR RW 7, VOR RWY 25,
ILS RW 7

55,000

69

Stonington Municipal

Town of Stonington

12

2100 x 60

-

NONE

1,400

8

Sugar loaf Regional

Town of Carrabassett Valley

65

2800 x 75

-

NONE

5,000

5

Wiscasset

Town of Wiscasset

147

3400 x 75

-

NDB RW 25, VOR/DME RW 25

39,500

46

1,615

ABBREVIATIONS
ILS - Instrument Landing System
LOC - Localizer
VOR
- Very High Frequency Omnidirectional RadioRange
NDB
- Non-directional radio beacon
CAT II ILS - Instrument landing system forvisibility of one-quarter mile
R/W
- Runway
Source:

Maine Department of Transportation
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-

4007 x 150

4000 x 150
-

NDB RW 29, LOC RW 29, VOR

The Portland Jetport. The Portland Jetport supports scheduled
air service, as well as commuter, general aviation, and some
military operations. The Jetport is one of the busiest air
transportation facilities in the northeast. Four major domestic
air carriers provide regular service to Portland and the market
is divided almost equally among them. This stiff competition has
resulted in low airfares, which are attracting passengers from a
wider geographic range. A parking survey conducted several years
ago by the Jetport found that 40% of the Maine-registered cars
parked there had traveled at least one hour from the north or
west.
While there are no detailed cargo statistics, Federal Express has
a nightly flight from the Jetport to its hub in Memphis.
Airborne Express flies nightly to its hub in Columbus, Ohio. A
large proportion of the Federal Express shipment consists of
retail goods being shipped by L.L. Bean.
Recent growth has stretched capacity in nearly all phases of
airport operations. Planes are currently stacked at the gates
during peak periods due to inadequate gate space, with many
passengers having to deplane on the apron. Parking facilities
run at an average of 80%-90% of capacity and are well over
capacity during most major holidays. Ticket counter lines
disrupt pedestrian flow within the terminal and road access is in
need of major improvement.
Expansion potential at the Jetport is limited by the Fore River,
which borders the airport to the north and east, as well as a
wetland area, a historic district, and noise considerations.
There is a small area for expansion to the northwest of the
airport. The Jetport has acquired this land for future aircraft
gates, terminal space, and additional parking.
The Jetport currently has plans for roadway rerouting, automobile
parking lot construction, terminal apron expansion, and
relocation of the Delta air cargo facility. The cost of these
improvements is expected to be about $20 million.
In addition to
these landside improvements, the Jetport plans to expand the air
cargo apron eastward to join up with the north-south parallel
taxiway. In the spring of 1991, the Jetport began reconstruction
of the existing terminal apron pavement. In 1992, the Jetport
plans to replace the remaining old portion of the taxiway
lighting system.
Future capital improvements include construction of a perimeter
road around certain portions of the airport, drainage
improvements in the airfield safety area, the construction of a
partial parallel taxiway on the east side of the north-south
runway, and pavement reconstruction.
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Operational constraints have already been addressed by FAA
designation of the Sanford Municipal and Auburn/Lewiston
Municipal airports as reliever airports. These relievers will
provide alternatives for general aviation aircraft, which
comprise 60 percent of total operations. The Aviation Systems
Plan concludes that Portland can adequately accommodate the
projected future demand if 30 percent of total general aviation
activities can be diverted to reliever airports.
If Portland is
not successful in diverting general aviation traffic, feasibility
studies will have to be undertaken to provide a new or supple
mental air carrier airport. There may be some potential for
land-banking at Brunswick Naval Air Station, depending upon the
future use of that facility.
The Jetport receives an FAA entitlement of approximately $2
million annually. The State provides matching funds out of its
biennial bond issue for capital facility construction. Major
sources of revenue for the Jetport are on the ground side, with
30% of revenue coming from parking and 25% from rental car
concessions. Aviation related fees generate slightly over 30% of
revenue with the remainder coming from terminal-related
concessions.
Bangor International Airport. Bangor International Airport is
one of only two airports in the State with a control tower, and
has the State's only FAA Flight Service Station. The Bangor
Airport has carved out a market niche serving as a refueling and
customs stop for both charter and scheduled international
flights. The Airport has been providing these services for over
20 years and actively markets them to both domestic and foreign
airlines.
In 1990, the Airport handled 4,667 overseas flights,
up from 3,440 in 1989.
Fuel and ground services generate significant revenue. For
example, fuel sales provide nearly 30% of the Airport's gross
revenues. Airport employment provides an important component of
the Bangor-area economy. Delta and United are the two major
carriers serving Bangor. Regional/commuter airlines operating
out of the Airport include Continental Express, Business Express
and Northeast Airlines.
In 1990, Bangor International generated a net profit of $4.5
million, compared with $2.5 million in 1989 and about $1 million
in 1988. These profits will be used to implement a number of
improvements.
In 1991, the Airport began expansion of the
International Building, followed by expansion of the southern end
of the Domestic Building. The estimated cost of these improve
ments is about $12 million. The Airport Master Plan calls for
the construction of a 9,000 foot parallel runway, with 4,900 feet
to be constructed in 1994, and 4,100 feet to be constructed in
1996.
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Bangor is Maine's largest airport in terras of physical size
(2,500 acres), a factor which generates significant maintenance
costs. The net revenue generated by the Airport has made it
possible to respond to short-term capital needs. It also enables
the Airport to operate without direct subsidy from the City of
Bangor.
In terms of aircraft operations, the average annual delay at
Bangor is currently exceeding 80,000 minutes, and is projected by
the Master Plan to exceed 1,324,400 minutes of delay by the year
2008 if no action is taken. Most of the delay would be
experienced by general aviation aircraft, which comprise 40
percent of the operating fleet. The Aviation Systems Plan
recommends that Dewitt Field in Old Town be designated a reliever
airport as additional capacity is needed.
Analysis of Maine Airport System
Maine's Aviation Systems Plan contains detailed analyses and
recommendations concerning Maine's system of airports as
highlighted in the paragraphs below.
Annual Service Volume (ASV). Runways and taxiways comprise the
"airside" portion of an airport. The Annual Service Volume
(ASV), as defined by the FAA, is an estimate of the ability of an
airport to process air traffic on a continual basis. As air
traffic approaches 100 percent of airfield capacity, the delay
incurred by aircraft increases, and the quality of service
decreases. FAA recommends that when annual operations reach 60
percent of ASV, planning for additional capacity should begin.
When the number of annual operations equals 80 percent of ASV,
additional capacity should be available. Additional capacity can
be created by parallel runways or taxiways, new airports, the
redistribution of some operations to underutilized facilities,
and the designation of general aviation reliever airports.
Bangor International Airport is currently operating at 63 percent
of operating capacity, and is projected to reach 76 percent by
the year 2009. The State's Aviation Systems Plan recommends the
construction of a parallel runway as set forth in the Airport’s
Master Plan which would cut Bangor’s ASV to 48 percent. The
designation of Dewitt Field in Old Town as a reliever airport
will also add additional capacity. The Portland Jetport is
expected to reach 60 percent of its capacity by 1998 and 76
percent by the year 2009. Since the Jetport does not have the
potential to expand its airside capacity, the Aviation Systems
Plan recommends that general aviation aircraft be encouraged to
use reliever airports.
None of the other airports in the State system are expected to
reach the 60 percent level before the year 2009. Moreover, the
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system as a whole has more than adequate airfield capacity
through the year 2009.
Landside Capacity. Support facilities such as airport terminal
buildings, hangars and aircraft parking ramps are considered the
"landside" portion of an airport. Almost all of the airports in
the system have the ability to expand to accommodate additional
support facilities. Augusta will need to develop more landside
capacity in the general vicinity of its VOR equipment.
Waterville will need to consider land acquisition to accommodate
landside expansion. The reliever airports, Sanford and
Auburn/Lewiston, may need to expand storage facilities to
accommodate future general aviation demand projected for the
Portland Jetport. Bangor and Portland are preparing to expand
their terminal buildings in order to efficiently process airline
passengers, baggage and air cargo.
According to the Aviation Systems Plan, the State as a whole is
using 79 percent of its available aircraft storage capacity which
includes conventional hangars, T-hangars, and tie-down spaces.
Several airports have reached 100 percent of their storage
capacity, and another six are at 90 percent of capacity. Since
Federal money cannot be used to construct hangars, they are not
generally built until there is a commitment to occupy them.
Geographical Coverage. The National Plan of Integrated Airport
Systems (NPIAS) criteria demonstrate that commercial air service
passengers are willing to travel 90 minutes to an air carrier
airport with major/national service, and 60 minutes to get to an
airport offering regional/commuter service. Bangor and Portland
provide the only major/national service in the State. Approxi
mately 69 percent of the State’s population lives within the
primary service area of these two airports. Map 7-1 shows the
primary and secondary service areas for Portland and Bangor.
The four airports that provide only regional/commuter service are
within reasonable driving distance of 27 percent of the State's
population. Overall, 90 percent of the State's population is
within reasonable driving distance of an airport with some
commercial service. The areas not covered include much of the
northwest and eastern coastal areas. The lack of coverage in
these two areas is mitigated to some degree by the presence of
general aviation airports and the availability of privately owned
airports, seaplane bases, and landing strips on some coastal
islands. The Aviation Systems Plan concludes that it would not
be practical to provide additional geographical coverage to those
areas through the development of new airports, as the cost for
even the most basic general aviation airport with a paved runway
would be in excess of $5 million.
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MAP 7-1

New Hampshire

N

Airport Service Areas
Primary Service Area
for Bangor International
Secondary Service Area
for Bangor International
Primary Service Area
for Portland International
Secondary Service Area
for Portland International

Source: Maine Department of Transportation
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The State's 31 general aviation airports provide service to 77
percent of the State's population. Some of the remaining areas
are served by private airports and airstrips that are open to the
public.
The Aviation Systems Plan evaluated whether or not there was a
need to supplement the system of general aviation airports to
provide more convenient access. The Plan noted that unserved
areas are very sparsely populated, and that an average population
threshold of 5,000 is needed to support a public general aviation
airport.
The unserved areas do not have any population concentrations that
would warrant adding an airport simply to provide additional
geographical coverage. Almost two thirds of the unserved
population lives in either Aroostook or Franklin counties. Many
of the unserved residents live just beyond existing system
coverage areas.
From a safety, rather than a geographical coverage standpoint,
the System Plan recommends the following:
1.

Add one privately owned airport in the northwest corner
of the State to the State system at such time as it is
terminated as a private facility.

2.

Examine the Rangeley Airport to see if it can be fully
developed to meet the needs of the Franklin/Oxford County
area.

3.

Consider a system of public heliports to serve remote
inland areas and those coastal islands that have a
sufficiently large resident population.

Economic Development Airports. The Aviation Systems Plan
indicates that proximity to a commercial service airport ranks
third out of 10 factors in importance to companies choosing a
location for their business, and proximity to a general aviation
airport ranks fifth.
The Plan highlights the importance of an airport to local
economic development efforts, and suggests that an economic
development airport have a paved runway between 4,000 and 5,000
feet long with a minimum of a non-precision approach. The Plan
identifies 15 potential economic development airports, as shown
on Map 7-2, with a 16th to be added later (possible Rangeley, if
the Master Plan currently underway demonstrates that an adequate
runway extension can be implemented). It recommends that at
least one airport in all but one of the State's planning regions
be designated as an economic development airport, and that an
additional airport in the Western Mountain area be considered.
Designation of an airport as an economic development airport will
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assist in targeting federal funds from FAA to these airports for
capital improvements.
The Economic Development Airports recommended by the Aviation
Systems Plan include the following:
Region 1

Eastern Slope Regional Airport - Fryeburg
Sanford Municipal Airport

Region 2

Portland Jetport

Region 3

Auburn Lewiston Airport

Region 4

Augusta State Airport

Region 5

Central Maine Airport - Norridgewock

Region 7

Belfast Municipal Airport
Knox County Airport

Region 8

Bangor International Airport
Millinocket Municipal Airport

Region 9

Hancock County Airport

Region 10

Eastport Municipal Airport

Region 11

Northern Aroostook Regional Airport
Northern Maine Regional Airport
Houlton International Airport
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MAP 7-2
RECOMMENDED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AIRPORTS

Source: Maine Department of Transportation
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Small Community Air Service Study. As a result of interest
expressed by the 114th Legislature, MDOT analyzed the potential
for an intrastate air service program to provide improved air
access to underserved areas of the State. The analysis
demonstrated that the best markets for commercial air service
were at the airports currently providing such service, and that
additional service would involve public subsidies.
The preliminary recommendations indicate that if additional
service is established, it should include routes with two round
trips per weekday and one round trip per weekend day connecting
Frenchville, Millinocket, and Houlton, Rangeley/Rumford, and
Eastern Maine with Augusta, Portland and Presque Isle. The
system would operate as a "hub and spoke" system, with Augusta as
the hub. When completely implemented, the recommended routing
would require a subsidy of $130 per enplaned passenger and a
total annual operating subsidy of $2.3 million. The study
recommended that the State pay 75 percent of the subsidy, with
the eligible airport assuming 25 percent. In 1991, LD 862, An
Act to Encourage the Development of Air Transportation Service to
Small Communities, was introduced.
It would have established air
carrier subsidies on an 80 percent State, 20 percent local basis.
MDOT estimates that the State subsidy would be $41,500 in FY 92,
and $1.8 million in FY 93.
The Impact of Pease Air Force Base.
A feasibility study for the reuse of Pease Air Force Base
includes the recommendation that Pease be used as an
international hub for commerce, high technology, and world trade.
Many of the operators that have expressed an interest in Pease
are not currently serving Maine. The FAA regional office in
Burlington, Mass., reports that the reuse of Pease probably would
not affect commercial service in either Bangor or Portland.
Funding
Federal Government. The Federal government has played a major
role in financing and controlling airport development since
passage of the Federal Airport Act of 1946. The Federal Aviation
Administration has full control over air safety, and it estab
lishes technical standards and funding for airport construction
and improvements.
In 1970, the passage of the Airport and Airway
Development Act expanded the program of federal matching grants
to airports serving commercial and general aviation needs.
During the mid-1980s, FAA provided about $5,000,000 annually to
Maine for airport improvement purposes.
In FY 91, FAA support
amounted to about $8 million, in part because of the growth of
Portland and Bangor, and because of the designation of Sanford
and Auburn/Lewiston as reliever airports. These funds were
allocated in FY 91 as follows:
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1.

Primary Service Airports. Approximately $4.5 million was
allocated through the Entitlement Program to Bangor, Portland
and Presque Isle for capital construction purposes.
In order
to be eligible for entitlement funding, a commercial service
airport must have in excess of 10,000 enplanements annually.
Funds are allocated to entitlement airports according to the
number of annual enplanements.

2.

Commercial Service Airports. The FAA provided $1.5 million
in support to nonentitlement airports receiving scheduled
commercial service (Hancock County, Augusta, and Knox
County). An airport must exceed 2,500 passenger boardings in
order to be considered a commercial service airport.

3.

Reliever Airports. FAA provided $1.5 million for capital
improvements at Sanford and Auburn/Lewiston.

4.

General Aviation Airports. Approximately $1.3 million was
allocated to support the State's remaining eligible general
aviation airports. The State has often been successful in
competing for additional discretionary funds in amounts
ranging between $100,000 and $200,000. The Director of the
Air Transportation Division works with the FAA in
prioritizing projects for general aviation airports.

State Funds. The State of Maine has been involved in air
transportation for close to 50 years, beginning with the
Aeronautics Commission and continuing in 1972 with the Air
Transportation Division of the Department of Transportation.
State funding for commercial and general aviation airports has
amounted to approximately $500,000/year of bond issue proceeds
plus $171,500 in General Fund money to reimburse airports for a
portion of snow removal costs. Bond issues for airport
improvements have been passed every 2 years since 1969. The
transportation bond issue passed in FY 91 provides $2.5 million
for airport improvements for the biennium ($500,000 will be used
to begin a State-initiated pavement preservation program).
State funds are generally used to provide a 5% match for FAA
funds, and to support engineering studies for future airport
improvements. Engineering studies in turn increase the State's
chances of receiving discretionary FAA funds. In addition, the
State matches local funding for smaller projects.
Local Funds. Local governments receiving FAA funds must provide
a 10% match. Traditionally, State funds have been used to pro
vide half of this match, while localities have been required to
provide the remaining half. Both Portland and Bangor have in
vested money in excess of the minimum match. Landing fees and
charges for counter space provide a portion of the capital im
provement funds of the publicly owned airports. However, only
Portland and Bangor are self-sufficient. The other publicly
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owned airports receive municipal or county subsidies. The
Augusta airport receives an operating subsidy from the State.
Capital Needs
A summary of the major needs of each airport is summarized in
Table 7-3.

TABLE 7-3
SUMMARY OF AIRPORT NEEDS
* Lighting and
Navigational Needs

Facility Needs

Airport
Commercial

Service Airports

Augusta

Parallel
parallel

t a x i w a y 8/26, e x t e n d
t a x i w a y 17/35, e x p a n d

terminal, add parking,
GA parking

expand

Bangor

Add parallel

International

terminal,

Hancock County

Add parallel taxiway, expand
terminal, add parking

Knox County

Extend

Regional
(Rockland)

runw a y ,

13/31,

Expand terminal,

Regional

apron,

-

add two

add

HIRL, V A S I / P A P I ,
ALS, A W O S
HIRL

ILS/MLS, Glide
Slope,

parallel taxiways, expand
terminal, add parking

Northern Maine
Presque

expand

add p a r k i n g

runway

R E I L , AWOS

HIRL,

REIL

itinerant

add parking

Isle

Portland Jetport

Reconstruct
parallel
taxiway
expand

runway

taxiway
18/36,

11/29,

11/29,

widen

AWOS

widen

expand terminal,

itinerant

apron,

add

parking
General Aviation Airports
Auburn/Lewiston

Add parallel
terminal,

Belfast

Extend

taxiway,

r un wa y ,

taxiway,

expand

VASI/PAPI

add p a r k i n g
ad d p a r a l l e l

expand terminal,

add parking
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ILS/ M L S,

Glide

Slope, L o c a l i z e r ,
HIRL, REIL, ALS, A W O S

Lighting and
Navigational Needs

Facility Needs

Airport

Bethel-Colonel

Add

itinerant

apron

n e w r un w a y ,

LIRL,

Beacon

lig ht

Dyke
Biddeford

Add

Municipal

runw a y, a d d p a r a l l e l t a x i w a y ,
i t i n e r a n t apron, a n d a d d i t i o n a l
parking, expand terminal

Caribou Municipal

E x t e n d r u n w a y 11/29, ad d
parallel taxiway, add p a rking

Central

Maine

Extend runway

Airport

of

terminal,

extend

3/21,

existing

expand

add parking,

parallel

taxiway

Norridgewock

NDB/LORAN

C,

MIRL,

NDB/LORAN
VASI/PAPI

C,

REIL,

REIL

I L S /MLS, Glide
Slope,
VOR,

Localizer,

HIRL,

LIRL,

B e a c o n Light,
REIL,
Charles

A.

Memorial

Chase

Extend

r un w a y ,

add parking

-

ALS,

Windsock

LIRL, B e a c o n
Lig ht , W i n d s o c k

Dover-Foxcroft
-

Deblois
Dewitt

Field

-

LIRL,

Extend

runway

12/30,

add

Beacon Light

I L S/ M L S ,

Glide

Old Town

parallel taxiway, expand
terminal, add parking

Slope, L o c a l i z e r ,
HIRL, REIL, A L S

Dexter Regional

Add

REIL,

itinerant

apron,

expand

parking
Eastern Slope

Extend

Regional

way, e x p a n d t e r m i n a l ,
parking

expand

Eastport

E x tend runway,

expand

Municipal

terminal,

Fort

Fairfield

r un w a y ,

parallel

15/33,

expand

taxi

C,

add parking

Extend

runway

8/26,

I L S/ M L S , G l i d e
Slope, L o c a l i z e r ,
HIRL,

itinerant

apron,

itinerant
Greenville

NDB/LORAN

MIRL

add

apron

ALS

I L S/ M L S ,
Slo pe ,

Glide

Localizer,

HIRL,

REIL,

LIRL,

Beacon

ALS

Light

Add parking

MIRL,

Localizer

Municipal
Houlton

Extend runway

5/23,

add
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ILS/MLS,

Glide

Slope,

Airport

Lighting and
Navigational Needs

Facility Needs

International

parallel

taxiway,

ad d p a r k i n g

Localizer,
HIRL,
PAPI,

Islesboro

Widen

Lincoln

Extend

runway

runway

N D B / L O R A N C,

LIRL,
ALS

REIL,

VASI/

LIRL, B e a c o n L i g h t
LORAN C
17/35

REIL,

NDB/LORAN C

Regional
Lubec Municipal

E x t e n d r u n w a y 8/26,
itinerant apron

Machias Valley

Expand terminal,
expand itinerant

Millinocket
Municipal

Extend

N.

E x t e n d r u n w a y 14/32, a dd
parking parallel taxiway

Aroostook

Regional

-

runway

-

ad d

ad d p a rk i n g ,
apron

11/29

-

I L S / ML S ,
Slope,

ILS/ M L S,
REIL,

Extend runway

Oxford County
Regional -

Expand terminal,
itinerant

REIL

Glide

Localizer,

Frenchville
Newton Field

Glide

HIRL,

Slope,

HIRL,

VASI/PAPI,

NDB/LORAN C
REIL,

a dd

Windsock

LORAN C

apron

Oxford
Pittsfield

E x t e n d r un wa y ,

Municipal

taxiway

Princeton
Municipal

Add

Rangeley

E x t e n d r u n wa y,

Municipal

taxiway,

itinerant

itinerant
Robert Lafleur
Waterville

ad d p a r a l l e l

apron

add parallel

Expand aircraft

Sanford
Municipal

terminal,

Parallel

Stonington

Extend

Municipal

itinerant

REIL

expand terminal,
apron,

parking

expand

additional

runway

add

expand parking

taxiway,

7/25,

-

ILS/ M L S, G l i d e
Slope, L o c a l i z e r ,
HIRL,

REIL,

HIRL,

REIL

REIL,

VAS I,

LIRL,

Beacon

parking
add

apron

light
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ALS

PAP I

AWOS
ALS

Sugarloaf

* Lighting and
Navigational Needs

Facility Needs

Airport

Add parking

Regional
Wiscasset

E x t e n d r u n wa y, a d d p a r a l l e l
taxiway, e x p a n d t e r m i n a l and
itinerant

apron,

MIRL, AWOS,
VASI/PAPI

REIL,

add parking

* Abbreviations;
ILS/MLS
Glide Slope
Localizer
VOR

Instrument landing
Par t of ILS s y s t e m

syst e m ,

microway

Part

landing

system

of

instrument

landing

NDB

Very high frequency omni range
Non-directional radio beacon

Loran C

Long-range

HIRL
MIRL
LIRL

High intensity runway lighting system
Medium intensity runway lighting system
Low intensity runway lighting system

AWOS
REIL

Automated weather

VASI/P

Visual approach slope indicator
Precision approach slope indicator
App r o a c h light system

ALS

Runway

and

navigation

system

system - C mode

station

identification

lights

The Issues and Strategies
The Aviation Systems Plan provides a blueprint for investment in
Maine's publicly owned airports and a plan of action for dealing
with changes to the system. The major issues affecting the
implementation of the Aviation Systems Plan will include funding,
dealing with underserved areas, changes at military installations
and intermodal facilities.
Funding
It is clear that the State can meet its capital investment
obligations only by increasing the funding levels available in
the 1980's (the 1991 bond issue provides $2.5 million for the
biennium, an increase from $1 million provided in previous bond
issues). Even with increased funding, the State will have to
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prioritize capital expenditures and focus on maintaining and
improving the existing system rather than contemplating building
new airports.
Strategies:
1.

Maintain, as the highest priority for capital expenditures in
aviation, facility improvements at Portland and Bangor that
would sustain and enhance national and international air
service.
Include in this category expenditures at other
facilities such as designated and contemplated reliever
airports (Sanford, Auburn-Lewiston, Dewitt) which are aimed
at increasing capacity at Bangor and Portland.

2.

Maintain, as the second highest priority for capital
expenditures in aviation, facility improvements at economic
development airports which include:
a.

Commercial service airports other than Bangor and
Portland; and

b.

General aviation airports identified in the Aviation
Systems Plan as economic development airports.

3.

Maintain, as the third priority for capital expenditures,
facility improvements at all other publicly owned airports
which are identified for inclusion as part of the statewide
system of airports.

4.

Within the priority categories designated above, prioritize
projects based on safety considerations, economic benefits to
be realized, and local financial participation in funding the
necessary improvements.

5.

Continue current efforts to maximize federal funding programs
to finance airport capital expenditures.

6.

Assure that all airports with scheduled commercial service
have a precision instrument landing system in operation.

7.

Continue to fund a pavement preservation program for the
purpose of maintaining existing runways and taxiways
throughout the system.

8.

Monitor the growth in air travel and compare it with
projections contained in the Aviation Systems Plan and adjust
the recommended expenditures and timetables accordingly.
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Underserved Areas
The Aviation Systems Plan demonstrates that it would not be cost
effective to establish new commercial service or general aviation
airports in underserved areas of the State. However, there are
steps that can be taken to improve service to these areas and
increase the ability to respond to emergencies.
Strategies:
9.

Propose legislation to require notification of the State and
the provision of first refusal by State, county or local
government when the closure of a private airport is
contemplated.

10. Pursue the improvement of the Rangeley Airport to meet air
transportation needs in the northwestern part of the State.
If it is found through further study that the Rangeley
airport cannot be developed to meet regional needs, then give
consideration to siting a new facility in the Western
mountain region.
11. Encourage the establishment of non-capital intensive
heliports on coastal islands, and in other remote areas, to
provide access during emergency situations.
Military Installations
Planned and potential changes at military bases with aviation
facilities can profoundly affect service levels and capital needs
throughout Maine's system of publicly owned airports.
It is
important that Maine monitor these changes, participate in
deliberations on base dispositions to the maximum extent
possible, and anticipate the impacts that base conversions may
have on future capital expenditure needs, particularly those
changes that have not been anticipated in Maine's Aviation
Systems Plan.
Strategies:
12. Work with officials at Presque Isle to monitor the impact of
the planned Loring Air Force Base closure.
13. Monitor any changes in the status of Brunswick Naval Air
Station and explore options for using these facilities to
meet Maine's air system needs.
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14. Participate in inter-jurisdictional deliberations regarding
the future role of Pease Air Force Base with the intent of
seeking a compatible and supportive relationship to the
Portland and Bangor airports.
Intermodal Development
Very few communities have land use plans or ordinances which
limit or guide development adjacent to existing airports, leaving
unprotected the land areas and air space which are needed to meet
existing and future needs, including the need for interconnec
tions with other transportation modes. Another need is
demonstrated by the fact that many of the master plans for the
State's commercial airports are five to ten years old and in need
of updating.
Strategies:
15. Request the adoption of land use controls at the local level
designed to protect airports from encroachment by
incompatible uses and to preserve future development options.
16. Update master plans for the airports with scheduled
interstate or intrastate service at least once every five
years, incorporating provisions for interconnections with
other modes of transportation.
17. Utilize non-aviation funds to assist the Portland Jetport
with needs that can be categorized as surface transportation,
thereby diminishing the demand for funds which are strictly
limited to aviation-related improvements.
18. Monitor the effects of international trade opportunities in
creating demand for aviation facility improvements beyond
Portland or Bangor.
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CHAPTER 8. HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES

The largest and most important component of Maine's
transportation system is its highway network. The overwhelming
majority of people and goods in Maine are moved over the State's
22,389 miles of highways, and the highway system consumes the
vast majority of transportation expenditures. MDOT is
responsible for approximately 8,275 miles, or 37% of the system.
There are 13,664 miles of town ways, which constitute 61% of the
total highway miles. Municipalities, and occasionally counties,
are responsible for capital improvements on the local road
system. The remaining 450 miles, or 2% of the system, includes
the 106-mile Maine Turnpike, and 344 miscellaneous roads (roads
in State parks, national forests, military installations, etc).
There are presently 3,767 bridges in the State of Maine exclusive
of the Turnpike and bridges maintained by the Federal Government
and private parties. Approximately 45% of these bridges are on
the Federal Aid System. The remaining 55% are off-system
bridges, where in many cases municipalities are responsible for
any capital improvements. Municipalities can receive assistance
for local bridges through the State's Local Bridge Program.

The Setting
Vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) in Maine have increased by nearly
95% since 1970. The greatest growth in vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) has been on the State-maintained highway system. Between
1980 and 1990 there was a 59% increase in VMT on the total
highway system, a 62% increase on the State-maintained system and
a 40% increase on the local road system.
While the highest levels of population and employment growth are
projected for Southern Maine and the mid-coast region, the trend
toward decentralized development is continuing throughout the
State. Much of the population growth is occurring outside the
boundaries of the State's four urbanized areas; Portland,
Lewiston-Auburn, Kittery, and Bangor. Both land price gradients
and the desire for a rural lifestyle are contributing to the
dispersal of population. While employment has also decentralized
to some extent, its growth is generally more concentrated than
that of the population.
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These changing land use patterns are increasing demand for
mobility at the same time that environmental concerns and funding
problems are placing limits on the State's ability to build new
highways and expand existing ones. These conflicts are already
changing the context in which transportation and land use
decisions are made. At the same time, it should be recognized
that a strong consumer preference for private passenger vehicles
will continue as long as the price of travel remains relatively
inexpensive.
Transportation System Management (TSM), Travel Demand Management
(TDM) and growth management initiatives can often be used to
maintain the capacity of a highway system, eliminating or
postponing the need for major capital improvements such as
bypasses or highway expansions. Transportation System Management
includes low cost alterations to the system such as signal
improvements, lane utilization changes, signing improvements and
minor design changes. Travel Demand Management alternatives
focus on altering travel demand through strategies such as
ridesharing, preferential and fringe parking, public transit/
shuttle services and alternative work schedules. Growth
management initiatives that promote mixed use developments and
higher densities are other TDM strategies that can be used to
shorten or reduce vehicle trips. Local growth management
policies and regulations that limit access, include transport
ation performance standards, and designate growth and rural areas
along highway corridors can also help to maintain the carrying
capacity and safety of major highways.
MDOT has undertaken a number of efforts that are examining TSM
and growth management approaches to improving major arterial
highways. These projects include the Route 1 Corridor Study:
Kittery to Arundel, and the Route 201 Corridor Study: Jackman to
Vassalboro. Two other projects, the Route 1 Corridor Study: Bath
to Belfast, and the Route 25 Corridor Study: Portland to Gorham,
are exploring TDM alternatives as well as TSM and growth
management. MDOT also plans to conduct a Route 201 Gardiner to
Augusta model project to test various TDM alternatives for
reducing or accommodating peak hour traffic.
State, regional and local participation is an important part of
these efforts, particularly since land use regulation and access
management are municipal functions. The Route 201 Corridor
Study, for example, involved state, regional and local
participation in the development of specific land use policies
and access standards that municipalities can use in their land
use ordinances to better manage Route 201 and perhaps delay the
need for future capital improvements. Many of the policies and
standards in this study are applicable to other corridors in the
State. MDOT is considering the development of a model ordinance
that would contain specific access control standards that could
be used by municipalities state-wide.
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Maine's growth management legislation, enacted in 1988, formallyestablished a State-regional-local effort to foster cooperation
in comprehensive planning including planning for highways and
bridges; planning that includes local land use regulation to
guide growth and maintain rural character, preserve scenic
amenities, and regulate access to maintain road capacities; as
well as local capital improvement planning to enable
municipalities to get more out of their limited financial
resources. Even though this legislation was amended in December
1991 to replace local mandates with recommendations, the law
continues to provide guidance to communities on comprehensive
planning and growth management. Prior to December 1991, well
over 100 communities had submitted comprehensive plans to the
State for review. MDOT reviewed most of these plans and found
that, to varying degrees, these municipalities are establishing
policies and strategies to improve capital planning for roads and
to address the carrying capacity of major roads through access
management.
Historically, municipal growth management practices have often
encouraged sprawl through large lot requirements and a failure to
encourage cluster development.
In high growth municipalities,
local roads that were originally designed for rural settlement
patterns are now serving suburban development.
In some cases new
development has increased the demands on local roads causing some
to become collector roads. Other concerns include narrow, unsafe
rural roads, gravel roads and seasonal roads that are becoming
increasingly unacceptable to residents who have moved to the
country.
Further, the inability of downtowns to serve an increasingly auto
dependent and suburban population has led in part to commercial
development along rural roads. The lack of adequate road
standards has intensified the transportation problems associated
with development sprawl. Many municipalities lack regulations
that require adequate roads within or providing access to new
development.
Comprehensive planning presents an opportunity to address the
interrelationship of land use and transportation policies.
Changes in land use policies could have a positive impact on the
use of the entire transportation system if regulatory techniques
such as cluster development, planned unit development and curb
cut restrictions become more prominent.
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Classification of Highways
For the purposes of this Plan, four functional categories are
used. The Interstate category includes limited access highways
of four lanes or more which are designated as part of the Federal
Interstate system. Arterials are the major highways which serve
regional traffic and connect larger communities in the State. In
urban areas, arterials are the major access roads in and out of
the cities and include such roads as Forest Avenue in Portland
(Route 26/100), Western Avenue in Augusta (Routes 201/11/17/100),
and Lisbon Street in Lewiston (Route 196). Collectors are roads
which carry traffic between residential areas and arterial roads,
and between smaller communities. Local roads serve primarily
intra-community travel and are generally lightly used.
Chart 8-1 illustrates the dominance of the State-maintained
highways in terms of overall travel. While the Interstate and
arterial roads are equal to only about 12% of the system, they
serve nearly 61% of the total vehicle-miles of travel (VMT). As
part of the Interstate system, the Maine Turnpike, which includes
only 0.5% of the total mileage, carries approximately 7% of total
VMT. Local roads on the other hand, include 61% of total road
mileage but carry only 1,216 million VMT, or 11% of total VMT.

CHART 8-1
MILEAGE AND TRAVEL
BY ROAD CLASSIFICATION
H Mileage

Local

Source:

■ Travel

Collector*
Arterial*
Road Classification

Federal Highway Administration.
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Trends in Highway Travel
Demographic Trends. As in most areas of the country, automobile
usage in Maine has increased at a much faster rate than growth in
population and employment. This change has been driven by
economic, land use and demographic changes favorable to the
automobile. Auto ownership has increased rapidly over the past
20 years, as shown in Chart 8-2. Not only are there fewer zero
car households, there are more multiple car households and more
households. After years of very low population growth, Maine's
population began to increase more rapidly after 1970. Between
1980 and 1990, the State's population increased 9.2%. Virtually
all of this growth has occurred in suburban and rural areas which
are not served by public transportation. Rapidly increasing
housing prices in the mid-1980's in coastal areas and the
urbanized areas of Southern Maine have forced many working
families to locate further from their places of employment,
increasing commuting distances.
In 1990, there were 742,000
passenger vehicles (automobiles), and 977,000 total vehicles
(automobiles, trucks and buses), compared to 887,000 licensed
drivers. If these percentages remain the same for the next 10
years, and the State's population continues to grow as it has
over the past 10 years, there will be over 1 million vehicles on
the road by the year 2002, including over 808,000 passenger
vehicles.
Another indicator of the dominance of the automobile is the
increase in percentage of Maine residents of driving age with
driver's licenses, from 75 percent in 1970 to 93 percent in 1990.
Considering the fact that 10% of the population experiences some
form of disabling condition, the proportion of driver's age
persons holding a license appears to be reaching a peak. The
projections shown in Chart 8-2 for the year 2002 assume that the
number of people holding driver's licenses (986,730) will remain
at about 93 percent of the population of driving age.
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CHART 8-2
POPULATION OF DRIVING AGE, LICENSED DRIVERS
AND REGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLES
E2 Population of Driving Age
■ Licensed Drivers
E Registered Passenger Vehicles_________________
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-------------------------------------
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Source: U.S. Census (1970, 1980 & 1990), Department of Human Services,
Maine Department of Transportation, Maine Tomorrow.

Population projections suggest that there will be a decrease in
new drivers in the nineties. There will also be a large increase
in the elderly population which is most likely to experience
disabling conditions that compromise driving capacity. It thus
appears that in spite of anticipated overall population growth
the rate of growth in the number of drivers will abate in the
nineties.
Other factors leading to increased demand for highways are the
decline of railroads, with corresponding increases in truck
traffic, and the continuing popularity of Maine as a summer
tourist destination. Chart 8-3 shows the overall trend in
vehicle miles of travel in Maine, compared with the trend
nationwide.
In 1990, the total vehicle miles driven in Maine was
11,871,000,000.
It is anticipated that total vehicle miles of
travel in Maine will increase over the next 10 years as Maine's
population continues to grow.
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CHART 8-3
TOTAL VEHICLE MILES
National • □ Maine

Impact of Free Trade Agreement. Because much of Maine's border
is with Canada, access to the major cities of Quebec and the
Maritime provinces is important to Maine's economy. Geograph
ically, Maine is well positioned to benefit from the U.S.-Canada
Free Trade Agreement enacted in January 1989. The presence of
the free trade zone in Bangor and the recently established free
trade zone in Madawaska further enhances the ability of Maine
businesses to capitalize on the potential markets created by the
free trade agreement.
According to the Maine Department of Economic and Community
Development there has been a surge in Maine exports to Canada
that has coincided with the enactment of the free trade
agreement. Between 1989 and 1990 the value of exports grew 15%
according to Statistics Canada and, according to U.S. government
sources, gains may have been as high as 25%. Roughly a third of
the State's exports - more than $414 million worth of products,
were sold to Canada in 1990. Correspondingly, there has been a
surge in retail sales to Canadian residents in Maine communities
along the border. Maine's imports from Canada grew 4% over the
same time period.
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The situation in Calais, the 9th busiest border crossing in the
nation with Canada, is characteristic of the trend in border
crossings. During the 1980s there was an increase of 6% per year
in border crossings. There are now 3.5 million vehicles, of
which 154,000 vehicles are trucks, crossing the border at Calais.
While the major access to Canada is by way of 1-95, MDOT has been
aggressively improving other access points including Routes 201
and 9. The province of Quebec has long provided significant
tourist revenue to Maine, and improved access can further
increase Canadian tourism and open up additional avenues of
economic cooperation.
Seasonal Traffic Variations. Chart 8-4 compares average weekday
volumes for July and January, 1990, for non-Interstate permanent
count locations. The stations were divided into inland and
coastal locations, and the data show that while summer volumes
are higher in both inland and coastal areas, the variation in
coastal areas is much more extreme.

CHART 8-4
1990 AVERAGE WEEKDAY TRAFFIC
Coastal & Inland Seasonal Variation
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Truck Traffic. The trucking industry is an important and growing
segment of Maine's economy.
In 1987 (the most current year for
which data is available), private and for-hire carriers directly
employed 33,551 people, or an increase of 13% over the 1985 level
of 29,686. The trucking industry generated a total 1987 payroll
of 685 million dollars. Commercial trucks move the products of
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truck-dependent construction, wholesale trade and manufacturing
industries, which together employ 153,000 people. In addition,
commercial trucks move virtually all Maine's potato crop and the
majority of the State's agricultural crop.
In 1987, there were 101,000 commercial trucks, of which 33% were
engaged in the construction industry, 28% were employed in
agriculture and forestry, 17% were used in trade, and 22% served
other uses. Maine truck registrations by major use, including
trucks used for personal transportation, are shown in Table 8-1.
In 1987 commercial trucks hauled 80% of the manufactured goods
coming into or going out of Maine, including 21 million tons of
freight shipped out of State and 25 million imported tons.
Commercial trucks are expected to play a significant and growing
role in Maine's economy.

TABLE 8-1
1987 MAINE TRUCK REGISTRATION BY USE
Body Type

Number

Percent

Pick-ups (small trucks)
Panel, Multistops, Utility
Flatbed
Dump
Van
Tank
Pole/Logging
Concrete Mixer
Garbage Hauler
Winch
Wrecker
Other

174,400
52,500

400
400
400
400
1,700

0.1

Total

258,800

100.0

Source:

11,200

7,400
6,600
2,200
1,200

67.4
20.3
4.3
2 .9
2 .6
0.9
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.7

Maine Motor Transport Association

An important demand-related issue continues to be the impact of
truck traffic on Maine highways. Data relative to vehicle
classification (passenger car, light truck, heavy truck) were
compiled by MDOT for Interstate and non-Interstate permanent
counting stations. All data from non-Interstate stations was
from 1990. Because there are fewer Interstate vehicle
classification counts available, the Interstate data used
represents a 3-year period (1988-90). The counts show that heavy
trucks (more than two axles, with the exception of 2 -axle, six8-9

tired trucks) averaged 11% of total vehicles at Interstate
permanent counting stations and ranged from 3 to 8 percent at
non-Interstate counting stations. Light trucks (pickups and
panel trucks) accounted for 18% of total vehicles at the
Interstate counting stations and 25% at the Non-Interstate
stations.
The figures indicate both the popularity of light trucks for
passenger transportation throughout the State and the relatively
high percentage of heavy trucks on both systems. Even more
significant than the actual number of trucks on the highway is
the increasing percentage of total travel by heavy trucks. While
data on truck vehicle-miles of travel is not available, Chart 8-5
indicates that consumption of diesel fuel has been increasing at
a much faster rate than that of gasoline. This is an indication
of increased travel by heavy trucks, more accurate reporting, and
the fact that fuel economy in trucks has improved at a much
slower rate than passenger vehicle fuel economy.
Chart 8-5 also indicates the impact of the increasing reliance on
trucks for goods movement. Reported statistics show that in
1970, diesel fuel accounted for only 6 % of total motor vehicle
fuel consumption in Maine, compared to 21% in 1990 (up from 17%
in 1987). To some extent, this reflects changes in trucking
reporting requirements but it also indicates that diesel
consumption has increased at a faster rate than gasoline
consumption in recent years.
CHART 8-5
MAINE
FUEL CONSUMPTION
Gasoline vs. Diesel Fuel
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Fuel Consumption. Overall fuel consumption is impacted by both
vehicle efficiency and total miles of travel. Chart 8 - 6 relates
recent trends in fuel consumption, vehicle miles of travel and
miles per gallon since 1970.

CHART 8-6
MAINE
VMT, FUEL CONSUMPTION AND MPG
Percent Growth
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Source:

Federal Highway Administration.

Despite the overall increase in fuel efficiency, gasoline
consumption has continued to rise, although the price shocks of
1973 and 1979 and the current recession have temporarily slowed
the upward trend in consumption. Overall, the increase in fuel
consumption has occurred at a much slower rate than the increase
in vehicle miles of travel. This phenomenon suggests that
drivers are buying more fuel efficient vehicles. Projections of
fuel consumption vary, with some indicating a slight decrease in
consumption to the year 2 0 0 2 and others showing a slight
increase. While fuel consumption per mile will decrease, the
overall change in fuel consumption will be largely dependent on
fuel prices, a variable which is extremely difficult to project.
These trends have important consequences since most of the
highway operating budget comes from fuel tax revenues. Increased
fuel efficiency reduces the amount of funds available for
maintenance and improvements, while demands on the system
continue to increase rapidly. Chart 8-7 illustrates this trend
by comparing growth in travel with fuel tax revenues in constant
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82-84 average dollars. This chart shows that fuel tax revenues
decreased rapidly in real dollars in the late 1970's, and with
the latest increase have returned to the same level of revenue as
in 1975. In the same time period, use of the system has
increased by nearly 95%. The outlook is that system usage will
continue to rise more rapidly than fuel consumption over the next
1 0 years.
As a result, the real dollar value of Maine's fuel tax revenue
will only be maintained with periodic increases.
CHART 8-7
MAINE
VMT VS. GAS TAX REVENUE (1982-84 AVG. DOLLARS)
P « rc *n t Growth

Y ear

Source:

Federal Highway Administration.

The System
Maine has one dominant highway, 1-95, which runs from the New
Hampshire border at Kittery to the Canadian border at Houlton.
Maine's other Interstate highways serve to link the major cities
with 1-95 and include the 1-295 loop in the Portland area, the
stretch of the Maine Turnpike between Falmouth and Gardiner
designated as 1-495, the 1-195 spur in Saco and the 1-395 spur in
Bangor-Brewer.
The Interstate system provides good north-south access in the
State and connects the largest urban areas. East-west access is
provided along major arterials, most of which are two-lane
8-12

highways. This limitation on the speed of east-west travel in
Maine has been considered by some to be a drawback to economic
development in those parts of the State which are distant from
the Interstate system.
Existing Highway and Bridge System Needs
The recently enacted Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act authorizes a six year program that dramatically alters the
way federal transportation funds are dispersed to the states.
Key goals of the Act are to increase overall funding levels to
provide greater flexibility in use of funds, to improve safety
and efficiency and to restructure highway programs. Maine is
authorized to receive $714 million over the next six years, or
$119 million per year, which is double recent allocations. The
Act increases the federal-state match to 80/20 for all programs
except maintenance of the Interstate highway, which will remain
at 90/10. Three major programs have been established: the
National Highway Program, the Surface Transportation Program and
the Bridge Program.
a.

National Highway Program. The National Highway Program is
aimed at supporting highways of national significance
including the Interstate and a limited number of other
principal arterials. These highways are included in the new
National Highway System (NHS).
Slightly more than one-third of all federal transportation
funds are to be directed to the National Highway System.
States would be required to match these funds. In Maine, one
eighth of the total State highway mileage has been
tentatively identified as being included in this system (see
Map 8-1). States can transfer up to fifty percent of their
National Highway System funds to other road programs or
transit. Up to 100 percent of NHS funds may be transferred
in states with Clean Air Act non-attainment areas if the
Secretary of Transportation finds it is in the public's best
interest.
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b.

Surface Transportation Program. This program is to support
all public roads except those in the National Highway System
and local roads. It increases funding for these roads.
Federal funds could be used for construction purposes as well
as for transit projects, the purchase of buses and support
facilities, bikeways and pedestrian and scenic byway
projects. Nearly 30 percent of all Federal transportation
funds are to be directed to the Surface Transportation
Program.

c.

Bridge Program. Bridge Program funds would be dispersed on a
"level of service" approach aimed at matching the strength,
width and clearance needs of a bridge to the level of traffic
served. Nearly 20 percent of the Federal transportation
funds are designated for the Bridge Program. Overall, this
translates into increased funding for bridges.

Analysis of Highway System Needs. Highway improvement needs for
Interstate, Arterial and Collector roads were developed with data
provided by MDOT, using the Highway Performance Monitoring System
(HPMS). The HPMS is a computer software package developed by the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) which uses sample data on
highway system conditions, minimum tolerable conditions,
construction standards and current maintenance and construction
costs to develop a profile of system conditions and funding
needs. To be consistent with the program structure of the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, the
HPMS database has been reconfigured to conform to the proposed
National Highway System and Surface Transportation Program.
Highway improvement needs through the year 2002, developed by
HPMS, for both the National Highway System and roads eligible for
funding through the Surface Transportation Program are summarized
graphically in Charts 8 - 8 and 8-9.
Maine's proposed National Highway System (NHS) is comprised of
approximately 1142 miles of Interstate and principal arterial
highway. Chart 8 - 8 shows, by highway functional classification,
the cumulative funding requirement to meet identified needs on
the NHS through the year 2002, current backlog needs by area
type, and the average annual investment need by improvement type
(pavement, capacity, and geometries). The total backlog of
improvement needs on the NHS is estimated to be approximately
$157 million - $98 million on principal arterial highways, $58
million on the Interstate system and $0.8 million on minor
arterial highways. When needs expected to arise over the course
of the next ten years are combined with the existing needs of
$157 million, the total rises to $440 million. The average
annual expenditure required to meet the total need of the NHS
through the year 2002 is estimated to be approximately $44
million. Of this need, $24 million is associated with pavement
improvements which includes both resurfacing and reconstruction.
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Improvements to provide increased roadway capacity to address
congestion and safety deficiencies requires approximately $14
million per year. Improvement of roadway geometries (vertical
and horizontal alignment and pavement and shoulder width)
requires an annual expenditure of approximately $ 6 million. The
majority of this annual expenditure is associated with principal
arterial highways.
Under the new Federal legislation, those roadways which are not
part of the NHS which function and are designated as an arterial
or collector are eligible for improvement through the Surface
Transportation Program.
In Maine, this system is comprised of
over 7,400 miles of principal arterial, minor arterial, and
collector highways.
In developing needs for this system of
roadways the HPMS model was modified so that needs associated
with collector roadways serving less than 1 , 0 0 0 vehicles per day
were excluded from the analysis. The remaining collector roads
include two categories of roads: those formerly designated as
Federal Aid Secondary and Federal Aid Urban; and those formerly
designated as non-Federal Aid roads. Chart 8-9 shows an
improvement backlog of approximately $303 million associated with
these roads. Of this amount, $183 million is associated with
collector roads, $80 million with minor arterials, and $41
million with principal arterials. When needs expected to arise
over the course of the next ten years are combined with the
existing needs of $303 million, the total rises to $1.32 billion.
To meet the needs of the system through the year 2002 an annual
expenditure of $132 million would be required. Of this, $72
million is associated with pavement improvements, $59 million
with geometric improvements and $ 1 million with capacity
improvements.
It is important to note that the needs estimated by HPMS
associated with collector roadways are overstated. Historically,
the Department's capital improvement effort relative to collector
roadways has been approximately $ 1 2 million per year.
Considering the remote location of a significant portion of
Maine's collector roads and the relatively low volume of traffic
carried by these roadways, it is not cost effective to consider
major capital improvements. Rather, the Department's efforts on
these collector roads have been towards minor spot improvements
and routine maintenance including maintenance resurfacing. A
more realistic estimate of the annual average need for collector
roads has been developed, using estimates prepared by the HPMS
System and the short-term needs for non-Federal Aid Collectors as
identified by "Maine's Highway Needs, Part 1 - Assessment and
Strategies, 1992-93." Based on this approach, the annual average
need for Collector roads is $64,747 million.
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Corridors of Statewide Economic Significance. Improved access to
regions away from the Interstate was addressed as part of a
twenty-year capital improvement program implemented by the State
in 1988. A revenue enhancement package was enacted to fund these
improvements. One thousand three-hundred (1,300) miles of
primary highway were identified as Corridors of Statewide
Economic Significance and a 20-year program was developed to
upgrade the 800 miles of this system which are considered
deficient. The National Highway System comprises portions of the
Corridors of Statewide Economic Significance. MDOT intends to
continue the State funding of the Corridors of Economic
Significance Program that are not funded through the National
Highway System program. Over the 20-year improvement period, it
is estimated that 500 miles will be reconstructed or
rehabilitated, 113 miles will be widened with pavement overlay
and 186 miles will receive paved shoulders. Corridors were
selected based on seven criteria related to population, major
economic activity and improved access to and from both New
Hampshire and Canada. During the 1990-91 biennium, approximately
$57.5 million was allocated in the Supplemental Program to
address these needs.
Also noteworthy is a Congressional proposal to conduct a $200,000
study of the economic benefits and prospect of extending a major
highway farther into northern Maine. This study would review the
costs and benefits of building a limited access highway linking
Houlton, where the current Interstate 95 ends, to Presque Isle
and Van Buren.
Local Roads
In 1982, with the enactment of the Local Road Assistance Program,
major steps were taken to realign the road responsibilities of
State and local government. The Local Road Assistance Program
was based on the principle that roads serving primarily regional
and statewide needs should be the State's responsibility, and
roads that serve primarily local needs should be a local
responsibility. The legislation included provisions for
financial assistance to communities based on a funding formula.
The formula was revised by the Legislature in 1988 so that all
municipalities receive a flat fee of $1 , 2 0 0 per mile for the
average number of miles maintained in summer and winter in the
community.
Uniform, statewide data on the condition, safety, service and
needs of local roads are not available. Representatives of MDOT,
who are familiar with local roads, suggest that local road
conditions are no better than, and perhaps slightly worse than
rural minor collectors and urban collectors. Given the current
level of use of the local road system, it is unlikely that MDOT
will be able to justify collecting data to determine the needs on
the local road system. However, the State has established a
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program through the Maine Local Roads Center which provides
assistance to communities in establishing a local "Road Surface
Management System" (RSMS), which provides a uniform methodolo 7
for local inventories and enables communities to more
cost-effectively manage their road systems. RSMS consists of a
road inventory, a road surface conditions survey, a summary of
estimated costs for repairs on each road, and a prioritized
listing of repair strategies on all local roads. The system's
design facilitates collection of the data by community personnel
and supports local data processing. The regional planning
commissions and councils of governments are also providing
technical assistance to communities in instituting the RSMS. The
Federal Highway Administration and MDOT fund the Local Roads
Center Program. A total of $200,000 was budgeted for each
calendar year of 1989, 1990 and 1991. To date, the FHWA has
provided 50% of the funding.
Overview of Maine’s Bridge System
There are a total of 3,767 bridges in Maine, excluding bridges
owned by the Maine Turnpike Authority, Federal agencies, and
other private entities. Approximately 45%, or 1,678, of these
bridges are on the Federal Aid System and are called "on-system"
bridges. These bridges are usually on major arterial highways.
The State is responsible for capital improvements to these
bridges in nearly all cases. The remaining 55%, or 2,089, of the
State's bridges are not on the Federal Aid System and are called
"off-system" bridges. Most of these bridges are on State Aid
highways and town ways that serve as collectors that feed into
the arterial system'and local roads that provide access to
adjacent properties. The majority of the off-system bridges are
eligible for funding through the Local Bridge Program, where
municipalities pay, on average, about 25% of the cost for capital
improvements.
The Local Bridge Program is based on three findings. First, the
responsibility for bridges should coincide with the responsi
bility for the adjacent roadway. Second, bridge capital
improvements should reflect the municipality's ability to pay,
the relative use of the bridge and the need to protect bridge
investments. Third, the program should consider the capacity of
municipalities to adequately maintain major bridges.
Since the average bridge size varies considerably, bridge deck
area is a better measure of overall responsibility. Based on a
1990 study of Maine bridge needs, 75% of the total bridge deck
area consists of on-system bridges, compared to 25% for
off-system bridges.
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Ownership responsibility transfers are pending on approximately
600 bridges. Over 12% of these bridges are currently owned by a
municipality, even though they are on State Aid highways, and are
slated to be returned to the State when they are brought up to
satisfactory condition. The remaining 8 8 % of these bridges are
on town ways and are currently owned by the State. Ownership
responsibility for these bridges is to be transferred to the
municipality after the required improvements are made.
Bridge System Age. There were two distinct periods of bridge
construction in Maine; one during the 1930s, and another during
the construction of the Interstate in the 1960s. Maine is now
approaching a peak in bridge needs as bridges built during the
1930's are now over 50 years old, and statistically will require
replacement in the near future. Moreover, bridges constructed in
the 1960s are 20 to 30 years old, and many will also need major
rehabilitation soon. Currently, 31% of Maine’s bridges are over
50 years old (1,165 bridges). During the past 5 years, MDOT has
replaced an average of 2 2 bridges annually; at this rate, it will
take 171 years to replace the total bridge population. Since the
average bridge life span is 65-75 years, MDOT's current bridge
replacement rate will not be sufficient to maintain the current
condition of bridges in the long run.
Total Bridge System Condition. From a national perspective,
Maine is providing a relatively high level of service on its
bridges. A recent Federal study that examined bridges over 20
feet in length found that, based on Federal criteria, only 9% of
Maine's bridges were either posted or closed compared to 24%
nationally. This study also found that 30% of Maine's bridges
over 2 0 feet in length were structurally or functionally
deficient compared to 41% nationally.
MDOT's 1990 study of bridge needs indicates that overall, the
average condition of State-maintained bridges has improved
slightly since 1986. The improvement is a result of MDOT's
emphasis on superstructure rehabilitation and replacement,
wearing surface replacement and aggressive bridge maintenance
practices over the past decade.
MDOT’s 1990 bridge needs analysis classified bridge conditions
according to the following categories:
Structurally Deficient: a bridge in this category does not
have the structural capacity to support the loads it is
expected to carry.
Functionally Deficient: a bridge in this category is not
adequate to serve fully the traffic it is expected to carry.
It may be deficient in bridge roadway width, vertical
clearance, waterway adequacy, roadway alignment, or safe load
capacity.
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Functionally Adequate: a bridge not placed into one of the
above categories is placed into this category. The structure
is basically adequate to service traffic, although one or
more components of the structure may be deficient. The
condition rating of each major bridge component is compared
to specified minimum tolerable conditions to determine
whether any component of the bridge is deficient.
The deficiency classifications for the total bridge system, both
on-system and off-system bridges, are displayed in Table 8-2.
Only 227 of Maine's bridges are structurally deficient. These
bridges are of greatest concern because the structural integrity
of a bridge most significantly affects its safety. There are 568
bridges in Maine classified as functionally deficient. The
remaining 79% of Maine's bridges are functionally adequate.
However, of the total number of functionally adequate bridges,
there are condition deficiencies (i.e. deficiencies on isolated
components) on 15.5% (462 bridges). Therefore, 1,257 bridges in
total are deficient in some respect.

TABLE 8-2
SUMMARY OF BRIDGE* CONDITIONS
Structurally
Deficient

Federal

Aid System

5.2
21. 9

#
231
460

93. 1
77 . 4

1.6

93

14.6

536

83. 9

594
639

13

6.6

43

21 . 8

141

71 . 6

197

100

31

1.8

279

16.6

1368

81.5

1678

100

196

9.4

289

13.8

1604

76. 8

208 9

100

227

6.0

568

15.1

2972

78.9

3767

100

4
10

Urban

%

Total

#
13
130

Secondary
Federal-Aid

%

Functionally
Adequate

%
1.6
0.7

#
4

Interstate
Primary

Total

Functionally
Deficient

#
248

%
100
100
100

Federal Aid

On System Bridges
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Table 8-2 also displays the number of deficient bridges for the
various classifications of Federal Aid System, or on-system
bridges. Overall, the percentage of structurally deficient
on-system bridges is very low, but the percentage of bridges with
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functional deficiencies is significantly higher. On-system
bridges with the most functional deficiencies include primary
bridges (130) and secondary bridges (93). Of the total number of
functionally adeguate bridges (1,368), 268 have isolated condi
tion deficiencies. Thus, there are 1,100 bridges with no defic
iencies, and 578 with deficiencies on the Federal Aid System.
As can be seen in Table 8-2, deficiencies on the off-system
bridges are slightly greater. Approximately 9%, or 196, of these
bridges are structurally deficient and nearly 14%, or 289, are
functionally deficient. There are 1604 bridges, 76.8% of the
off-system bridges, considered functionally adeguate; however,
condition deficiencies reguiring rehabilitation or partial
replacement exist on 1 2 .1 % of these "functionally adequate"
bridges.
Total Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Needs. MDOT has
calculated that the backlog of bridge deficiencies for Maine's
bridges is about $286 million in structural deficiencies and $500
million in functional deficiencies. The backlog is the level of
funding required to correct all existing deficiencies in the
total bridge network.
In recent years, the State has spent
approximately $40 million per biennium to address structural
deficiencies on Maine's bridges. Since the amount needed to
address the backlog is so high, MDOT has calculated the amount
needed to maintain the status quo. The status quo need is the
level of funding required to maintain the average overall
condition of the bridge network as it is today; funds to address
purely functional deficiencies and to construct new facilities
are not included in the status quo need. The calculation of the
status quo need is based on the assumption that the same amount
of money will be spent each biennium.
Chart 8-10 displays bridge network performance measured by
backlog for all bridges. At the current level of spending,
(approximately $40 million/biennium) there will be a short term
improvement in the overall condition of Maine's bridges, but
after mid 1996 there will be a need to significantly increase the
funding level to maintain the status quo. The status quo need to
the year 2 0 0 2 is slightly less than $60 million/biennium, and the
status quo need to the year 2009 is nearly $77 million/biennium.
On-system Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Needs. MDOT has
calculated that the backlog of bridge deficiencies for on-system
bridges is about $182 million in structural deficiencies and $380
million in functional deficiencies.
In recent years, the State
has spent approximately $30.8 million per biennium on the
on-system bridges. The status quo need until 1998 is $30.8
million per biennium, after which the backlog will increase
dramatically, as shown in Chart 8-11. The status quo need to the
year 2002 is slightly less than $46.2 million/biennium, and the
status quo need to the year 2009 is $59.3 million/biennium.
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CHART 8-10
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CHART 8-11
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Off-System Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Needs. MDOT has
estimated that the existing total backlog of structural and
functional off-system bridge deficiencies is $224 million. The
backlog for structural deficiencies is $104 million and the
backlog for functional deficiencies is $ 1 2 0 million.
Municipalities would be responsible for about 25% and counties
would be responsible for about 2 % of these backlog needs under
the Local Bridge Program.
Since the amount needed to address this existing backlog is so
high, MDOT has also calculated the amount of funding necessary to
maintain the status-guo. These estimates are displayed in Chart
8-12. A total of $ 8 million was allocated in the Local Bridge
Program during the 1992/93 biennium. Approximately $9.2 million
per biennium would be needed to maintain the status-quo through
1994, after which the backlog would increase significantly. A
better than status-quo level of conditions would be maintained
until 1996 if $13.8 million per biennium were spent. If $17.7
million per biennium were spent on local bridges, a better than
status-quo level of conditions would be maintained until 2 0 1 0 , at
which time the same backlog would exist as is the case today.
Federal, State, municipal and county governments can all be
participants in funding local bridge improvements. Munici
palities are responsible for a portion of the cost of making
improvements to town bridges on town ways and State bridges on
town ways. Municipalities make an indirect contribution to the
cost of improvements to town bridges on State Aid highways
through their county assessment. The formula for determining the
municipal share is based on the municipality's valuation (ability
to pay) and the level of use of the bridge.
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CHART 8-12
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Extraordinary Bridge Program. MDOT has established an
extraordinary bridge program, identifying a number of major new
or replacement structures. The following "extraordinary" bridge
projects are currently in the design phase of development. The
costs shown are in 1991 dollars, but actual costs may vary
depending on final design and the bidding climate at the time of
construction.
Portland-South Portland "Million Dollar Bridge"
Brunswick-Topsham Bypass Bridge
Bangor-Brewer "Penobscot Bridge"
Waterville-Winslow Second Bridge
Carleton Bridge
Total

$165 million
$36 million
$ 2 0 million
$38 million
$ 1 0 0 million
$359 million

In addition, MDOT is currently studying the feasibility and
justification for two other "extraordinary" bridges: Augusta third bridge, Skowhegan - second bridge. As a result of the
recently enacted State transportation policy, these projects may
require further study to examine other alternatives and give
preference to transportation management options.
Timber Bridges. MDOT, the University of Maine and the Resource
Conservation and Development Districts have developed a timber
bridge initiative that seeks to determine the cost-effectiveness
and long-term performance of timber bridges. Timber bridges made
out of pressure treated wood that has been harvested and treated
within Maine, may offer an economical alternative for local
bridge construction. MDOT plans to apply for discretionary
funding to do research and build a number of timber bridges in
Maine.

Current State Spending and Revenue
Charts 8-13 and 8-14 summarize revenues and expenditures for the
1992-93 biennium as budgeted prior to the enactment of the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. The
highway budget is funded primarily through three sources: 1 ) the
fuel tax; 2) motor vehicle fees; and 3) Federal funds. These
three sources account for 91% of total revenue.
It is important
to note that Federal funds shown as $143 million for the current
biennium will increase significantly when funds for the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Act are appropriated.
Federal funds and bond revenue are used only for capital
projects, while fuel tax and motor vehicle registration revenue
are used for both operating and capital expenses. Over 83% of
the budget is directly spent on either capital or operating
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projects, including $47 million per biennium, which is returned
to municipalities. This funding for communities includes both
the Local Road Assistance Program and the Local Bridge Assistance
Program. About 4% of the budget goes for administrative expenses
while another 13% is used to operate other agencies, primarily
the State Police and Motor Vehicle division.
CHART 8-13
SOURCE OF REVENUE 1992-93 BIENNIUM
(Millions of Dolars)

,~Fu«l Taxaa $276 (4 7 .2 *)

Source:

Maine Department of Transportation.

C H A R T 8-14
EXPENDITURES 1992-93 BIENNIUM
(M illion* of Dollars)
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Source:

Maine Department of Transportation
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Issues and Strategies
The major issue facing the State's highway and bridge program is
the lack of adequate funding to both maintain the existing system
and develop new projects. Although the lack of roadway capacity
is not a problem on most of the system, some new projects are
needed to address existing or future capacity problems, and to
enhance economic development in less-prosperous areas of the
State. In addition, there are major challenges in the areas of
project implementation, management of demand and control of
access to major highways.
The recent enactment of the Federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act which established the National
Highway System increases the overall level of funding to Maine
and allows for greater flexibility in the use of the funds. This
dramatic shift in Federal policy and increase in Federal funding
should significantly improve the State's ability to address its
highway and bridge needs. However, proposals to increase highway
and bridge capacity will have to meet the tests of the State's
new Sensible Transportation Policy Act.
Major State Highways and Bridges
Maine has over 22,389 miles of road, of which 8,275 are
maintained by MDOT. Nearly two-thirds of the State's traffic,
however, is carried on the Interstate and Arterial systems, which
constitute about 12% of the total State system. The Interstate
system serves north-south travel, and east-west access is
provided by undivided, two-lane highways. The major east-west
highways are included in MDOT's Corridors of Statewide
Significance Program, which is designed to improve the safety and
operation of 1,300 miles of primary arterial highways in the
State.
Over the past twenty years, demands on the system have increased
rapidly.
Increased congestion, particularly in the Southern part
of the State, has created pressure for investment in new and
improved facilities. At the same time that demand has increased,
the major source of revenue, the fuel tax, has been eroded by
inflation and the impact of improved fuel efficiency. This makes
it more difficult to provide the stable funding needed to both
maintain the existing system and provide capacity and safety
improvements needed to accommodate growing demand. As a result,
the MDOT's priorities will be on maintaining and enhancing the
existing system. New facilities will probably be limited to
those which are required as a result of congestion. There will
be limited opportunity for new roads designed to enhance economic
development.
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Strategies:
1.

Set the highest spending priority on improvement of
facilities which carry the largest numbers of goods and
people and provide critical connections between different
areas of the State. These include:
a. Improvements related to serious congestion and safety
problems;
b. Continuation of the improvement schedule developed for the
Corridors of Statewide Significance program including
improvements to major East-West highways, even if not
funded through the National Highway System Program;
c. Development of strategies for protecting traffic flow on
Corridors of Statewide Significance and other major
arterials through improved access controls, and other
transportation management techniques;

2.

Give priority to improvements which will result in definite
and identifiable economic improvements, such as location or
expansion of a major job-producing facility. The cost to the
State of implementation should be commensurate with the
economic benefits derived by the State.

3.

Continue the use of corridor committees in developing
consensus.
Integrate corridor committee efforts with
enhanced comprehensive planning at both the municipal and
regional levels, such as the effort in the Route 201 Corridor
Study, and the Route 1 Kittery to Arundel Corridor Study.

4.

Use the Highway Performance Monitoring System as an aid in
establishing standards and setting priorities.
Initially the
HPMS standards for minimum tolerable conditions (the minimum
condition acceptable before improvements are made) and
reconstruction used for this study should be adopted and
should be refined over time as necessary.

5.

Once future needs are established, work toward stabilization
of the real dollar value of fuel tax revenue. Adjustments
should be made on a regular basis for inflation and fuel
efficiency improvements in order to maintain a consistent
level of funding.

6

.

Continue to base long-term spending needs for bridge
maintenance and improvements on standards defined in the
document Maine's Bridge Needs, 1992-93, to establish
priorities on a biennial basis and provide increased funding
over time to address the increasing backlog which Maine is
facing.
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7.

Follow the established time frame for implementing the
extraordinary bridge program and provide a level amount of
funding over the period, even in years when there is no major
construction taking place.

.

Reflect the level of costs incurred by users in fees and
taxes.
In some cases, full allocation of these costs will
not be possible due to economic considerations.
If eguity
cannot be achieved through fees and taxes, changes in vehicle
configurations and weight tolerances should be considered.

8

9.

Encourage Federal action to increase weight limits uniformly
across the Interstate system. This would help move heavy
hauls onto Interstate highways, which are better able to
handle this traffic from both a structural and safety
standpoint.

10. Consider truck traffic needs, on a case by case basis, when
designing new roads and when making intersection improvements
to existing roads.
Local Roads and Bridges
The overriding issue regarding local roads and bridges is deter
mining the appropriate balance of municipal versus State
responsibility for financing capital improvements. Sources of
funding from an eguitability standpoint and with respect to
municipal financial capacity are major points of concern.
Municipalities are having difficulty financing capital
improvements for roads and bridges because of competing demands
for limited resources and public resistance to raising local
property taxes. Funding for road improvements is often cut first
because municipalities have more direct control over road
expenditures than over other expenditures such as education,
county assessments and debt service.
In addition, road
maintenance often takes precedence over capital improvements.
The State's growth management legislation suggests that
municipalities inventory and analyze existing transportation
systems, examine fiscal capacity and develop a capital investment
plan to meet projected growth and development. MDOT has reviewed
well over 100 comprehensive plans. Capital improvements for
roads appear to be of considerable concern to most of these
municipalities.
In many cases, municipalities are working
towards the development of capital improvement programs to
address road system deficiencies. Perhaps the most significant
action communities are taking to better manage their roads
systems and reduce future capital improvement needs is to
concentrate growth in specific areas of the community. By
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concentrating growth, particularly in areas with good roads,
municipalities may be able to target their future capital
spending on upgrading roads in specific areas of the community
rather than town-wide. Many municipalities are also considering
controlling access to major highways to maintain carrying
capacities and improve safety. In many cases, the strategies for
controlling access are vague and lack detail on specifically how
access is to be controlled.
Strategies:
11. Work with communities to provide a local roads program
sufficient to upgrade or maintain the local road system at
conditions consistent with the standards prescribed by MDOT
for the minor collector road systems.
12. Modify the Local Road Assistance Program (LRAP) by adding
incentives for municipalities to direct more funds toward
capital investments.
13. Maintain the Local Road Assistance Program funding at a level
which, in relation to the total highway fund, is
proportionate to the percentage relationship of vehicle miles
of travel on local roads to total vehicle miles of travel.
14. Provide a Local Bridge Program that upgrades or maintains
local bridges at conditions sufficient to assure public
safety, that provides a level of service consistent with
local needs and is sufficient to match local expenditure
commitments.
15. Continue to make available to municipalities opportunities to
consolidate State and local capital investments on a single
bid and project basis (i.e. simultaneous paving of State and
local roads).
16. Encourage interlocal cooperation for major capital expendi
tures, such as:
- purchase of capital equipment (e.g. road grader)
- installation of facilities (e.g. sand and salt storage)
- construction of roads and bridges located on common
boundaries
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17. Continue to research the cost-effectiveness and long-term
performance of timber bridges, and seek Federal funds to
support this research and development initiative.
18. Continue to support local transportation planning efforts by
providing MDOT data on local roads and bridges to
communities, and in particular, to communities involved in
comprehensive planning efforts.
19. Encourage all municipalities to investigate and implement the
Local Roads Center's "Road Surface Management System" (RSMS).
20. Continue and expand the delivery of technical assistance and
education in capital planning and other road issues through
the Local Roads Center, regional councils and others.
21. Further refine the strategy for addressing the State’s growth
management goals, including the preparation of:
- a comprehensive plan review and analysis procedure for
MDOT that assesses a community's transportation
inventory, policies and strategies including regional
transportation policies and the capital investment plan
- model access control, land use and transportation
performance standards for adoption by municipalities as
a means to conserve State and local highway capacity
- right-of-way protection procedures for adoption by
municipalities to preserve and protect transportation
corridors and rights-of-way
- provisions for bikeways on paved shoulders and greenways
- regional strategies to encourage the coordination of
capital investment strategies.
22. Periodically reassess and, where appropriate, realign State
and local responsibilities for capital improvements on the
highway and bridge network.
Transportation Management Issues
With competition for maintenance and improvement funds becoming
more intense, TSM, TDM and growth management approaches should be
used to the maximum practical extent. The key element to
efficient management of the system over the next ten years will
be control of access to the primary highway system. A second key
element is managing corridor growth. Lack of good access control
and adequate land use regulation will lead to continuing strip
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development, which will in turn lead to increased congestion and
pressure for, new, expanded and expensive bypass roads.
Transportation management alternatives such as TSM, TDM, access
controls and growth management may be particularly relevant to
highly congested areas of the State, including coastal areas
where severe congestion is experienced during the peak summer
tourist season. Transportation management alternatives may offer
the only feasible solution in the State's urban areas and major
employment centers, where congestion is increasing but physical
capacity does not exist to improve the level of service. Many of
the transportation management technigues, and especially demand
management approaches, need to be tested and proven in Maine
before they can be applied on a wider basis.
Strategies:
23. Evaluate TDM, TSM and growth management strategies in the
Route 1 Belfast to Bath Corridor and other congested
corridors to help municipalities evaluate transportation
management procedures.
24. Investigate the feasibility of implementing a State access
management program for State highways serving as major
arterials. This program should include standards for the
design and location of driveways and intersecting streets,
performance standards, reguirements for impact fees or road
improvements, traffic impact analysis and standards for
service roads and common driveways.
25. Seek Federal funds available through the National Trails Act
and the Intermodal Transportation Efficiency Act to develop
pedestrian ways and bikeway systems in appropriate areas of
the State.
Intermodal Development
The State's highway system interconnects with, and is vital to,
the functioning of other modes of transportation including
airports, ferries, commercial marine facilities, and rail.
Public buses are wholly dependent upon the highway system. It is
important that future capital investments include consideration
of links to other modes of transportation, and the creation of
choices among modes.
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Strategies:
26. Take a more aggressive role in seeking consistency and
compatibility between State, regional and local planning
efforts through Maine's amended growth management law.
Encourage municipalities to fully consider the importance of
the various transportation modes in planning for the future
by including transportation management as a goal of the
growth management law.
27. Initiate more extensive study of the potential for a formal
haul road system, with participation of both users and
shippers. Take a proactive stance in the development of
other cost-effective means of moving goods, including truck/
rail transload centers, low-interest loans for less damaging
trucks or improved seaport-rail connections. The trucking,
rail and marine industries should be involved in this effort,
as well as shippers.
28. Continue to support alternatives such as remote parking and
public transportation services designed to relieve seasonal
congestion.
(These are currently being considered in the
Route 1 Bath to Belfast Corridor Study.)
29. Initiate a formal program, in coordination with and in
support of local communities, regional planning agencies and
ridesharing committees, to identify future locations for
ridesharing lots. As part of highway construction projects
reserve, where possible, rights of way and land for
ridesharing lots.
Project Implementation
While environmental review of transportation projects has existed
for some time, the process has become increasingly rigorous and
has been applied to a larger number of projects. For example,
the State's shoreland zoning amendments and the Natural Resources
Protection Act have increased the regulation of wetlands. While
environmental review is generally accepted as a desirable part of
the process, it has clearly become too slow and cumbersome. Some
projects cannot be implemented at all, while others incur long
and costly delays. The ability to implement projects would be
improved if more emphasis is placed on whether environmental
standards are met rather than the methods which are used to meet
them. MDOT should not be exempt from these standards but should
be given greater latitude and flexibility in meeting them.
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Strategies:
30. During the planning and environmental review process,
periodically calculate the impact of project delay and
mitigating measures related to the environmental process in
order to gain a better understanding of cost impacts.
31. Maintain a strong in-house environmental review process that
gives MDOT primary responsibility for conducting
transportation analyses and for the development of those
mitigating measures which are directly related to
transportation.
32. In evaluating transportation projects continue to emphasize
compliance with environmental performance standards such as
those contained in the Clean Air Act, rather than the method
selected to meet those standards. This should apply to all
projects, not just highway projects.
33. Encourage the Maine Legislature to adopt environmental review
procedures that allow simultaneous State and Federal review
to occur. Further, encourage the adoption of review
standards that maximize consistency with Federal standards
without undermining State policy objectives.
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CHAPTER 9. TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IM PROVEM ENTS BUDGET

Introduction

The 10-year Capital Improvements Budget outlined for each
transportation mode on the following pages represents a 1 0 -year
projection for the years 1992-2002. All dollar amounts are
stated in 1992 dollars and have not been adjusted for inflation
over the 10-year time frame of the Plan. Because of the
long-range nature of the Plan and the requirement for a biennial
update, the budget is subject to change and refinement as new
insights, opportunities, conditions and needs emerge.
Implementation of the recommended budget will, of course, be
subject to Congressional and Legislative appropriations, as well
as voter approval of future bond issues.
For each transportation mode, there are 3 budget components:
1.

A Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget which reflects the total
costs anticipated to respond to identified needs as opposed
to what might be considered to be just the State's
responsibility, based on the discussion and strategies set
forth in the preceding chapters;

2.

A Revenue Budget which includes funds authorized by the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
(ISTEA) which have not yet been appropriated, as well as
funds reasonably anticipated from other Federal sources.
State funds, including current bond issues (highways,
airports), have been included and have been projected forward
1 0 years; and

3.

A Funding Gap Statement which identifies options for bridging
the gap between anticipated revenues and needs/expenditures.

This Plan envisions a total, 10-year needs/expenditures budget of
$2.79 billion. Total anticipated revenues are estimated at $2.00
billion, which will address 72% of the total needs including 71%
of the highway needs and 76% of the non-highway needs. The
funding gap has narrowed since the last Plan was released due to
the removal from the Plan of several extraordinary highway and
bridge projects and the infusion of new Federal financial
support. Maine's funding gap is relatively narrow in relation to
the gap found in many other states.
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Major budget issues for each mode include the following:
Multiple Occupancy Highway Vehicles - The Plan advocates
funds to meet the demand for rideshare vans and park-and-ride
lots, but there is a funding shortfall of $4 million to
address the anticipated need. The Plan also seeks to
continue the trend of the last two years whereby the
conditions of the demand response and transit fleets have
improved.
Public Ferry Transportation - Anticipated revenues will
address only 17% of the needs/expenditures budget.
Additional revenues will need to be generated to address a
funding gap of $30.4 million. Historically, State bond
issues and Federal discretionary grants have funded most
capital needs within this mode. The ferry budget addresses
only the needs within Penobscot and Casco Bays.
Commercial Marine Transportation - Anticipated revenues will
address only 2% of the needs/expenditures budget. The State
will have to tap a number of funding sources to bridge the
funding gap of $46.7 million.
In the past, State bond
issues, Federal grants and local financial support have been
relied upon. The budget continues to emphasize Maine's
three-port strategy and includes a harbor management program.
Rail Transportation - Anticipated revenues will address 82%
of the needs/expenditures. A funding gap of $14.6 million
will have to be addressed for the purchase of additional rail
lines subject to abandonment, the rehabilitation of publicly
owned lines, and the establishment of commuter passenger
facilities in the Bath area. The budget contains a major
emphasis on passenger rail service.
Air Transportation - Anticipated revenues will address the
entire needs/expenditures budget provided the State is able
to maximize federal funding assistance, including
discretionary grant programs, and provided further that Maine
voters continue to support airport improvement bond issues on
a biennial basis. The budget gives priority to the Portland
and Bangor facilities as well as airports of economic
significance scattered throughout the State.
Highways and Bridges - Anticipated revenues will address 71%
of the capital improvement needs, leaving a funding gap of
$699 million. Options for bridging the gap include
increasing motor vehicle fees and instituting new toll
systems. The budget seeks to maximize the use of Federal
funds while adhering to the mandates of the State's new
Sensible Transportation Policy Act.
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Multiple Occupancy Highway Vehicles
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget. The capital needs/
expenditures budget shown below represents an overall increase
from $19,544,000 shown in the 1990 Plan to $36,879,000, a gain of
$17,335,000 or 89%. Most of the budget growth is reflected in
the Demand Response category, up $6,232,000 or 93%, and the
Transit category which increased $10,603,000 or 113%. The first
two components of the capital needs/expenditures budget address
the vehicle replacement needs of the nine transit operators and
nine demand response operators discussed in Chapter 3. The
capital needs of these providers are based on visual inspections
of vehicle conditions, as well as considerations of vehicle age,
type and manufacturer's estimated useful life expectancy. An
assessment of needs was conducted in early 1989 and again in
1991. The funding levels are designed to maintain the size and
improve the condition of the existing transit and demand response
fleets, although some downsizing of vehicle capacities may occur.
The capital needs/expenditures budget for rideshare vans remains
the same, while the budget for park-and-ride lots reflects a gain
of $500,000 or 17%. The rideshare vans component of the budget
reflects level funding and is based on the State's expectation
that this amount will exceed demand. Demand will continue to be
monitored and adjustments will be made if necessary. The
park-and-ride expenditure has been increased because of the
success of the program since 1990, and the need for additional
parking spaces. The budget does not reflect any expenditure for
land acguisition but rather relies on the availability and use of
existing parcels held by State or local governments. State
experience to date in creating park-and-ride lots suggests that
this is a reasonable assumption.
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget
1992-2002
Demand Response
Transit
Rideshare Vans
Park-and-Ride Lots

$12,916,000
19,963,000
500,000
3,500,000
$36,879,000

Revenues. It is anticipated that support for this budget will
come primarily through the Federal Government.
It is assumed
that the traditional Federal funding sources discussed in Chapter
3 will continue, and that additional funds may be made available
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from the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991; the Act is expected to give states greater flexibility in
using funds for non-highway purposes.
Revenue Budget
1992-2002
Federal funds
State funds
Local Funds

$26,303,000
0
6,576,000
$32,879,000

Funding Gap. The budget categories above reflect a funding gap
of $4 million for additional rideshare vans and park-and-ride
lots. Federal funds, which once supported these activities, are
no longer earmarked specifically for that purpose. Options for
addressing the funding gap include the following:
1.

Reduction of capital needs/expenditures. If the demand for
additional rideshare vans or park-and-ride lots does not
materialize to the extent envisioned, the gap will be
reduced.

2.

ISTEA funds. Under the provisions of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, it will be possible to
utilize highway funds for rideshare vans or park-and-ride
lots. However, any such transfers will exacerbate the gap
for highways and bridges.

3.

Bond issues. State voters could be asked to approve bond
issues for additional rideshare vans and park-and-ride lots
to assure compliance with the Sensible Transportation Policy
Act.

Public Ferry Transportation
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget. The overall capital
needs/expenditures budget for public ferry transportation,
$36,805,000, represents an increase of $7,155,000, or 24%, from
the budget contained in the 1990 Plan ($29,650,000). For the
Maine State Ferry Service, the new budget reflects an increase of
$10,105,000, or 92% in piers and support facilities from
$10,950,000 to $21,055,000, primarily because several additional
projects have been identified since publication of the 1990 Plan.
Expenditures for vessels have dropped from $7.5 million in the
1990 Plan to $ 6 million, in part because the new 17-car ferry,
the Captain Henry Lee, is being completed and is therefore not
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included in the current budget. For the Casco Bay Island Transit
District, the amount budgeted for piers and support facilities
has been refined from $8,200,000 to $7,550,000, and the amount
for new vessels has been reduced from $3,000,000 to $2,200,000.
The emphasis for capital needs/expenditures is on the Maine State
Ferry Service (MSFS) and the Casco Bay Island Transit District
(CBITD). No capital improvements are budgeted to support
international ferry services or the addition of new ferry
services. However, there is a potential for further investment
at the International Marine Terminal in Portland which would
support the ferry service to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
Both the MSFS and CBITD systems are experiencing a concentration
of capital needs as vessels and facilities approach the end of
their useful lives in the near term. The capital needs/
expenditures shown below for the MSFS and CBITD are those deemed
essential to maintain existing service levels. Facility
improvements will address piers, terminal buildings and parking
lots. For the MSFS, two new vessels are proposed, one of which
is scheduled for completion in the next few years. The budget
also includes funds for the replacement of two vessels for the
CBITD service. Costs are higher for the MSFS because the vessels
are designed to accommodate a larger number of vehicles.

Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget
1992-2002
Maine State Ferry Service
Piers, Support Facilities
Vessels
Casco Bay Island Transit District
Piers, Support Facilities
Vessels

21,055,000
6 , 000,000
7.550.000
2 .2 0 0 . 0 0 0

$36,805,000
Revenues. The revenue side of the budget for ferries is
considerably less than the capital needs/expenditures budget.
Federal funds which appear certain include an FTA Section 3 grant
of $1,533,000 for a new ferry and a $900,000 grant to CBITD for a
new ferry. State funds include $2 million that was approved in
the November 1991 bond issue for a new ferry, and $1.95 million
previously approved for the Peaks Island terminal.
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Revenue Budget
1992-2002
$2,433,000
3,950,000
0

Federal Funds
State Funds
Local Funds

$6,383,000
Funding Gap.
$30,422,000.
following:

The funding gap for public ferry transportation is
Options for addressing the funding gap include the

1.

ISTEA. There are two possible sources of funding for ferries
under the ISTEA. A demonstration program is being developed
at the national level for ferries. The amount and
availability of these funds is not known at this time.
ISTEA
funds can also be used for intermodal connections at ferry
terminals. However, transfers of funds from ISTEA will
exacerbate the gap for highways and bridges.

2.

FTA Section 3 Program. In the past, and as recently as March
of 1992, Maine has been successful in obtaining FTA
discretionary funds for capital improvements. These grants
are competitive, and are made available on an 80/20 matching
basis.

3.

Bond issues. In the past, Maine voters have been supportive
of general obligation bond issues for public ferry
improvements. General obligation bonds could be used to
finance at least some of the needed improvements.

4.

Revenue bonds. CBITD has used revenue bonds to finance some
of its capital improvements. Revenue bonds could be used on
the MSFS if rates were raised high enough to cover capital
expenditures (currently, rates cover only 45% of operating
expenses). The Maine Port Authority could issue revenue
bonds; the newly proposed Maine Transportation Authority
would also be able to issue revenue bonds.

Commercial Marine Transportation
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget. The 10-year commercial marine
capital needs/expenditures budget, $47.5 million, represents a
substantial increase from the $18 million budget contained in the
1990 Plan primarily because cost estimates were not available in
1990 for completing major cargo port projects.
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With respect to cargo ports, this Plan assumes that the projects
initiated in the early eighties at Eastport, Portland and
Searsport will be completed and that facility expansions will be
necessary at Eastport and possibly Portland. At this time,
facility expansions lack well defined costs. Of the original
projects, only the Sears Island facility remains incomplete. The
final costs to complete this facility will not become clear until
completion of the environmental impact statement.
The budget item for general harbor improvements is based on a
comprehensive study of Maine coastal port and harbor needs which
was completed in 1990. The budget includes funding for 70
priority projects which include land/facility acquisition,
maintenance dredging, new dredging, float construction, wharf
rehabilitation, pier rehabilitation, wharf and pier construction,
breakwater/wave protection, breakwater rehabilitation and
shoreline stabilization.
It does not address all general harbor
needs .
The capital needs/expenditures budget does not include any funds
for passenger cruise ship support facilities. However, one
project under consideration involves the International Marine
Terminal where improvements could be made in support of cruise
line services, international ferry services, and additional cargo
handling facilities.
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget
1992-2002
General Harbor Improvements
Cargo Ports

$10,000,000
37,500,000
$47,500,000

Revenues. The decline in Federal financial support for economic
development projects and for harbor and port improvements places
greater financial burdens on the State and its coastal
communities. Currently, there are no Federal funds that can be
anticipated with any certainty. The only State funds currently
available include $200,000 for an Eastport development study that
was approved in the November, 1991 transportation bond issue.
Local funds include $600,000 which was raised by the Town of
Searsport for the Sears Island project.
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Revenue Budget
1992-2002
$0

Federal Funds
State Funds
Local Funds

200,000

600,000
$800,000

Funding Gap. The funding gap for commercial marine
transportation is $46,700,000, which is virtually the entire
amount of the capital needs/expenditures budget. Options for
addressing the funding gap include the following:
1.

ISTEA. Funds from the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act can be used for port access and intermodal
improvements. However, the use of ISTEA funds will
exacerbate the funding gap for highways and bridges.

2.

Other Federal funds. In the past, the State has supported
cargo port improvements, in part, through funding from the
Economic Development Administration, the Farmers Home
Administration, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the Army Corps of Engineers. Cutbacks at
the Federal level have eliminated most of these former
sources of support, although there is some EDA money for port
improvement projects. Nevertheless, MDOT must continue to
explore options for obtaining Federal support in spite of
these cutbacks.

3.

Public/private ventures. The issuance of revenue bonds,
based on revenue from private enterprise, could generate
revenue for capital projects. For example, the Maine State
Port Authority could issue revenue bonds based on tonnage
commitments from shippers of wood chips. The success of this
type of venture is a function of the amount of tonnage that
is committed.

4.

Bond issues. In the past, Maine voters have supported
general obligation bond issues for cargo port improvements.
Bonds could be used to finance at least some of the needed
improvements.

5.

Local matching funds. In the area of general harbor
improvements, if State funds can be raised, MDOT can design a
program that offers strong inducements to local governments
to raise matching funds.
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Rail Transportation
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget. In 1990, the capital needs/
expenditures budget for rail was $56,576,000. The 10-year
needs/expenditures budget reflected below is $79,600,000, which
represents an increase of $23,024,000, or 41% from the 1990 Plan.
The budget for rail crossings is $10 million to reflect the fact
that approximately $1,000,000 is made available from the Federal
Government each year. The private rail rehabilitation category
has decreased from $24,000,000 to $5,000,000 to reflect the fact
that the Plan does not envision the use of State funds for
financing track improvements on rail held in private ownership.
There is a need to assist shippers in constructing rail loading
facilities, but this has not been reflected in the capital
needs/expenditures budget because the extent of the need has not
been documented.
The public rail rehabilitation category remains about the same as
in the 1990 Plan and reflects the costs of rehabilitating the
Calais Branch ($4 million) and the Brunswick/Augusta line
($1,000,000) as well as additional work on the Rockland Branch
($500,000). Rehabilitation needs on rail owned by the State have
been studied extensively to generate the budgeted cost items.
Expenditures are warranted on the Rockland Branch because the
State has engaged a private, short-line operator to provide
services on this Branch. This Plan anticipates that State funds
would be used to improve the Calais Branch after a viable,
private short-line operator steps forward to restore service.
In
the interim, some expenditures may be necessary simply to
maintain these lines in their current condition.
The passenger rail category, which was zero in the 1990 Plan,
reflects the costs of upgrading the Portland/Boston corridor and
providing equipment ($50 million) and the costs of providing 5
stations in the Bath area ($100,000) to facilitate a commuter
service. The $50 million figure includes $30 million authorized
by Congress but not yet appropriated, and it includes an
undefined amount of funds that will have to be spent outside of
Maine on track improvements in the Portland to Haverhill, Mass,
corridor.
The capital needs/expenditures budget for obtaining rail
rights-of-way has been reduced from $16,000,000 in the 1990 Plan
to $9,000,000 (-44%) to better reflect what the State
realistically anticipates purchasing. The comparable budget item
contained in the 1990 Plan included the costs of purchasing all
lines subject to abandonment.
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Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget
1992-2002
Crossings
Private Rail Rehabilitation
Public Rail Rehabilitation
Passenger Rail
Rail, Right of Way Acguisition

$

10, 000,000

5.000.
000
5,500,000
50,100,000
9.000.
000
$79,600,000

Revenue.
It is anticipated that support for this budget will
come primarily from the Federal government and AMTRAK. Federal
funds will be used primarily to support rail/highway crossing
improvements, private rail rehabilitation, and funds to improve
track for passenger rail service ($30 million). The revenue
budget also assumes that AMTRAK will provide about $20 million to
address the need for passenger rail equipment.
Revenue Budget
1992-2002
Federal funds
AMTRAK

$45,000,000
20,000,000
$65,000,000

Funding Gap. The budget categories above reflect a funding gap
of roughly $14.6 million. The gap includes funds for public rail
rehabilitation ($5.5 million), capital expenditures for passenger
rail improvements for commuting stations in the Bath area
($100,000), and funds for rail right-of-way acquisition ($9
million). The gap is reflected as a State funding gap because
there are no Federal funding categories earmarked for these
activities, and they are not local in nature. There are several
options for addressing the funding gap:
1.

General obligation bonds. In the past, there has been voter
support for general obligation bond issues for the purchase
and rehabilitation of rail and for the re-establishment of
passenger rail service. Currently, all past bond issue money
has been spent. Maine voters could be asked to approve
additional bond issues to support these State initiatives.

2.

Revenue bonds. The State could issue revenue bonds for rail
improvements on State-owned lines based on commitments from
shippers. Revenue bonds can result in increased traffic,
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which in turn can provide additional revenue for capital
improvements. MDOT currently doesn't have the authority to
issue these bonds, the proposed transportation authority
would have this power.
3.

ISTEA funds. Under the provisions of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act, it may be possible to utilize
some highway funds for rail transportation purposes.
However, any such transfers will exacerbate the gap for
highways and bridges.

4.

Public/private ventures. The most promising public/private
ventures for railroads include intermodal, or trans-load
facilities. There are currently several such privately owned
facilities in Maine. Safe Handling, Inc. in Auburn transfers
materials from truck to rail. The company's emphasis is on
hauling hazardous materials for paper companies. Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad constructed a similar trans-load facility
at Northern Maine Junction in Hermon. Springfield Terminal
has just completed a similar facility at Waterville, and one
exists at South Paris on the St. Lawrence and Atlantic.
These facilities, while relatively new, appear to be working.
Railroad companies are looking for outside funding to assist
in the establishment of these facilities. The State's role
may be one of working with private industry in obtaining a
guarantee of a certain amount of tonnage. The railroad would
then have a secure stream of income to use as collateral to
invest in a trans-load facility.

Air Transportation

Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget. The air transportation
capital needs/expenditures budget contained in the 1990 Plan was
incomplete, reflecting a total budget of $ 1 2 million for general
aviation airports only. At that time, estimates of capital costs
for other facilities were not available. The new budget reflects
the results of the Aviation Systems Plan which was concluded in
1991.
By far, the largest of the capital needs/expenditures ($155.4
million, or 85% of the total) is for economic development
airports, all of which are publicly owned. This Plan
incorporates the identification of 15 economic development
airports contained in the State's 1991 Aviation Systems Plan,
plus a possible 16th at Rangeley or another location in Western
Maine. Portland and Bangor would receive the highest priority
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for capital funding, followed by the remainder of the economic
development airports. All but one of the State's planning
regions would have at least one of these airports. Economic
development airports should have a paved runway between 4,000 and
5,000 feet long, with a minimum of a non-precision approach.
The category "other general aviation airports" includes publicly
owned airports other than economic development airports. The
pavement preservation program is aimed at maintaining paved
runways at all publicly owned airports. The "heliports" category
addresses the need to provide efficient, cost-effective air
service to islands and other remote areas of the State where
there is a need for such service and the costs of constructing an
airport cannot be justified based on service levels and available
dollars.
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget
1992-2002
Economic Development Airports
Portland Jetport
Bangor International Airport
Other Commercial Service Airports
Reliever Airports
Other Economic Development Airports
Other General Aviation Airports
Pavement Preservation
Heliports

$26,233,000
60.072.000
28.288.000
15.744.000
25.035.000
23.052.000
2,500,000
1 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0

$181,924,000
Revenues. It is anticipated that Federal Aviation Administration
funds (made available on a 90/10 matching basis) will continue to
support aviation improvements over the next 10 years, that Maine
voters will continue to approve biennial airport bond issues of
$2.5 million, that local units of government will continue to
provide a 5% match, and that private sources will pay for certain
improvements, such as hangars, that are ineligible for Federal
support. It is also assumed that successful operations at
Portland and Bangor will continue to generate private funds for
capital improvements.
In contrast to the other transportation
modes, if all anticipated funds materialize, there will be no
funding gap.
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Revenue Budget
1992-2002
Federal funds
State funds
Local Funds
Private Funds

$134,455,000
12.500.000
23.598.000
1 1 .3 7 1 . 0 0 0

$181,924,000

Highways and Bridges
Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget. The 10-year capital
needs/expenditures budget shown below reflects the major funding
categories contained in the authorized Federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, as well as the State's
Local Road Assistance Program and off-system (local) bridges.
If
the Federal Act is funded at the authorized levels, the Act will
provide a significant increase in the State's ability to fund
highway and bridge needs over the next 6 years. The budget
includes backlog needs and anticipated future needs as determined
by the Highway Performance Monitoring System database maintained
by the Maine Department of Transportation.
The total highway budget is estimated to be $1.75 billion. The
10-year needs/expenditures budget for bridges ($659 million) is
based on MDOT's 1990 study of bridge needs, revised estimates for
constructing 5 extraordinary bridges and the assumption that all
5 bridges would be built within the next 10 years. The capital
needs/expenditures budget also includes off-system bridge needs.
The budget reflects the fact that there is a significant backlog
of bridge structural deficiencies that will need to be addressed,
and that a significant number of bridges will approach the end of
their useful lives during the 1 0 -year period.
The total, 10-year capital needs/expenditures budget for roads
and bridges shown below is estimated to be $2,414 billion.
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Capital Needs/Expenditures Budget
1992-2002
National Highway System
Interstate System
Principal Arterials
Minor Arterials
Rural/Urban Highway System
Principal Arterials
Minor Arterials
Collectors
Local Road Assistance
Total, Roads
Bridges
On-System Bridges
Extraordinary Bridges
Off-System Bridges
Total, Bridges
TOTAL, ROADS AND BRIDGES

$134,430,000
258,070,000
47,640,000
$91,090,000
383.050.000
647.470.000
193,000,000
$1,754,750,000
$231,000,000
359,000,000
69,000,000
$659,000,000
$2,413,750,000

Revenues.
1.

ISTEA. Under the new Federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act, Maine will receive about $1.29
for each dollar sent to Washington. Federal funding will
rise from $70 million per year to an average over the next
six years of $ 8 8 million per year. This amount excludes
consideration of special funding for four major projects.
The numbers indicated below are preliminary estimates for
each category which will be refined during the Congressional
appropriation process.
Interstate Maintenance
Bridge Replacement/Rehabilitation
National Highway System (NHS)
Surface Transportation Program (STP)
Federal Lands
Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality
Toll Road Reimbursement
Demonstration Projects

$

85,000,000
98.000.
000
145.000. 000
165.000. 000
1 , 000,000

30.000.
000
27.000. 000
187,100,000

The Surface Transportation Program (STP) is a new block grant
program applicable to any public road not functionally
classified as either local or rural minor collector.
States may choose to transfer 50 percent of the NHS funds to
the STP Program and if the Secretary of Transportation
approves, up to 100 percent can be transferred. STP funds
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for bridge projects, unlike highway projects, are not
restricted to Federal-aid roads but may be spent on any
public road. Transit capital projects are also eligible
under the STP Program. The Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Improvement Program funds are to be spent on
transportation projects that make a contribution toward
meeting the attainment of national ambient area air quality
standards in non-attainment areas.
The Bridge Program is basically unchanged from previous years
in its formula requirements. Forty percent of a state's
bridge funds may be transferred to the NHS or the STP. A
timber bridge research and construction discretionary program
is established with a national funding level of $50.5
million. The Toll Road Reimbursement Program will provide
$13.8 million in FY 96, another $13.8 million in FY 97 and
perhaps more in future years. This amount compensates Maine
for the toll road that became part of the Interstate System.
The Demonstration Projects Program contains funding for the
following projects:
Don Carter Memorial Bridge
(Watervi11e-Winslow)
Brunswick-Topsham Bridge and Bypass
Million Dollar Bridge
Carleton Bridge
(preliminary study/engineering)
TOTAL

$32.1 million
10.5 million
134.5 million
10.0

million

$187.1 million

Opportunities may exist to obtain additional funds for
demonstration projects in future years.
Assuming that the Congressional appropriation for the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act includes
$714 million over a 6 -year period, that roughly $352 million
will be appropriated for an additional 4-year period, and
that $20 million for the Brunswick-Topsham bypass from a
previous Highway Act will be available, there will be about
$1,086 billion in Federal money available to address 45% of
the capital expenditures set forth above (assuming that no
highway funds are transferred to other modes). The remaining
55%, or $1,328 billion, will have to be addressed with State
and local dollars.
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2.

State funding. The revenue budget shown below assumes that
in each biennium, there will be approximately $72 million in
State funds for highway and bridge improvements (a
continuation of the level of funding provided for in the
Department's 1992-93 Transportation Investment Program), plus
$38.6 million through the Local Road Assistance Program, and
4.8 million from local and other sources. The revenue budget
also includes $51.7 million in State money for extraordinary
bridges.
Revenue Budget
1992-2002
Federal funds
State funds
Local/other

$1,086,000,000
604,700,000
24,000,000
$1,714,700,000

Funding Gap. The revenue budget shown above ($1,714 billion)
will address 71% of the needs/expenditures budget ($2,413
billion). Options for closing the funding gap of $699 million
include the following:
1.

Motor Fuel Use Tax. Indexing motor fuel taxes for either
inflation, engine fuel efficiency or construction costs is
one avenue that could improve the use of the existing tax by
stabilizing the purchasing power of fuel taxes collected.
Since these types of variable taxes incorporate factors that
affect road repair, they tend to be more sensitive to funding
needs than a fuel tax that is not indexed.
In addition,
indexing the fuel tax would eliminate the need for
legislative increases in the fuel tax as revenues drop in
relation to highway costs.
The practical problem with indexing is the potential to lose
competitive position with neighboring states. Considering
this factor and the objectives of the Sensible Transportation
Policy Act, it might be worth considering no change in fuel
taxes to sustain Maine's competitive position while
instituting new and offsetting revenue sources that reduce
reliance on foreign oil, increase the use of energy efficient
transportation and conserve existing highway capacity.

2.

Motor vehicle fees. The excise tax and the various motor
vehicle registration fees constitute the user fees currently
in place in Maine. Existing motor vehicle fees could be
raised to the New England average to generate additional
revenues.
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3.

Toll Road Financing. Toll road financing could also be used
to bridge the gap. It is not possible to precisely identify
revenue generating locations in the State without extensive
study. Nonetheless, the toll road/bridge approach to revenue
generation is promising for Maine. Historically, the Maine
Turnpike Authority has contributed $8.7 million per year to
the MDOT budget from a set-aside of its toll revenues.
There is historical precedence for toll facilities in Maine.
Bridges which have functioned as toll bridges in the past
include the Augusta Bridge, the Bangor-Brewer (Chamberlain)
Bridge, and the Jonesport-Beal Bridge.

4.

Lease or Sale of MDOT Assets. MDOT currently owns 290
parcels throughout the State, which total 1,064 acres. Most
parcels are small, averaging 4.21 acres. MDOT has been
selling its remnant parcels over the past few years. Sale
revenues were $1,088,549 in FY89; $932,527 in FY90; and
approximately $293,000 in FY91.
The number of MDOT parcels available for public sale is
shrinking, and the potential for remaining parcels to be
significant revenue generators is slim.

5.

A weight-distance tax (WDT) is a future option for truck
traffic. This type of tax considers both vehicle weight and
miles driven when accounting for wear and tear on the
highway. Since axle weight is the key contributor to highway
pavement damage, a WDT that considers differences in axle
loadings would provide opportunities for improving eguity in
highway financing. However, instituting this tax would
require improved information on the highway cost
responsibility of different vehicle classes in order to
estimate appropriate WDT rates. Technologies, such as
weigh-in-motion and automatic vehicle identification
equipment currently in use in the State would provide the
needed data. Pilot projects in several states to evaluate
WDTs are currently in place.

SUMMARY
The 10-year capital improvement budget for all modes of
transportation, as set forth in the table below, includes capital
needs/expenditures, reasonably anticipated revenues, and funding
gaps which represent that portion of the capital
needs/expenditures for which funding is problematical.
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The total needs/expenditures budget, $2,796 billion, translates
into a yearly expenditure of $279 million. There will be about
$ 2 0 0 million available per year in revenues which will address
72% of the need, including 171 million for highways and bridges
(71% of the need) and $29 million for all other modes (76% of the
need). The annual shortfall will be about $79 million, including
$70 million for highways and bridges and $9 million for all other
modes.
SUMMARY BUDGET
1992-2002
NEEDS/
EXPENDITURES
Multiple Occ. Veh
$36,879,000
Public Ferry
36.805.000
Commercial Marine
47.500.000
Rail Transportation
79.600.000
Aviation
181,924,000
Highways, Bridges
2,413,750,000
TOTAL

$2,796,458,000
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REVENUES

FUNDING
GAP

$32,879,000
6,383,000
800,000
65,000,000
181,924,000
1,714,700,000

699,050,000

2,001,686,000

794,772,000

4,000,000
30.422.000
46.700.000
14.600.000
0

APPENDIX

SCORECARD
TRANSPORTATION HIGHLIGHTS SINCE 1990
There have been a number of significant transportation
developments since publication of the Commission's last Capital
Improvement Plan in 1990. These are discussed in greater depth
in the text of the Plan.

General
- Maine voters enacted the Sensible Transportation Policy Act
which puts into law strategies advocated by the Commission in
1990 including those aimed at minimizing harmful
environmental impacts, repairing and improving roads and
bridges to provide a safe and efficient transportation
system, supporting transportation systems which meet the
needs of the elderly and disabled, and working within the
context of the State's Comprehensive Planning and Land Use
Regulation Act

Multiple Occupancy Highway Vehicles
- The overall condition of the transit fleets has improved
- The overall condition of the demand response fleets has
improved
- MDOT continued to meet on-going requests for additional
park-and-ride lots and vanpool loans

Public Ferry Transportation
- MDOT began construction of a new ferry for the Maine State
Ferry Service
- Parking improvements were initiated at Bass Harbor, Rockland
and Lincolnville
- The transfer bridge at Frenchboro was rebuilt
- MDOT reconstructed the Great Diamond Island ferry pier
- A needs survey was completed for the Long Island pier
- The voters approved a bond issue in the amount of $2 million
for another new ferry
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Commercial Marine
- A permanent container cargo feeder service was established at
Portland
- Passenger cruise ship calls to Maine ports in 1991 were
double the 1990 volume
- MDOT completed a comprehensive study of coastal port and
harbor needs
- The voters passed a bond issue which included $200,000 for an
Eastport terminal development study

Rail Transportation
- MDOT purchased the Augusta/Brunswick Branch and rehabilitated
the Rockland/Brunswick Branch
- MDOT leased the Rockland/Brunswick Branch to a short line
operator
- Private intermodal facilities were established in Auburn and
Waterville
- AMTRAK completed a study of rail passenger service
- AMTRAK agreed to provide $20 million in equipment if
passenger rail service is reestablished
- Congress authorized $30 million for track improvements
between Portland and Haverhill, Mass, for rail passenger
service
- MDOT selected AMTRAK to provide passenger rail service
- Additional rail.crossing improvements were implemented

Aviation
- MDOT completed an Aviation Systems Plan for capital
improvements at all publicly owned airports
- The Federal Aviation Administration designated Auburn and
Sanford as reliever airports for Portland
- Maine voters passed a bond issue which included $2.5 million
for airport improvements

State Highways
- Congress enacted the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 which authorizes a substantial
increase in highway funds over the next 5 years and
implements strategies advocated by the Commission in 1990
including those aimed at increasing funds for multiple
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occupancy highway vehicles, increasing funds to meet highway
and bridge needs, and allowing greater flexibility in the use
of federal funds
In 1991, the voters enacted a bond issue which includes $25
million for highway and bridge improvements
In 1991, Congress authorized $187.1 million in demonstration
funds for 4 extraordinary bridges supported in the 1990 Plan
As a result of the Sensible Transportation Policy Act, 3
extraordinary highway projects and two extraordinary bridge
projects that were advocated in the 1990 Plan may not move
forward until compliance with the Act is realized
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